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Envirocycle, Inc.
Providing
Electromc
Recycling
Solutions for the
21st Century
Envirocycle. Inc., one of the
nation's leading recyclers of
electronic equipment,
has
opened an electronic recycling
center in Rancho Cucamonga
The facility at 11383 Newport
Drive is approved by the
continued on page 5
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AT DEADLINE

A Partnership
Forged of
F.Ire ....'
The Falls Prime Steakhouse
has partnered With Matchbox
Vintage
Pizza
Bistro
of
Washington, D.C. to bring their
award-winning
concept
to
Mercado Plaza at 155 South Palm
Canyon Drive in downtown Palm
Springs! This new and exciting
restaurant is very architecturally
appealing, with a wood-fired pizza
oven and open pizza line, rich
hardwood floors and trim. handbuilt tables with inlaid matchboxcnnrinued 011 page 8

Women Employer Firms
Continue to Show Strength
Similar Survival Rates,
Fewer Job Losses
From 1997-2001
Between 1997 and 2001,
women-owned employer establishments were just as likely as all
employer establishments to have
remained in business, and exhibited
more employment resiliency than
average. This information is contained in a new Issue in Brief,
"Trends
in
Women-Owned
Employer Establishments: 1997 to
200 I" being published today by the
National
Women's
Business

Council (NWBC). As the result of
an unprecedented agreement made
with the Census Bureau, the
NWBC is now publishing information on trends in the number and
employment of women-owned
employer establishments by state
and industry.' This is the only such
data available annually between
census years. allowing the NWBC
to provide more detailed and timely intelligence on trends in
women's

entrepreneurship.

"Trends
in
Women-Owned
Employer Establishments: 1997 to
2001" focuses on two key meascominued on page 2
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Sun Cal

Companies,
Lehman
Brothers Close

$120M Land Acquisition
With State of California

SunCal Companies, a leading
developer of master-planned communities. closed on the $120 million purchase of 470 acres in
Chino from the State of California.
SunCal partnered with Lehman
Brothers, New York, on the acquisition through Lehman's $1.6 billion real estate fund.
The California Department of

continued on page 5
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Women Employer Firms Continue to Show Strength .
continued from page I
ure' · survi\ a! and change, in
employment. The brief features
detailed table, b} 'tate and industry.
More thJn t\vo-thirds {69.8 percent) of the emplo}er hu,me" Joe alion, in exi,tencc in 1997 were ,till
111 operation four years later 111
2001
\\lomen-owned employer
e'tablishments
were nearly a'
likely to have remained in business
over the period (68.5 percent sur\ ived). Women-owned employer
firms proved to be more resilient
than employer firm\ overall during
the period, reporting a 9.3 percent
decline in employment among
lhme firm' in business in 1997compared to a I 0.9 percent dechne
among all establishments. Among
those employer establishments that
were \till in business in 2001. sim1Jar percentages of women-owned
and all e'tablishments mcrea>ed
cmployment (-12 percent and .J3
percent respectively), while a great
percentage of women-owned establishments held their employee base
(27 percent compared to 2.J percent
of all businesses), and a smaller
percentage of women-owned establishments saw a decrease m
employment (31 percent compared
to 33 percent of all businesses).
"With this new report, the
NWBC continues to serve the
women's business community and
key policymakers by providing
them with information that further
demonstrates the economic contribution of women-owned enterprises," said Marilyn Carlson Nelson.
chairman and CEO of Carlson
Compames and chair of the
National
Women's
Business
CounciL "This analysis shows that
women-owned firms are a .~trong.
vital force in the nation's economy-losing fewer employee' and
surviving ar equal rates when compared to all businesses. It's further
testament to women's business
leadership ...
As expected. four-year survival
rates are somewhat lower than the
three-year rates shown 111 a similar
analysis pubh,hed one year ago. In
our previous Issue in Brief analyzing changes over the 1997-2000
period (published in January 2004),
three-quarters (75.1 percent) of

women-owned employer establishments m C\i"tcnce in l99 7 were
,till m opcrauon as of2000. as \vere
75.5 percent of all employer establi..,hmem.... Then-Js now-\~,-·omen-owned businesses exhibit the
,ame tenacity and .>ur> is a! rat"' a'
the average L.S. employer firm .
The complete Issue 111 Brief
include' detailed information on
trend' oser the 1997to 2001 period
m establi,hment ,un- 1\ a! and
employment change by indu>try
and by \tate.
lt ma) be found at
the NWBC's Web site at:
http://v..·v. w.nwbc.gov/ResearchPub
lication,/issuesBrief.html
Methodo!Og)
The data used in this analysis
wa> provided by the Census
Bureau. utilizing data based on the
1997
SWOBE
survey.
Establishment' owned by the enterprise' reponed mthe 1997 SWOBE
tile were extracted and matched to
the 1997 data on the Business
Information
Tracking
Series
(BITS). a database contaimng Iongitudinal data (annual data from
1989 through 2001) on virtually all
non-farm U.S. busmess establishments with· paid employees. Only
those women-owned establishments with matching entries in the
BITS are included in these tabulalions. Usmg the BITS tile, the
Census Bureau was able to create
longitudinal tabulatiOns. wh1ch are
tabulations that provide a study of
business entities across a span of
years.
The tabulations make no
attempt to track changes m ownership for those busine;ses that were
identtfied as women-owned in
1997 Thu,, the tabulations may
include some estabhshments that
were women-owned in 1997 but
have changed owner;hip or undergone reorganization since 1997
Likewtse. the tabulations do not
include any women-owned estabhshment births or ex"ting establi,hments whicb became womenowned after 1997
While the tabulations are at the
establishment level, weights that
were developed for the 1997
SWOBE survey were used. These
weights were assigned at the enterprise level for the SWOBE; for this

project. the entcrpn..~c weight wa!;
assigned 10 each ol the establishmen!\ belonging to the enterprbe
The !997 SWOBE e'llmate'
were deriYed from a \ample survey
that was ..,ubJCCt to sampling error.
The ,ample "'" (which include;
both SWOBE and SMOBE-The
Survey
of
Mtnority-Owned
Busine's
Enterprises)
was
2,532.911.
This particular ~ample wa\ one
of a large number of all possible
\amples of the same size that could
have been selected using the same
sample des1gn. Estimate" derived
from different samples would dtffer
from each other. The relative standard error IS a mea,ure of the variab1lity among the esllmates from all
po,ible samples.
All survey' and censuses are
subject to non-sampling errors.
Non-sampling errors are attributable to many sources. including coverage problems, imputation for
misstng data, and errors in data collection. Explicit measures of the
effects of these non-sampling errors
are not available for the 1997
SWOBE and therefore are unavailable for these tabulations.
We are extremely grateful to
Ruth Runyan. Lee Wentela. Valerie
Strang and Trey Cole at the Census
Bureau for their assistance on this
prOJeCt
The National Women's
Business Council
The
National
Women's
Busmess Council is a bt-partisan
federal government council created
to serve a' an independent source of
advice and counsel to the president.
Congress, and the U.S. Small
Business Administration on economic issues of importance to
women busme~s owners. Member"
of the council are prominent
women business owner; and leaders of women's business organizations. The Nat10nal Women·,
Business Council is committed to
conducting research on issues of
Importance to women business
owners and their organization,,
communicating these findings
widely; connecting the women·,
business community to public policymakers and providing programs
and platforms for change to expand

and lmpro_\c . opportunJttes f~r
women busmcss owners and thc1r
enterpnses. For more infomHttion
about the council. its mission and
actl\·ities.
contact:
National
Women's Business Council. 409
3rd Street, SW, Suite 210,
Wa,hington. DC 2002-1: phone .
202-205-3850: fax : 202-205-6825 ,
e-ma1l: info@nwbc.go": Web site :
www.nwbc.gov.
I. Sixteen percent ( 15.6 percent) of
women-mrned firms in 1997 were
employer busine.sse.\. This Issue in
Brief describes trends amm1r; those
enterprises ll'ith at least one paid
emplo.vee other than the mwzer in
1997 and focuses on business
establishments,
or locations.
Establishmellls !hat u·ere formed
after 1997 are not included in these
tabulations. Thus, references to
clumges in employmem refer to
changes }rom 1997 to 2001 among
only those establishments in e.nsfence in 1997 and do not take mto
accoulll neu· firm creation since
that time. According to a new
Cet1sus Bureau working paper,
start-ups in the first two rears of
operation accoumed for virtually
all of the net neH"jobJ in the economy. Factoring in ne11: firm formation, Ol'era/1 employmem grew by
5.3 percem benreen December
1997 and December 2000. according to the U.S. Department of
Labors Bureau of Labor Swristics.
2. An establishment is a single,
physical location where busmess is
conducted or where sen•ices or
industrial operations are performed. In 1997, more than 97 percent of businesses u·irh paid
employees-both women-ou:ned
and in total-consisted of a single
eswblishment. Single establishmelll
firms accounted for 78 percent of
employmem among u·omen-ou-ned
firms and 47 percem of employment
among all firms in 1997.
3. References to changes in employmem refer to changes from 1997 to
2001 among onlr those establishment.\ in existence in /997 and do
not take into accountne•t· firm creation since that time.
4. The Sun·ey of Women-Owned
Business Enterprises (SWOBE)
prO\•ides basic economic data on
businesses owned b)· ~.._·omen.
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Grand Openi~ Celebrates
New Housing for Seniors
in San Bernardino
TI:-.LA('L Mom~ Ybta 'icnior apartment\ in San Bcrnardmo i" a 7'5
unit hou,ing complex for lo\\ ·income \Cnior.... All unih are de,igncd for
handicap accc'islhility
TELAC~ Monte ViMa abo feature:-. a mult1-purpu ... c room, library,
hobby/craft room. on-site laundry facilitic\. open terrace,, a vegetable garden. rose garden with central counyartl. a \Ccnic fountain anti a beautiful
uw..:er at the main entry.
The project wa' funded by the U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban
Development (HLD). with additional financtal n>Si,tance from the City of
San Bernardino Redevelopment Agency.
Applicunts must be 62 year" of age or older and income cannol exceed
HUD'' annualtncome limit' or $19.500 for one pcr>on. or $22.250 for two
per ...on:-..

Foursomes still available

Empire Lakes Golf Course

BOOK OF LISTS
Get a jump on your competition by securing your
space Ill Inland hnpire 's premier refen.:ncc tool

TODAY.
Sponsorship Packages ... $6,000
Full Page ... $3.700 Half Page ... $2,750
For details, contact your account manager

Inland Em ire Business Journal

22nd Annual Golf Tournament
Monday May 9th, 2005

SAVE THE DATE 909.984.2458

AM 1510 KSPA

"Ti?ne Out"
With Bill Anthony
and Joe Lyons

They review gourmet foods, travel
and world famous restaurateurs ...
"Laws were made 10 be broken"
Christopher North, May, 1830
"Had Jaws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we smn 'd ts innocence"
Str Wi//zam Davenant
/606-1668
933 3 BASELINE ROAD, SUITl 1 t 0 RANCHO CUC ... MONG ... C... 91730
(909) 980 1100 • FAX /909) 941 8610

... plus guest interviews with award
winning chefs, renowned wine
connoisseurs and leaders in the
hospitality industry each Saturday
on "Time Out" at 8:30 am.
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Corporate Profile.

Tim E'an\: The l"nfor)!ettable Chaplain Ch~plain Tim Evan .. ha.., \Hlrkcd a'
a youth pa .. tor and ha' a~,i-.tcd on~r 600 mdt\idual familtc' to atleJ't !!CIa t.hg
nified funaal ft'r thctr unfor~cttal:'tle ~hild and ha~ founded a !!roup ~ailed The
Untorgcual"lk:~

m 2000
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from the City of Chino m August.

.15

20().l to build a master-planned
community. College Park. on the

. 8, 16

land It "-'ill feature ::!,:!00 homes
and a rctailkommcrcial center on

19

SunCal's 470 acres. a 140-acrc
addition to Chnm's Ayala Park.

SunCal recetved approvals
Computersffechnology
fv1anaging . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Inland Emptrc People ..
Execut tve Time Out

and a I 00-acre site for a nev,:

\\ha t Can \\ e Learn From \1a rtha Ste" art ? Wh;u makl.."' wmc people 'o
capahlc ol t'tounL·mg na~.:~ in the face of aJwr.it} ., We all have the poh:nttal h1r
thi' mncr capant)
17

lntemd ...................... .

\\ , 1\t. Keck Founda tion G r ant!. $20 !\Jillion fhe W M

Desert Business JoumaL ......... .

Kcc~

Foundation

$20 millwn to the Ked GradualL' ln,tilutc ol ..-\pphcd Lik Scicncc~--m{lrc
lhan half of the !!nmt. di~tril:'tutcd over the nnt !-.1.'\Cil year... will mcrca~c the in-.titUic·, cndo.,.,mcnl, and thl' n:maining ponlt\0 w11l .tu!'!nll'nt 11~ general operating
fund
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. 34
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Sales.

Chaffcy College campus. totaling
7 t 0 acres. The state donated the
park land to the ctt) and the cam
pus Site to Chan·ey College. contingent on SunCal's 110\\-Complet-

ed purchase of its 470-acre parceL
The 710-acre parcel was
declared surplus and put to bid
through a Request for

(RFP) process
SunCal!Lehman

Propo~al

2003.
propo;al

111

The
was

selected over a propo."'al ... ubmittcd

Restaurant Review.

............ .48
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continuedjinm page 1

transact JOn for the state. The diYi"ion is managing California's program of selling surplus land to off\Ct the state\ budget deficit.
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SunCal ComP.anies, Envirocycle, Inc. Providing Electronic Recycling
Lehman Brothers Solutions for the 21st Century
Close
of electronics. from mainframe
that most processors
the slate
continued _fi·mn paRe I

Calendar

........... 50

PORTER'S

by a consortium of builders includmg Lennar Homes. KB Home.
Cemex. Home\ and Lewi\ Home\

of Caltforma.
"College Pari. " the result of
a unique collaborative eFfort
between the Cit) of Chmo.
Chafrey College Dtstrkt. the State
of
California and
SunCal
Companies to propose a truly
mnovauve land plan that brings
together a new college campu..,, an

continued on page 33

111

California Integrated Waste
Management Board and the
Department of Toxtc Substances
to collect and recycle electronics, and 1s aulhonLed to participate m the CEW payment system.
The Cal1forma Legtslature
passed The Electronic Waste
Recyclmg Act of 2003 to prevent disposal of potentially toxic
electronics 111 the stale ·s landfills. A lyptcaltcleviston or computer monnor may cotllam >evcral pounds of lead that could
leach into the sotl if not properly managed. and other devices
can contain mercury and toxtc
materials. The Act is Intended to
build a system by which businesses and consumer.., can
responsibly recycle their obsolete electronics.
"Due m great part to
Califorma's initiative in rcgulatmg the management of electronic waste. as well as the technologically advanced climate 111
the state. we decided to expand
to the West Coast. One thmg that
makes Emirocycle umque 1s our
ability to clean and process cathode ray tube (CRT) glass. and
return it to CRT tube manufacturers," said Greg Voorhees.
vice president of operations at
Envtrocycle. "Most recyclers do
not have the ability to process
the glass, and will etther ship it
to processors like Em trocycle
or to secondary lead smelters.
The new regulations are going to
create a mountain of CRT glass

are unwilling or unable to deal
wnh." Voorhees added. Envirocycle accepts whole. vented
CRT tubes from other approved
collectors and recyclers for environmentally sak processing.
An estimated 2.5 million
pounds of electronics were recy
the
Envirocycle
elect
in
Hallstead plant in 2004. The
company also operates a faciltly 111 Mount Pleasant. Pennsylvania. on a Sony campus. and
one m San Diego. located withtn
Sony's national headquarters
They are also in the process of
opening addiuonal collection
facilities on the West Coast to
support the growmg business .
In addition to demanufacturtng
obsolete
clectromcs,
Ennrocycle operates an asset
management department that
helps busmcsscs properly dispose of unwanted electromcs,
ltke computers. faxes and
copiers. hy recycling or selling
them as whole de' ices or m
parts, after rigorous inspection
and testing.
The company docs not sell
untested. non-working equipment overseas. as do some recyclers.
Envirocycle also acuvely
works and consults with communtties to develop and tmplement specific programs for mass
dtsposal of electronic waste.
either through residential collection events or continuing weekly
pickups.
Envirocycle accepts all types

PR I ME STEAK HOUSE

"Serving an extraordinary dining experience."
Porler's is prou<i to ieaturt• USDA PrimP Mi<iwestcrn lkt'i, tlw highest
qualtty an<i most flavoriul stcaks aV<Hiable, along w tth exn•ptlonal Fresh
Seaioo<i an<i Chops. Experience Porter's <;pecialty mart tnl' an<i extem1vc
winQ lisl. Aftl'r dinner enjoy your favonte cogn,H port or a sek\ction lrom our
lantaltz1ng <iessert menu. 5<'1111-privatt' <i1n ing room available. Rescrvalions
requtre<i Loc a teo 111 the J)ouh leTrcc Hotel Ontario. Serving June h Tucs<iay
th rough Frirlay, Sunday brunch, an<i <i111ner sevt,n nights a wct•k. For
rewrvatiom cal l: 909) 418-4808
1
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computers to PDAs. wllh the
only exceptions be111g smoke
detectors
and
thermostats.
Cahfornta restdcnts and businesses arc encouraged to bring
their obsolete equipment to the
Rancho Cucamonga facility
between the hours of 7:30 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m .. Monday through
Fnday, or schedule a pickup by
calltng 909-980-0688. In some
cases. there may be a small fcc
to cover the cost of recyclmg
Information is also avatlable at
www.ennromc.com. or by calling (909) 980-0688. Envtrocycle
is also planning a free collect ton
event for the residents of
Rancho Cucamonga each year.
The company. based m
Hallstead, Pennsylvania, has
been recycling electronics for
over 13 years. and regularly
partners with electronics manufacturers like SONY. Panasonie.
Sharp, JVC and Lexmark to
hold collection events throughout the coumry.

Subscribe Now!
Call Today

t>us1nessEIQumal
(909) 989-4733
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Madame Chancellor at UCR
What is the role of higher education in the 21st centui)?
NO\\ that\. a big question. and
to get an answer. we went to France
A. Cordova. chancellor of the
UnJVer>~ty
of Californta
at
RiveNde. She admth that that "
\Ometh1ng that universit) presidenh and chancellor:-. often get
together to discu:-.s.

At GCR it h•h to do with pro' iding an ec.Jucation and training to

giYe people rich and rewarding
careers. It can help tn this age ol
higher complex and the requirement for higher :-.kills.
or course. many people today
feel that the rounded education that
include> Chaucer and algebra will
not benefit them. so they go to trade
schools.
According to Dr. Cordm a. the
bOJsic idea of higher education hasn't changed. Students still need
tho:-.e broader ba:..ed courses in
order to develop more rounded
thinking skills. She believes that it
is paramount that you be able to
step outside of the cultural background that you come with, so that
you can open up to other experiences including the backgrounds
and experiences of writers. \cientiso... mu~iciam, and others. It is. she
says. "all about developing yourself
and your potential in those critical
few years that you spend at the
university.'' ··rn fact," she conrinues, "if you learn nothing except
how to ask questions of yourself
and others and think about the
an~wers from math, and science,
literature. then you have come
away with a lot."
So what makes a good course of
study today·> Back in the '60s when
dinosaurs roamed the earth. the
basic liberal arts degree was desirable. Today. Dr. Cordova says all
degrees are good or they wouldn't
offer them. It is more about an
approach. than a degree People can
get one degree and then end up
doing somethmg different. Thts
may be true. Lee lacocca was an
engineer, but his management sktlls
saved Chrysler. Astronaut Sally
Ride was an English major before
she went into NASA. Dr. Cordova
herself got a Ph.D. in physics and IS

nO\\ runnmg the UOJ\'er:-.ity.

"Whatever you decide on for
your lir\t degree j.., not nccessaril)
the path you will follow lor your
whole life.'' she adds. 'The degree.
after all only gets you the JOb tnter,·iew, but how you pre-.ent your-.elf
directs your life It show:-. that you
haYe persistence and that you
focused on something and that you
completed ,,_..
AdmitLedly. L'CR ts one of the
smaller pans of the UC system Up
unul recently they only had a few
thousand \tudents enrolled. h has,
in fact. more than doubled in the
pa:-.t few years with cnrollmem up
to about 17.000 student<.
Dr. Cordm a sees uCR as a very
dymunic and fast-growing campus
that i-. -.tarting to make a mark m
many nev. disciplines. It does
maintain a high standard for the
reputations that it has always had
like agriculture and social sciences.
More recently they have started a
college of engineering and had
development m life sciences.
Although UCR is some 50 years
old, she sees it as a bit of an upstart
with new courses in the sciences
and engmeenng but still holding
onto it\ reputation in liberal arts.
From the agri-sciences courses
have come neVv developments in
such things as plant gnomics that
UCR now has a national reputation
for.
One tssue that plagued the university for years was getting its
busmess school accredited. That
issue was address m Dr. Cordova's
first year in office
She now claims a properly
nationally accredited business
schooL To be fair. UCR is not well
known for its sports. but the chancellor remains optimistic. She
admit'-. to being a \Occcr mom and a
track mom herself. She proudly
bears the Litle of tirst fan of the
GCR Division I teams. She
believes that Stan Morrison. the
athletic director b. "a true \'1\IOO·
ar}.
She is especially proud to note
the successes of golf and baseball
and even women's tennis. All of the
teams, she believes arc on track to
make major pro-gress over the next

year:-..
A univer"'ity does
not stop at the campus
border.
Dr.
Cordova has spoken
to many bu . . iness
leader\ and venture
capitalists that want
to know about the
\trcngths of the
facility
and
its
unpact 111 the community Faculty invoh'cmcnl. disco,·cries and innovations take on special
meaning to these
people.Thus the hiring of new faculty takes these matters IntO consideration Key faculty
members are des1rable in order to
auract people \vho want to make an
mvcstmelll 111 the community. At
the same time the ,·arious higher
education facliit1Cs of the Inland
Empire are workmg together to
help our political and business leaders 111 the transformation. the
grmnh and development of the
area.
To this end. our local branch of
the UC system \v·orks in conjuncuon with the Cal Poly unit, the CSU
school and even the private schools
such as the Claremont Colleges, to
make these impacts and developments happen, to make a high quality environment that people will
want to flock to.
This is why Dr. Cordova has
established a series of goals such as
the development of professional
schools here. Yes, this would
include a medical school, but don't
expect it to happen overnight. It
would take about a billion dollars to
build a new hospital. so the effort
will have to start small.
Eventually it will be a true
Untversity Medical Center which
she believes the area needs. UCR \
reputation for re.o,carch needs to
extend inlO biological
research.
The plan is to go "full bore" into the
health \Cicnccs with the immediate
hiring of key people. TillS will
allow a change from the current
two-year medical program to a full
four-year program. In the meanlime. pannershtps are being devclfC\\

Return to Cibaria: The West Coast Olive Oil Company

oped with local area hospitals.
\Vi !lit be a research facility or a
teachmg facility·> Dr. Cordova
thinks thm research mu..,t come
f1rst. lnt1mate involvement with
re ...earch bnngs the latest ideas and
invention:-.. Growth and development will be determined by local
need and by avoiding redundancy
with other facilitic~ here 10 our
area. Other hospital CEOs and
directors have toured UCR 1n order
to provide ~ome connection to the
work being done there . "The
research is fundamental in the
development of good medical programs," she adds.
Dr France Cordova has one last
piece of advice for those just now
embarking onto the rod of higher
education. Do not be intimidated by
those around you who appear to
have thetr careers already tracked
out. Come in open minded and find
what you are interested in. Develop
mentors and expose yourself to different types of courses.
This will be especially true in
the medical programs. but it applies
to many other disctplines.
Is there more to learn about the
chancellor and her plans for UCR''
Indeed. You might want to go online to WW\\-·.chanccllor.ucr.edu.

It has been nearly half a
decade since we profiled the
Cibaria International company
of Rancho Cucamonga. Back
then the company was hardly
two years old.
Sitting in a freestanding
building on the Biane Winery
site, the progress predicted in the
year 2000 has been coming
along quite nicely, thank you. As
we described it back then,_ West
Coast Olive Oil Company is a
model of state-of-the an bottling
and distribution for the "wine of
the olive," much of which is
imported from such distam lands
as Spain, Turkey and Morocco,
as well as Australia, Asia,
Greece and, of course, Italy.
Company President Kathy
Grisct is a fourth generation
Californtan who was born in
Upland and raised in Pomona.
Her grandfather was an orange
grower and her great grandfather
prospected for gold in the San
Gabriel hills. Her mother is
Canadian, of Irish-English decent. and her fathers family
came from France. arriving on
the cast coast and migrating
west.
Years in the retail food industry led her to the opportunity to
start her own company, in combination with a company that she
had been managing. While
Cibaria International is the name
of the company, its dba is West

Coast Olive Oil Company.
It had been Griset 's goal to
double business in the first five
years and s he reports that the
company is now "at least four
times the size that we were,"
then.
Not only does the company
produce olive oil, it now has
twice as many other oil sources
including many nuts and grains.
Also included in the list are such
exotics as avocado oil, garlic oil,
mango butter and rice bran oil.
Cibaria also is now producing a number of vinegars,
including balsamic, red wine,
white wine and Champagne.
Kathy Griset herself has not
gone unnoticed in all of this. She
was a California Businessman of
the year for 200 I, according to
one Republican national committee. She appears to take the
honor casually. because of the
political involvement. Now. she
reports, "I gel invited to all kinds
of affairs in Washington."
Nothing is actually produced
at the Rancho Cucamonga facility. Everything is imported. California olives simply do not generate enough oil to make the production worthwhile.
There are two other companies in the United States that are
huge as compared to Cibaria.
One is in Boston and one is in
Chicago. They have formed a
separate company to do the

SUBSCRIBE
NOW!

overseas buying for them and
they were eager to get Cibaria to
jotn them. That happened about
three years ago. Now it is not
necessary for her to buy the
olive oils. All three companies
own an office in New Jersey that
does the purchasing for the
group.
Two years ago that company
joined with a company 111
Germany who is large in specialty oils all over the world. The
New Jersey facility has now
become the marketing arm of the
German endeavor. Now the oil
comes in bulk into the New
Jersey facility or directly to
Cibaria. All three companies
here in the U.S. draw from that
inventory. That alone has added
about 25 more oils to the list.
Don't look for the Cibaria
label on the shelf of your grocery store. Most of their work
ts "industrial." They sell to
manufacturers-packaged salad
dressings. spaghetti sauces. fried
potato chips. They make some
private labels for some retailers
and they package for distributors
who sell to the restaurants.
The company docs have a
couple of labels of its own. "Fior
D'llalia" and Olio D'Oro, which
are sold retail. but mostly at specialty shops such as Trader Joe's
or Whole Food. When it comes
to an Albertson's or a Ralph's.
she doesn't even try. There had

been an effort to go for a larger
retail market. but something
called a "slouing allowance"
made the effort prohibitive.
Griset is happy with the situation
as it now exists but she may
decide to go back into the retail
game again at a latter date.
Then too Cibaria may open
its own retatl store. Griset's
dream. when she came to the
Bil.lne site was to do something
in the winery not unltke Napa
Valley. People can view the production. visit the gift shop and
enjoy such activities as music
festivals. This would be not
unlike some of the activittes
down in Temecula and she feels
that she ts getting very close to
that.
In fact, all of the furniture in
her office was originally bought
for the retail store and once it
comes to fruition, she says she
will have to redecorate. Gift baskeLs and such are on the list as
some companies have approached her for a shot on QVC.
In the year 2000, the Inland
Empire Business Joumal predicted that Cibaria would double
in five years and quadruple in
ten. Since the company had
managed to quadruple in five.
one can only guess as to where
things will be when we revisit
them in 2010.

You Are
What You Know!
Get the news you need
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INLAND

EMPIRE

of

municipal

planning

posts

throughout California, rangmg
from Livermore and Dublin in the
northern part of the state to Laguna
Hills, West Hollywood and Hawaiian Gardens in the south.
Although he has worked in
dozens of cities on a temporary
basis. McGee accepted the perma-

nent position in Murrieta because
he hkes the people 10 city hall and
the challenge of working in a
dynamic community.
"'This one was a little different
from all the cities I have worked for
in the past live year>,"' McGee said.
"There is more development activi ty and the staff were neat people to
work With.''
Dunng his career, McGee
helped El Segundo process a
500.000-square-foot expansion of
Mattei Corp. headquarters and an
Aerospace Corp. expansion of Los
Angeles Air Force Base. He also
helped Calimesa develop a 3.000unit residential specific plan and
worked with a number of major
developers including the Irvine Co.,
Mills Corp. and Chapman University.
In nearly three decades at the

city of Orange, McGee held a variety of planning positions. starting
as planning draftsman and culminating as director of community
development.
His low-key management style
and professional knowledge has
made him one of the favorites in
city hall and among developers.
Among his strengths is the ability to distill an issue down to its
bare essence.
"He's a bottom line type of person,'' said Randon Lane. Murrieta
planning commission member.
"'When I ask a question I am
looking for an honest opinion." he
said. "I may not always agree with
Jack but he gives me an honest
answer."
Sam Alhadeff. an attorney who
assists builders and developers, sa1d
the city is fortunate to have McGee

EXECUTIVE
Jeanette Janik has been named
director of development at the Palm
Desert campus of Cal State San
Bernardino. For the past three years
she has held the same position in
the College of Arts and Letters at
the university's San Bernardino
campus ... Fred Jandt, interim dean
of CSUSB's Palm Desert campus,
has been named to fill the position
permanently. Jandt has served in
the interim position smce September 2003 .. ,Joan Bardwell ha.s
joined the Rancho La Quinta
Country Club resale division as a
broker associate. Bardwell brings
more than 30 years of experience 10
California real estate and an
impressive track record as a multimillion dollar top producer to her
new position ... The Ontario Chamber of Commerce announced that
Mark Smiley has been hired as the
new president and CEO. Smiley
will oversee day-to-day operations
of the Ontario Chamber.. .Shea
Homes Inland Empire has
announced the selection of Janet

Benavidez as the division's new
sales manager. In her new position.
Benavidez will be responsible for
managing all aspects of the new
home sales process at each of
Shea's eight new home commumties currently under development in
the Inland Empire .. Rick Marquis
has joined Empire Commercial
Real Estate as senior asset manager.
where he will oversee Emp1re
Commercial Real Estate's operating portfolio. Marquis has 14 years
of experience in asset management
and financial analysis ... Kleinfelder, Inc., announced that
William Hedges, E.l T./F.E., has
joined the firm in 1ts Temecula
office as a regional enVIronmental
manager. Hedges will focus on
growing the firm ·s environmental
services husiness in Riverside and
San Bernardino counties. Hedges
will also partner with his environmental colleagues 111 the firm's
Southwestern region to maximize
and leverage resources for increased market presence ... Janice

on staff full -time.
··He is an outstanding selection ,
not only because of his experience
but because of his demeanor and
the expertise he brings to the city of
Murrieta," he said.
· Alhadelr' said McGee "'has the
capability to take Murrieta to the
next level as it handles increas10g ly
complex development challenges."

A Partnership
Forged of
F.Ire ....'
conrinued f rom page I
es, one indoor and one outdoor
bar. patio seating. a large outdoor
fire p1t, three large balconies overlooking Palm Canyon Dri ve and
contemporary bistro fare set in a
hip lounge setting.

NOTES

Oliphant has been appointed to the
Mount San Jacinto Winter Park
Authority announces Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger. Other
members of the board include
Kathy Block-chairman, Nancy
Stuart, Lloyd Maryanov, John
Wessman, Ric Service and Elvin
Moon. The seven-member Mount
San Jacimo Winter Park Authority,
a public agency and public corporation of the State of California, is the
governing body of Palm Springs
Aerial Tramway... The San Diegobased civil engineering firm of
Lundstrom + Associates named
Roland Bartsch an assocwte of the
company. Bartsch is a registered
c1vil engineer. Bartsch has been
with Lundstrom +Associates since
1999 ... Margaret
Doane,
an
English professor at Cal State San
Bernardmo
was
chosen
"Outstanding Professor" for 2005.
Doane learned of the honor from
university President AI Karnig at
a meeting in the English department. The surprise announcement
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McGee Joins Murrieta Planning Dept. Full-Time
Jack McGee, a well-regarded
veteran municipal planner. has
agreed to become full-Lime planning d~rector for the city of
Murrieta.
For the past SIX months. McGee
served a-, mterim community development director. overseeing the
planning and building departments.
In hiS new position. he will be
responsible for the c1ty's planning
department.
During the past six years.
McGee, 56. has filled in at a variety
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STOCK PAGE
THE GAINERS
Top five, by percentage
Company

Current
Close
Prov ident Financial Hldgs
29.88
Foothill Independent Bankcorp 25.75
Keystone Automotive lndu.tnes Inc. 23.37
PFF Bancorp Inc
28.25
Watson Pharmacceuti cals Inc 3 1.89

Ameri can States Water Co (H)
Channell Commercial Corp
C VB Financml Corp
Fleetwood Enterpri ses Inc
Foothill Independent Bancorp (H)
HOT Topic Inc
Keystone Automoti ve Industries Inc
Modtech Holdings Inc
National RV Holdings Inc
Pac ific Premier Bancorp Inc
PFF Bancorp Inc (L)
Provident Financial Hldgs (H)
Watson Pharmaceuti cals Inc

THE LOSERS
Top five, by percentage
Company

Beg. of
Month
28. 12
24.96
22.83
28.07
3 1.74

Point % Change
Change Close
6.3o/c
1.76
0.790
3.2%
0.54
2.4%
0. 18
0.7%
0. 15
0.5%

Ticker

3/21/2005
Close Price

212812005
Open Price

25 .3 2
7.00
18.25
8.60
25.75
20.66
23.37
7.99
10.45
11 .55
28. 25
29 .88
3 1.89

27 .20
7.78
18.70
9 .67
24.96
2 1. 36
22.83
8.50
10.55
12. 11
28.07
28. 12
3 1.74

AWR
CHNL
CVBF
FLE
FOOT
HOTT
KEYS
MOOT
NVH
PPBI
PFB
PROV
WPI

Duff & Phelps, LLC
is a tradition of President Karnig.
Doane was also the Golden Apple
Teachmg Award winner in 2002
and Outstanding Advisor in
200 ! ... Candace Hunter Wiest,
president and CEO of Inland
Empire National Bank in RiverSide,
will be honored April 5th as
California State University. San
Bernardino's 2005 Arrowhead
Distinguished Executive Officer.
The award recognizes honoree>'
leadership, civic service and commitment to education ... Joseph R.
Esposito has joined Gillespie
Design Group, the San Diego landscape architecture firm, as project
manager. Esposito has more than
15 years of experience in landscape
architectural des1gn. construction
and
project
management.
Esposito's expertise comprises a
wide variety of landscape architectural and planning projects.

FINANC E

One of the nation's leading investment banking
and financial ad visory organi zations. All stock
data on this page is provided by Duff & Phelps,
LLC from sources deemed reliable. No recommendation is intended or implied. (31 0) 284-8008.

Fleetwood Enterpri ses Inc
C hannell Commercial Corp
Ameri can States Water Co
Modtec h Ho ldings Inc
Pac ific Premier Bankcorp Inc
% Chg.

Month.
-6 .9
- 10.0
-2.4
- II. I
3.2
-3.3
2.4
-6.0
-0.9
-4.6
0.7
6.3
0.5

Current Beg. of
Point %Change
Month Change Close
Close
- 1.07 - 11.1 %
8.60
9.67
-0.78 - 10.0 %
7.00
7.78
- 1.88
-6.9<Jt
25.32
27.20
8 .50
-0.51
-6 .0 %
7.99
11.55
12. 11
-0.56
-4 .6%

52 Week
High

52 Week
Low

Current PIE
Ratio

Exchange

27.63
10.39
22.40
16. 14
26 .00
26 .60
29 .28
9 .05
18.85
15. 13
3 1.45
29.99
45 .39

20.82
2.90
15.64
8.25
18.91

25 .1
21.2
17.0
M
19.7
24.6
20.9
NM
33.7
15.8
16.2
12.1

NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
ASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NYSE

13.85
17.55
6.45
8.52
9 .80
23.03
22.30
24 .50

Five Most Active Stocks
Stock
Fleet wood Enterprises Inc
HOT Topic Inc
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc
CVB Financial Corp
PPF Bankcorp Inc

Month Volume
20,989.700
20.696,473
14,507.900
1,276,223
1,095,400

D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month

62,143,118

NASDAQ
YSE

17.4

Monthly Summary
3/21105
Advances
Declines
Unchanged
New Highs
New Lows

5
8
0
3

Attractive Returns Drawing Investors to Self-Storage
Self-storage is gaining favor as
an alternath•e to other commercial
real estate. Sales ••elocity throughout the country was up /0 percem
last year. driven b)' acti~·ity in the
North Central and Northeast
regions, where \'elocity more than
doubled. Overall dollar volume
reached nearly $800 million, up 50
percetll from the prior year and
more than two times the volume
reported in 2001. The favorable
lending environment, combined
with significant investor competition in core property sectors, fueled
increased capital flows ro alternative real estate sectors, such as selfstorage. As a result, cap rates

dipped by more than 50 basis
points to an a1·erage of 8.6 percent.
While allfl•·e regions experienced a
decrease in cap rates, the most significatll decline was posted in the
South Central region, where the
m ·erage fell by more than 200 has is
poiflfs, to 8. 9 percent.
Strong Markets Not Limited
to the West Coast
Con>truction activity was brisk
in 2004, as almost 15 million
square feet came online. In the
coming year, however, developers
will dramatically slow the pace of
deliveries by nearly 70 percent to
slightly more than 4.6 million
square feet. The largest decline will

be 111 the South Central region.
where only 400.000 square feet is
slated for delivery, down from 2.8
million square feet last year. In the
West, the combination of slower

West

Outside of the West. favorable economic and supply trends will entice
investors to search for assets in
Washington, D.C.. Fort Lauderdale.
Atlanta,
Phoenix
and

2004 Average Cap Rate Trends
South Central
Southeast
Northeast

North Central

!!10!!1!!1!!1
8.3%

8.9%

8.6%

8.8%

9.0%

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___J

construction activity, solid job
growth and strong net in-migration
trends will keep markets such as
Los Angeles. Riverside and San
Diego on investors' radar screens.

Chicago. We also expect favorable
supply conditions to attract attention to Minneapolis, Orlando, Las
Vegas and Boston.

continued on page 29
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OPINION

COMMENTARY

Where Will Tomorrow's
Energy Come From?
hy Jot Sparano
IS THE \\ORLD RL 's'<ING
OL T OF OIL?
You·\c heard the rumor \Vhile
the \\Orltl ,.., looking for nc\\. em tronmentall)
friendly
energ.J
">Ource'-. oil i"> c.Ji..,appeanng. accordmg. to "ome -..keptiL"..,
\>Vith the price of crude oil m.. er
S50 per barrel. U
gasoline abO\C
S.:! a gallon. and memoric\ of an
elcctricit) cri ... is -..till fre ... h from a
few years ago. the mention or i.l
po ... ">ihle energ) ... hortagc ..,ch off
tremor\. And. experience tell"> U'\
that e\ en a slight \hock can create
long-la\ting economic problem ....

Where the @#$%Are We Anyhow?

But i" the \\Orld rcall) runnmg
out of oil'?
In a ''"ortl. no.
-\ccnrd1ng to the International
Energ) ,\genq (lEA) m it... latc ... t
a...... c. . . . ment or \~vorld energy. "The
Lanh contain ... more than enough
encrg) re\ource ... to meet demand
for man) tlec<ldc ... to come." But
that\ no reason to re\t on our I<lure!\ becaU\C there arc ..,criou ... cner-

challenges ahea<l.
Oil pros ides 60 percent of the
\.\-orld'' cnerg)' need.., and it i\
e\pected to pro\ 1de the same pcrcemage in the decatle\ ahead. EYen
With demands ri..,ing. '\Ome 1.000
g)

continued on page 20

Free Market
b\· Ruth Clemente
A car com pan) ~..·an nH.n e ll\
fat.: tone\ to \le\ico and chum it\ a
free market.

A tO) company can ouhource to
a Chine">e subcontractor and claim
it's a free market.

A maJOr bank can mcorporate m
Bermuda to avoid taxec., and claim
it'~ a free market.

Mex1co.
\t\"e can buy 'ohirt' made

Ill

Bangladc~h.

We can purcha\e almo..,t anything v..e want from 20 different

countries-BUT, heaven help the
elderly who dare to buy their prescription drug"> from a Canadian
pharmacy.
That's called unAmerican~

We can buy HP Printers made in

continued on page 12

hy Jm Lyon.\
For )Car~ I ha'e lx-en -..cen a... a
\Cr} pn)\incial guy I ha\l: C\.Cil
been <lubbe<l "Mr Inland Emp1re."
I imented term ... like ··r-:mpaphobi"
to indicate people \.vho arc afraid to
admit that the) liYc and \\Ork here
111 the Inland Empire I argued ''"·ith
local chamber.., of commerce who
insi..,ted on contracting out-of-town
for ">Upplie.., and \er\ ice">. \Vhen it
came to the California Speedwa;. I

a~J...cli

wh) it couldn't ha\c a better
location name.
hnall) other" arc bcgmning to
... cc \-.·hat it \1.<1'> that I ha\·c been
"a) mg all along . The recent
N \SCAR race\ 111 Fontana were
promoted on nauonal TV a.., com
ing to you from Lo.., Angelc\. The)

U'>Cd ... hot\ of palm tree.., and the
Holl)wood ..,ign and \CCne\ ol
Malibu Arl.!n't tho..,e thing.., 50

continued on page 12

The Foundation for Taxpayer
and Consumer Rights
California Should hn estigate
Blue
Cross/\Vei!Point
Executhe Pa)-Outs in Wake of
1\lerger;
Company
E'"cs
Promised Patients Wouldn't Pa}
More, But Costs Are Increasing
According to SEC documcnh.
ju\t fiye month"> after the compan} 's 516 billion merger with
Anthem, Blue Cross of California"s
parent company, Wei!Point Inc ..
Will pay its president 1.25 million
thi.., year - a 15.5 percent increase
over 2004 - while Cal1fornia
patients receive rate n1crea~e.., and

benefit reduction"> like h1gher copa.J"' and deductible\. In the merger
agreement. company executive\
promi">ed that California patient\
would not see higher rate\ bccau ... e

of the mergcL however patient premium\ are on the ri ... e, acconJJng to
the Foundation for Taxpayer and

Consumer Rights (FfCR).
"HMO executtvcc., pr01111sed
Cahfornia patients that the} would
not pay the price of thiS merger. but
while executive salaries and bonuses go through the roof, Blue Cross

continued on page 14

In Search of the Healthy
Canadian
hv Joe Lymn
We live 1n 'otrange tune~.
My Japanese car i:-, made in
Australia. Many American car\ arc
BOARD CHAIR~ lA"

PCBLJSIIED B\
Daily Planet Commun~~:aunm•. Inc
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made overseas. The Peoples
Republic of (Re<l) Ch1na almost got
the contract to make hats for the
U.S. Army. Mainland China does
make coffee cups v,:ith American
flag"> on them. We even make
Champagne in America----tlespite
that fact that the French say we
can't. Wal-Mart buys a lot of us
stock from th1rd-world countries
with lower labor costs.
But don "t U) to buy a prescription drug from Canada.
The problem with the Cana<lwn
drugs, we are told, is that they arc
not up to FDA standards. They may
cost less, but we should not be taking them.
Cost less·> Of course they do.

We pa} two to three hundre<l
dollar-.. a pill for some modern mir-

acle. but we are being told that the
cost includes all of those years ol
re.">earch and tc">ting.
R1ght awa} I have to "onder
how much tec..ting went into
Vioxxe. So if we pay for the
research. what do the Canad1ans
pay for'> And if it\ true that thelf
\tandards arc lower. what risk arc
they putting themselves 1n. Can it
be that the medicine doesn't do m
the province\ what it\ supposed to
do here? Could their research contradict what we have learned here?
If the medicines we \ee advcrtbctl
on TV have such incredible side
effect\, what mutauons must be
running rampant north of our
boarders? And are the pharmaceutical companies all making different

cominued 011 page 24
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P.O.W.E.R. Leaders
b\" Jim Dawson
Arc leaders born or made"' If they are made, can anyone become a good
leader''
If you want to become an effective leader, or if you are m a leadership
role and want to heighten your team's productivity. what can you do"' How
can you become the kind of leader that people look up to, tum to, go the
extra mile for, and rely on to get things done?
The answer IS-look to the leaders you admlfe and learn to do what
they do. Study the characteristics they have in common and make thelf
habits your own.
Pnmarily, good leaders have personal P.O.W.E.R., whether they are
conscious of it or not. This doesn't mean they lead by telling people what
to do, although they might. Having personal power means having mastery
of self. it means mastering certain behavior> and attitudes that, as a natural
consequence, draw to you the people, talent, and opportumties you need to
succeed. If you have a well-developed sense of personal power, by definition you are in a leadership role and you are a role model 10 those around
you.
Developing your personal power takes work and it's a life-long commitment. But every triumph along the way will bring you satisfaction,
opportunity, and a step closer to being the best leader you can be.
Here are five behaviors that are guaranteed to P.O.W.E.R. up your leadership abilities.
Positive approach -in thought, word, emotion, expression, and posture. Maintaining a positive approach energizes you, keeps you ready
for new challenges, and strengthens your ability to manage change.
Openness -to new ideas and people. Exposing yourself to all kinds of
people and philosophies, and being knowledgeable on many subjects,
increases your versatility and ability to see new possibilities.
Willingness -to do things differently, to persevere, to help others, to
do what's right. to learn new skills, and to acknowledge greatness in
others expands your ability to inOuence and empower the people
around you.
Employing -tact. common courte~ie">, sincerity. tolerance, humor,
hope, and patience earns you respect and increases your ability to
attract the right people at the right time.
Remembering - your purpose. Knowing yourself, being honest with
yourself. doing your best, and believing in who you are enhances your
ability to inspire higher performance m others.
When you think of the leaders you admire at work. in political, re!JgJOus, or soc1al arenas, what score would you give them on a scale of 1-10
in terms of having personal power'' What score would you give yourself''
If you want to grow ., a leader and increase your sphere of inOuence.
you must continually find ways 10 nurture and strengthen your personal
power. Research shows that true leadership is a learned ability. Therefore,
you can, with deliberate intent, master the habits, characteristics, and attitudes shared by all good leaders.
For example. good leaders:
• Build trust by doing what they say they will do
• Build loyalty by being of service to those they lead and follow
• Solicit the input of people who have the skills and knowledge they
may lack
• Stand by their decisions
• Have a sense of urgency
• Use authority only as a backup and use it sparingly
Most importalltly, good leaders know that leadership is ...
Creating and holding vision. People need to understand the "why," as
well as the "what," "when," "where," and "how." A leader communicates

the "why" in a way that cngag.- the passiOn> of othe" and compel> them
to take up the charge.
Developing people. A leader is a catalyst for releasmg human potential
through encouragmg othe", >etting an example. and celebrating individual
and team accomplishments. As a re\ult. tho..,e they lead show more inlliative, take greater responsibility, and become more productive.
Motivating and energizing others. A leader has good interpersonal skills,
the ability to adapt to different people and Situations, and to recognite and
address political and interpersonal sensitivitie~. He or ~he i~ a team player,
acts on suggestions when pos"ble. and makes work enjoyable for the people in their organi;ation.
Taking responsibility. A leader treats people with respect, and does not
sh1ft blame to others. show favoriusm or prejudices. or carry a grudge.
Planning for the future. Taking the time to establish a course of action
whJie lookmg for potential problems. then handling them proactively, with
good judgment, and as opportunities rather than irritations. is the hallmark
of an effective leader.
Establishing structure. Organizational structure makes it po"ible for
individuals to work together. A leader ha£. the ability 10 create an orgamzational structure that allows people 10 work in teams as effectively as they
may work alone.
Sharing knowledge and experience. A leader nes·er hesitates 10 share
what they know for fear that others might use that knowledge to threaten
his or her leadership position. In fact, a good leader ensures that others can
take the lead whenever necessary.
Following direction,
well as setting direction. Knowing how to take
direction and relay the mformation in a manner that gams group consensus
and encourages creative thinking is a leader's trump card.
Making the boss look good. It's not ··brown nosing" when a leader consistently does a good job and finds ways to make his or her boss's life easier. It's good business sense, profitable for the organization, and creates
more potential for advancement up and down the line.
When you work for a true leader. you can feel the difference. You feel
happy and productive. As leadership is individual and personal, people
may not be able to easily define what good leadership"· however, they can
identify it when they encounter it.
So perhaps it"s time to ask yourself, "Why" do I want to be a leader?
"Who" are my coaches and mentors"' "What" are m} goals and obJeCtives?'' "When" willltake the first steps? "Where" will I be in three years.
in five years? .. How" will I measure my effectiveness'"'
There are plenty of big jobs awaiting men and women who have the
power to turn challenges into opportunities for success. If you want to be
counted among them,
• Make a habit of reading books and attending workshops on leadership and communication development.
• List the qualities of leadership that are important to you and make
an effort to embody them.
• Ask leaders you know and respect 10 spend ume with you and help
you navigate through the waters of greater responsibility.
• Do the same for others.
And finally, ask yourself every day. "Do I do what good leaders do?"
When your answer is "Yes." on a regular basis, you will find yourself on the
way to more exciting leadership roles and greater personal power.
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Developing a Corporate E-Security Policy
hr Patricia S. £\·res
Dange" lurk m cyberspace.
Every busine~s. regan.lles:-, of si1e
or industry should have an easily
under'\.tood. consistently enforce-

tage of holes m a network's pen me-

lawsuit charging that it failed to

ter defenses, created by employees
who bypass protec!lons by attaching modems to their PCs, seltlng up
wireless acce~~ poinh without per-

secure

able pohcy to protect trade secrets.
maintain the integrity and security
of all networks and servers. protect

ware, such a!-. chat or file-sharing

sensittve customer information,

points for the creative criminal.

protect the organization from lawsuits by third parties. protect the
integrity and reputation of the
organi1ation and its busine~s and
ensure achievement and productivi-

ty. Security " everybody's business.
Spam and viruses are the most

visible. but not the most significant
security challenge. Fearing loss of
,·aluable trade ...ccrct'-. and confidential company records from mtrusion
by criminal hackers, large and
small organi1ations alike arc

installing tirewalls to protect their
networks. These firewalls will stop
many. but not all of today·s hacker
attacks. Hackers can take advan-

miV'iiOn or downloading

ri~ky ~oft

programs, all of wh1ch offer entry

credit

card

information

online. In addition to the legal
expowre and negat1ve PR. 11

wa~n 't

helpful for future business development. The visibility of Ill secure networks has prompted tough laws in
several states, moM notably

COMPUTERS/TECHNOLO GY

nuclear secrets leaked from the
U.S. Depru1ment of Energy's lab at
Lo~o,

Alamos underscores the security ri\kS inherent 111 e-mail.
Jnvestigators found evidence that e~
mail was the critical component in

the theft of top secret data about
how to fabricate smaller nuclear

warheads.

That'' why security is everybody's

California, that require any buSIness that collects data from

business. and all managers and

California consumers to Immedi-

employees must understand the
unportance of following your
established security procedures.
This is especially important when
using laptops or working from

ately notify every person if there IS
a breach of security- from any

plan should address internal threats
that are as dangerous as attacks
from outside. Identifying internal
threats is the first step. The combi-

remote locations.
Hackers target electronic databases of companies selling products
on the Internet. because they often
have a mountain of information
from which identities can be stolen:
names. addresses. credit card mfor-

matiOn, and other personal data.
Theft of customer data gets the
attention of the media. and one
company was hit with a class action

Your Complete
Mailing Solution

source.

What about mischief and malice by employees and coworkers'>
In many ways. e-mail is ideally
suited to smuggle trade secrets and
valuable company data out of your
organi1ation. Leaks of important
business plans can be embarrassmg

and costly. as Apple Computers
learned when it was forced to speed
up the launch of a new product due
to a leak from inside it.> walls. And.
intentional disclosure of secrets can
cost a lot more. A scandal involving

nation of e-mail overload and careless attachments is one risk: intentional stealing from internal electronic files by e-mail attachment i.s

quite another. Whether accidental
or deliberate. breaches of confidentiality. can erode customer and

employee conlidencc, cost jobs and
devastate your organ11ation.
Information security requires
effective policies and consistent
enforcement. It is imperative that
continued mz page 17

Free Market
continued from page 10
And you thmk the pharmaceutical companies don't have a powerful
lobby'' Think again'
It is an interesting pornt of viev.. Maybe this is an issue that should
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Apple's Latest Miracle Device
hY ) . Alh·n Leinberger
It looks for all the world like one of those plug 111 a~r fresheners .
What it is. is Airport Express. It " made hy Apple hut designed to work
on Windows computers a~ well. I have told you before about the wireless
movement. The cords seem to have become the enemy of computer users

today.
And with good reason. When you fill your computer with music for your

A comprehensive e-security

come up 111 the next election!

Mention this od ond receive 20% OFF' your first moiling service order!
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1Pod or other MP1 player and then look over at your stereo, the natural
thought is to run a wire from one to the other. You also need cords to connect your printer and your Internet connection .

Make no mistake. Wires are still part of the mix, but now they go to this
little plug 111 dev1ce, not to the computer. Inside of the Airport is an antenna that sends out an FM signal.
The Internet wire, the stereo and the printer connect to the Airport device
and the programmmg in the computer recognizes what you need and does

it. My cat should be so obliging.
But wait, there's more.

Plug the Airport into the wall of your hotel room or your summer house
and it will work just as well. In fact, like one of those car seats that recog-

come. first served. If you
arc playmg your Elton
John collection and the
k 1ds dec1de to feed Korn
Into the system, they will
get a busy mdicator on
the1r computer. On the
other hand. if they have a
separate A 1rport and a
separate stereo, they can

play their music and you
can play yours. Volume
settings arc your problem.
Then to, it will let you
network the computers in your house. so you don't have to make your way

serve both Either one can access the Internet. the stereo or the printer.

through the kid's bedroom to get to their computer.
You can help them with their homework from your machine. And if
you have a really b1g home, or want to network the office, you can use multiple Airports to link up. This would he called "wireless bridging."
Obviously. security factors are a concern as well
Rest easy. Airport is designed to iAclude firewall protection, password
protection and even your AOL parental controls. On the other hand, the
Airport is fully compatible with Windows Wi-Fi connections.
Oh. there is one little thmg.

That's right. one printer for both computers. Domestic bliss can he achieved
at last.

To work, you need an mternal Airport Extreme card in your computer
Insertion cards arc unusual with MACs but they are adding the piece to new

nizes different drivers, the Airport can adjust to different environments. A
screen on your computer \\'Ill ask you where it is and you can click to adjust
it. It will remember that setting for when you need it again.
Every time you set the unit it creates a profile. It can hold up to five such

profiles. The home, the office, the hotel, etc You may only want to set it
for music at your brother-in-law's place. That would be another protile.
And there is more. If your house has a MAC and a PC. the Airport can

models. It's what lets the computer read the Airport itself.

Is there more'? Yes.

In this age of identity theft you do not want your neighbor to he able
to read your stuff. Certainly not the guy in the next room in the hoteL So the

program in your computer allows you to reduce the power and thus the
range of the unit.
And 11 gets better
There" the Airtunes feature. The iTunes program can play music, play

continued from page 10

lists. audiobooks. even streaming radio stations on the computer. The Air-

miles away?

tunes function allows all of these to play through your stereo. lt will also

They wouldn't do this to us if this was San Diego. San Francisco and
Oakland have worked hard to separate the images of the two together,
even though we continue to refer to it as "the bay area."
But the Inland Empire is the forgotten red-headed child. To too many
we are nothing more than the road to Palm Springs. We here at the Journal
were quite proud of the job we did on "The Inland Empire TV News,"
which ran on San Bernardino's channel 30. That is until NBC bought in
and decided to run their L.A. newscast on it. They even moved the offices
to Wilshire Boulevard.
So just what are we to do' Should we secede from the state? Should
we form a new county like they tried to do in the high desert a few years
ago? Or could we just call on the San Bernardino County supervisors to
recommend a name change the next time the Speedway has to come to
them for something like another expansion? We could call it The
Californra Speedway of Fontana.
We here in the Inland Empire get to play host to a major league event
every tim_e that green flag drops. We deserve the credit for that event.
Taladega gets it. Even the Pocanocs gets it. Nobody tries to pretend the
Green Bay Packers are really from Milwaukee.
The O.C. has its own TV show. Is it too much to ask that we here in the
I.E. get credit for an occasional Sunday afternoon?

work on powered speakers.
For the musit:, it is first

My personal opinion'l

Airport Express

IS

as good as the iPod. It esen looks like one. But it is

a little more complicated and people will love the functions once they come
to understand them . Eventually the whole thing will he included in all computers. For now, for Windows or Apples, the Airport Express base station
plug in device is a technological marvel that as it says on the box. can allow
you to connect, listen, print and live wirelessly.

Your Website is Your Brand!
5 Keys to Maximizing the Effectiveness of Your Company Website
Websites can he a key marketing tool for almost every type of
business.

From flash pages and music to
video and pop up cursor messages,
Website design and structure
options arc limitless. But have too
many entrepreneurs and CEOs lost
site of the fundamental marketmg
mission Websites ~erve?

Have

bells and whistles replaced message
and branding'>
According to marketing and
branding guru Allan Gorman, the
answer is too often, "yes".
"The bottom line-Websites

increased exponentially, a Website
can no longer he just a corporate
brochure or shopping flyer as it
used to be m the 'old days.' It must
he a tool to hrand your product or

most - branding hegms before the
first page of your site loads. Does a
visitor have to wait too long for
your flash animations to load? Are
the clips useful for telling your
story. or JUSt gratuitous pieces of art
that say: 'See how cool I am?' Is
the first page designed to load efficiently for all connection speeds'
Ease of use equates to a pleasant
visiting experience and marketing

service.

effectiveness-we've all visited

should serve as a way of introducing. supporting and building loyalty
for your business," says Gorman,
author of the new book, "Briefs for
Building Better Brands." "As the
Internet's influence on society has

Gorman offers tips for companies to ach1cve maximum market-

ing value from their Websites:
• First (page) impressions matter

Websites which seemed impossible
to nav1gate and which bred instant
confusion. Does your Website use
all the trendiest fashion, styles and

Web tools at the expense of legibility and clarity' Or is it pleasant to
look at. easy to understand and easy
to nastgate?
• Give people a reason to returnWebsite 'stickiness' is imponant.

but g1ving people a reason to want
to return is even more essential.
See if you can create relevant, inter-

esting and involving self-assessments, puules, surveys or tests that
will make their expenence educational and interactive-and that
relates to your products and/or
services.

continued on page 45
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Why Teams Don't Work
There are man) type . . of team ....
and you may have heen im olved in
one or more of them your ... elf

There are

<.;port ... teaJlh.

hu:..ine ......

team .... 'olunteer team .... prOJCCt
teams. and more.
And. as )ou·,e probabi)
fountL team ... often run mto problem... that 'eem to defy rational
...olution:-..

\\'hen the rational leader confront\ the ...e problem .... he or she tlngep., the u ... ual ..,u..,pect:-.. The team:
• hu ... n 't clearly de tined it' goab
• lacks a gt..,od plan
• dt'>Csn 't have buy-in from either
the cu ... tomer-... top leader\. or C\ec-

uuve . .
• is compri ...ed of the wrong people
The uruational team leader
looks at why teams don't wo rk and
cover... the same bases as the
mtionalleader. Then. the unmtional
leader goes several steps deeper by
trying to bnng unconscious feelings out in the open so the) can be
dealt with.
The unrational team leader
asks how the personaliues of the
individuals in the team are in conflict and understands that what we

..,ee of each other-in other word:-,.
the ...,eemingl) rational personality
that we experience at a meeting or
<lt a project sih!· .j-., only the tip of
the ICeherg.
But \\'hat\ heneath the surface
i.., the uncon:-,ciou:... Anti that uncon-..cious determine:-, the \ a~t majority
of the hchavior~ and feeling ..... and
pe-rceptions of the team and what
the team is about to do. A:-, long as
the team i~ working -..moothl). and
the water-.. surrounding the team are
flowing in the ...,ame direction. the
pcr ... onalities find it Cilsy to cooperate. But \\.hen the team runs into
ob..,LacJe.., or has to make major
decision .... these personalities drifl
or exit imo their own safe harbor:...
And. during that process. the
unconscious parts of the team
member..,· personalities collide into
each other and creme conflict.
For example, a local government team gets together to pursue a
b1g project (buildmg a road,
expandmg the airport, or whathave-you). Everyone on the team
agree' the goal is good, because it's
linked to prosperity and grO\\Ih.
Ex pens are hired to do studie,. and

lVIANAGING
the rcsuhs arc gi\en back to cititen .... But when it comes time to
make dccisiom•. unexpected and
seeming!) Intractable is ... uc ... arc
raised. Former supporters bacJ..:
away from the project, and the team
av.oids making an) deci..,ions . ...,o
the project can't proceed.
At this point. a rational team
leader might ditch the project or
might bring in legal help and get
everyone invoh·ed in a court battle
This 1s one way to force a decision.
hut it isn't the best wa).
An unrational team leader ask . .
how the personalities. both mdividuall) and collectively. unconsciow,Jy bloc"- the decision-making
process. What unconscious fears
and emotions arc commg out just a~
we're approaching the decision
point? How are they lead1ng u' to
avoid a tough decision·> This unrational team leader would use tools
for tapping the unconscious. understanding the blocks. and resolving
them.
The'e tool> might include conducting a dialogue where each participant hold' an object. like a stick
or a ..,tone. As long as individual.-..

hold the object. they can talk a'
long as they need to. The group""'"'
in a Circle and considers the1r mi:-.takcn fear.., and \'Is ion\ In th1s \\ay.
the group gch a look at lh unconscious without running il\\·ay from
il. and \\. ithout a..,signing blame
Another tool might be picturing. The team leader has each individual in the group dra\\ a picture
of a boat. Around that boat. team
members dra\\. images of the monster..,
in front of the team and the
promised land the boat is trying to
auain. When the group members
share their mon:..tcrs and the1r
\·isions of success. uncon..,ciou..,
motions and assumptions are put
out visuall) for the group to deal
with
Once the unconsciou\ forces
are recog111tcd and re\olvcd, the
team can move forward. Re-member this the next time part of a team
that seems stuck.

By Charles F/eetham. awhor of
The Search for
Leadership(1m)

Unrarioual

The Foundation for Taxpayer and Consumer Rights
colllinued from page 10
enrollees are receiving rate increa..,es and benefit reductions in the
mail." said Jerry Flanagan of
ITCR. "State regulators should
ime,tigate the Blue Cros; premium
increases and force the company to
refund o,·ercharges brought on by
an explosion of executive salaries
and bonuses."
Through Public Records Act
requests of confidential documents
filed with state regulators. the
Foundation for Taxpayer and
Consumer Rights was first to
uncover details of up to $600 million in cash and stock bonuses for
top executtves included in the
merger deal. The Foundation for
Taxpayer and Consumer Rights
called on state regulators to require

the companies to reduce the Site of
the executive payouts.
Instead.
state
regulators
required the new company to invest
a sum of money equal to the total
amount of executive bonuses in
low-income communities.
Regulato~> also won guarantees from
company executives that Blue
Cross contract' would not change
and patients would pay for the
merger m the form higher rates both of which appear to be happening.
In addition to the $1.25 million
salary, WeiiPoint CEO Larry
Glasscock will rece1ve a stock
award worth $3 million and could
receive a bonus of up to $3.75 million if the company exceeds performance goals.

GABRIEL
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Reliable
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The
next
h1ghest
pa1d
WeiiPomt executive. David C.
Colby. will receive a 'alary of
$675.000 in 2005, an 85 percent
increase over 2004, and a stock
award worth $975,000.
Three
other executives. Keith Faller,
David Helwig. and Thoma' Snead
will receive a combined salary of
$1.88 million, representing an 80
percent increase over 2004 salary
totals. and a combined stock award
of $2.7 million. The SEC filing is
available at: http://ir. wellpoint.com
/phoemx.zhtm l '?c= 130 I 04&p=irolsec
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In· Dr. Jill Ammon-Wn/er
Any problem. no matter how complex, can be soh·ed 1f approached with
a creative strategy. Here arc 10 steps to getting your mind 111 an optimal
problem-solving state
Step I. Start With Some Focused Questions .
The first step to unleashing your true prohlcm-solvmg potcntial1.., to a.-..k
yourself some very focused. challenging questions. Here arc some very
powerful questions that will often do the trick:
"What am I really trying to do''"
"How am I trying to do it?"
"What assumptions am I making?"
"Could there be a simpler. better way to accomplish this?"
"If I were to start all over again today -knowing what I now knowwhat would I do differently?"
Step 2. Question Your Answers.
The next step is to question your answers. Ask yourself:
• "If my assumptions are untrue, what should I do differently?"
• "Should I drop what I am doing now, and take a different approach?"
• "Is all of this in my best interests?"
Step 3. Apply the Theory of Resistance.
One effective way to get some creative solutions to your problems is to
apply the "theory of resistance." Tbis theory >;ays that in every activity, there
are one or more resisting factors.
The resistance you encounter often controls how fast you'll move from
where you are today-to where you want to go. The good thing about identifying resistance is this: you'll often trigger some very powerful personal
insights.
Suppose, for example. you have a goal of doubling your income over the
next three years. You could begin your problem-solving exercise by identifying the resistance standing in the way of your goal. Ask yourself: "Why
is my income not that high already?"
Step 4. Analyze the Resistance.
Next ruthlessly go after your answers to Step 3. Be totally honest with
yourself. Don't av01d asking hard, painful que,tions. and demand an answer
from yourself In the case above you could ask: "Exactly why am I not making twice my income right now? Exactly what is holding me hack?"
Step 5. Take a Look at the Outside World.
One way to immediately determine if the resistance is internal or external i' to see if someone else is managing to accompli'h the goal you desire.
If they are. then you can safely conclude the resistance is Internal to you.
Step 6. Identify Your Primary Internal Resistance.
As a consultant to key executive,, I have often discovered that usually

80 percent of what holds us back lies wtthin ourselves· and only 20 percent in the outside world. So if you have not achieved what you desire. the
be'l place to begm to look for the source of the resistance i' within yourself
Plus ... ~mce it's so tough to create change in the outside world, it's far more
effectiVe to focu' on yourself anyway. You're far more likely to get the
results you want!
Superior achievers tend to ask one question when they're not moving
ahead: "What is 11 inside me. or that I am doing or thinking. that is holding
me back?"
Step 7. Get Ruthl ess.
There's a powerful old saying that's very appropriate here: "When a
man's fight begins with himself. he is really worth something." So sharpen
your teeth and bite into your primary internal source of resistance. Demand
answers from yourself. You NEED lO know "how'' you are placing limitations on your desired achievement, and look it right 1n the eyeballs.
Step 8. Thrn on the Lights.
The more often you repeat this process. the beuer you'll get at it This
process switches on your mental headlight, and you'll begin to spot internal
resistance before it grabs you by the ankle.
Step 9. Co nstantly Examine Your Goal.
Now that you have your mental headlight on, lake a close look at your
goal. Make sure you've set a clearly defined goal that you have a burnmg
and passionate desire to achieve.
Combining your goal with the intense emotion of desire or excitement
puts you into the upper level of achievers. The more excited and enthusmstic you are about your goal, the more rapidly your mind will go to work to
bring the goal into your life.
Continue to ask focused questions to generate more ideas about how to
achieve your goaL The more intense your questions. the more ideas you will
generate! And once you have sunk your teeth into your key internal resistance. you have placed your feel solidly on the high road to success.
Step 10. Become a Professional Problem Solver
Brain Tracy say,, "A goal you have not yet achieved IS simply a problem you have not yet solved."
In fact. whatever your goal. your real JOb " 10 solve any and all problem' that stand between you and the achievement of that goal. Your 'uccess
in life. your career, your relationship. and your business all depend on one
thmg-your ability to under>tand and 'ohe problems.
So from now on just view your...elf as a profe..,sional problem soh·er, and
watch your goals fall in place easier than you could ha'e ever imagined.

Pulling the Plug on Low Performer s
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You know who they are. but
you're not quite sure how to handle
them. Nationally-acclaimed management educator Quint Studer
shares hi' technique for moving
your low performers up--or more
likely. out--before they can wreak
more havoc.
Carol consistently comes to
work late. She is often absent with
''headaches" that -..cem to conveniently occur on (non-payday)
Fridays. When she is at work. she

llits from office to office. cheerily
chatung with coworkers and visitIng the breakroom for coffee. It
takes her so long to do ta'ks that.
eventually. others must pick up her
slack.
Not surpri,ingly. Carol's
coworkers have become resemful
about "carrying" her and 'evcral
have left for greener pastures. As
her manager. you dearly wish 'he
would join them. But it's obviou'
'he'll never leave voluntarily: she's
been with the company longer than

anyone else.
"Carol " the qumtessentml low
performer:· says Quint Studer.
author of "Hardwiring Excellence:
Purpose.
Worthwhile
Work.
Making a Difference" (Fire Starter
Pubh,hmg. 200-t. ISBN
09749986-0-5. $28.00). " If you have
a Carol working for you. make no
mistake: she '"II keep you from
becoming a high-performance
organization. Her goal i' to Slmpl)
coast along. collecting a paycheck

and doing as lillie as l""'ible. Not
only Will 'he resist change at every
turn. her ani tude will infect everyone else around her Your only
choice 1s to move her up
or
out."
You alread) know low performers don't contribu te much.
According to Studer--a nationallyacclaimed management educator
who helps his clients become highperformance organitations--v.·hat

continued on page 2.J
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Tim Evans: The Unforgettable Chaplain
The scene was m the second
''Lord of the Rings'' movie. The
king stood over a grave and pronounced that it was not right for a
father to bury his son.
Such is the stuff of fantasy, but
this particular event often plays out
in reality as well. The hard fact is
that ch1ldren die. And they do it at
the

most

tnconvement

time~.

Remember the ones who went up to
the retreat house in the mountains

for Chri>tmas of '03'' Rain. after
the Olds/Grand Prix fire, caused
mudslides which tore through the
building. Death is tragic by itself.
but the cost of the aftermath can be
inhuman. Bills must be paid.
Coffins and plots purchased.
The mortician has his bJII.
Enter Chaplain Tim Evans. He
has worked as a youth pastor and
holds a maste" of divinity degree
from the Seventh Day Adventist
Theological Seminary. In the year
2000 he founded a group called
The Unforgettables. Its purpose is
to assbt in funding funeral expenses for children of parents with minimal means.

Accordmg to Evans. "The mission statement of The Lnforgettables is to confront the economic

and the real life consequences of
ch1ldhood death across the Inland
Empire. The Unforgettables targets
families throughout Riverside and
San Bernardino counties who are

financially challenged when they
experience the death of a child.
anywhere from b1rth to 18 years of
age."
In the more than four years that
the organization has been operat-

mg. they have assisted over 600
individual families to at least get a
digmfied simple funeral for their
beloved, unforgettable child.
Rather like a scholarship. the
organization only funds a part of

the needs. In fact, at such time as
The Unforgettables may become a
fully-developed,
fully-funded
organization, they still would only
cover about 75 percent of the cost
of a burial and funeral. The family
itself would cover the other 25 percent. according to Evans' plan, for
it> own d1gnity's sake, or by members of their church congregation.

NEWS &

Much of the impetus for tillS
effort comes from a do1en year.., of
..,ervice as chaplain at Lorna Linda·..,

hospital, where he had to mini>ter
to families in grief over the passing
of their children. The common
thread among the parents, he discovered, was that they believed that
it was not right; it was not fair that

their children would die before
them.
Why do these things happen?
Evan.., says he does not try to
under>tand Jt. God, he believes
does not make it happen, but He
allows it to happen. Trying to figure out the unfairness of it all is an

effort m futility.
The model for The Unforgettables goes back to Joseph of
Arammhia. who provided for a
modeS! burial place for Christ when
God allowed his own Son to die.
Today, Evans has discovered
that the death of a child can have
devastating effects on a family.
People quit their jobs. they move,
they even get divorced. To this end,
Evans sees someone like John
Walsh as the kind of person who

has been able to draw strength from

the tragedy. Walsh's son. Adam,
was brutally murdered. but Walsh
has now become a major advocate

for child protecuon and. through
a strong spoke·

his television show.
sman for JUstice.
In a similar

manner.

that

Christmas day mudslide in the
mountains actually worked towards

the betterment of The Unforgettables. because of the publicity
drawn from Jt. Evans does not like
to admit that that publicity. coming
as it did from catastrophe was ben·
eficial, yet he admits that since we
are a media·driven culture. being

able to tell the story of the group
when people are listening, works to
the overall good.

.. As long as we focus on the
families and keep our personalities
out of it. I think it is legitimate," he
says.
If you are wondering what you
can do to help Tim Evans and The
Unforgettables, call 951-788-3471,
or e·mail him at timmyevans@aol.

com

FEATURES

Inland Empire Emerging
as a Major Office Market
Inland Empire's office market continues to be one of the fastest-growing in the nation. The region boasts competitive advantages that are luring many firms away from the coastal markets. Demand for space is
strong, which has prompted an increase in speculative construction projects. Rancho Cucamonga and the airport area are among the areas being
targeted by developers due to strong rent growth and high-occupancy
rates. Owners in these submarkets have been registering revenue growth
in excess of 5 percent, with anticipation of stronger growth rates ahead as
the job market posts further improvement. Tenants in other submarkets,
including Corona and Riverside, can also expect rising rents over the next
year. Tenant demand is especially high in Corona due to its close proximity to major job center; in Orange County. This emerging office submarket has one of the lowest vacancy rates in the region, at 5.5 percent,
and vacancy is expected to remain low despite the addition of 250,00
MJUare feet this year. Riverside is attracting companies in back-office support industries. such as financial activities. With vacancy at less than 7
percent, office property owners in Riverside were able to push renls up by
4 percent over the last year, to $18.30 per square foot.
Prospects of an expanding economy will keep office investors actively pursuing well-priced properties during 2005. While the market. as a
whole, only registered a 6 percent increase in the median price last year,
to $114 per square foot, certain areas and oflice property types com-

mantled premium prices. Interest will continue to be highest for office
buildings located along Interstate 15. especially in Corona, Rancho
Cucamonga and the airport area. Class A properties in these submarkets
typically sell in excess of $200 per square foot, such as the recent sale of
low-rise building in Ontario for $243 per square foot and a similar buildmg in Corona that sold for $218 per square foot.
Rent Forecast: The influx of companies from coastal markets. coupled with limited new supply, will result in a 3.2 percent gain in effective
rents this year. with the average forecast to reach $16.15 per square foot.
• Investment Forecast: Private investors, unable to afford properties
111 the high-pnced 1-15 Corndor. are likely to seek office buildings in burgeomng markets. San Bernardino, for instance, has the most potential for
revenue growth, given the elevated vacancy and lack of development
activity.
• Employment Forecast: The rapidly expanding populauon is fuehng
employment growth. particularly in the services sectors. Local employers
are expected to add 36.000 jobs in 2005, with professional and business
services adding 6.500 positions.
• Construction Forecast: Office development activity will increase in
2005, to 750.000 square feet, but is expected to fall short of demand.
Most of the ofticc space coming online this year will be Class A, and
located in Corona, Rancho Cucamonga or the airport area.
• Vacancy Forecast: The Inland Empire is starting to see an influx of
office-using companies coming from the high-priced coastal markets.
which is putting downward pressure on vacancy. The vacancy rate is
expected to decline by 50 basis points thJS year, to 8.8. percent.
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What Can We Learn From Martha Stewart?
b1 Dr. Jill Ammon- Wexler
No matter how you feel about Martha Stewart and the persona!
mistake that put her at odds with U.S. Government lawmakers, you
can't deny thts woman's amazmg resiltence and huoyancy.
So what can we learn from Martha? And what is it that makes
some people so capable of bouncmg back in the face of adversity''
Martha Stewart isn't unique in her ability to make the adverse lessons of life work for her. We all have the potential for this inner
capacity. We all have the potential abiltty to raptdly s11e up a situation and solve problems. at the same time handltng the intense emotions that may accompany a personal or busincs~ crisis.

But some people seem to know better how to respond-to rationally analyte the situation and find a solution. rather than just react on
an emotional level. Those with less resiltcnce. on the other hand, tend
to go stra1ght to their emotions and react.
The difference here is the ability to respond, versus the tendency
to just react.
What is Resiliency?
For many, not giving into the emotion surrounding a crisis may be
hard to imagine. So let's review the steps a resilient person like
Martha Stewart goes through when faced with a serious crisis.
First you feel the emotions. But if you stop there, what you will
do is a knee-jerk reaction probably ending up in anger. Although
that's perfectly natural, such intense emotions activate an older portion of the brain that automatically overrides your higher thinking
centers.
A resilient person. on the other hand, will respond like Martha did
when she gave lemons out to reporters-- announcing that she would
make lemonade. Her mom must have taught Martha the same thmg
my mom did: When dealt a lemon (a bad situation), make the best of
it by making lemonade' Good advice!
The next step a resilient person will take is to avoid wasting energy on regret and unhappiness -- and just move o n. This attitude of
looking forward instead of back over their shoulder is a key component of resilience. So Martha lost 20 pounds, is writing a book and
starting an exciting show, and totally focused her atten tion on being
happy and productive.
A less resilient, less buoyant person could have been forever emotionall y c rippl ed by what Martha Steward faced.

Are Some People Born Res ilient?
At the Umversity of Wisconsm's Laboratory for Affective
Neuroscience, researchers used advanced brain 1maging technology
to pinpomt the area of the brain (the left prefrontal cortex) that serves
as the center for our positive. optimistic. and happy feelings.
The researchers found that people with naturally above-average
activity in this brain region arc more likely to feel positive moi>ds.
and tend to he more resilient and buoyant. They concluded that our
brains could he hard-wired so that, to some degree, how happy we're
going to be could be at least partially genetic.
I'm forced to question their conclusion. Although there could be a
genetic influence over your resilience. the effects of your habits and
attitudes cannot be denied. And many of those attitudes and habits
date all the way hack into your childhood environment.
Is Resiliency a Learned Trait?
ResJ!ient people have certam personal traits that set them apart
from people with dark clouds hovering over their heads.
Research by Dr. Ken Sheldon, an associate professor of psychological sciences at the Umversity of Missouri-Columbia. has shown
that resilience is associated with such personal characteristics as:
Autonomy,
Competence.
Close relationships,
High self-esteem. and
Ability to cope with change
So if we were to paint a picture of a reslitent person. we would sa.y
they are most likely comfortably independent and capable. have high
self-esteem and confidence, build close relationships easily, and handle change with ease.
The good news is that all of these skills can be (and are) developed' So even if you didn't learn these skills as a youngster. you can
sti ll develop them as an adult by learning to respond. rather than
react. to stressful situations.

Dr. Jill An non- Wexler is advisor to key e.recwivei. You can visit her
Website at hup:/lww;"quamum-seif.com

Developing a Corporate E-Security
continued from page 12
every employee know and understand their role in security, even when it seems like a hassle.
This article provides strategies you can put into practice immediately.
The purpose of information security is to safeguard the company mforrnation resources.
Information resources include all the company hardware, software, and data in both electronic and hardcopy formats. This document defines the responsibility and accountability of the
company personnel, contractors, and vendors with regards to the security of the company
Information. It also educates all computer users about security and informs them of the serious
legal risks associated with security violations.
The job of protecting hardware. software and data (hard-copy and soft-copy) from abuse
is shared by all users - employees, contractors, management, administrative staff, and customers. Make it the responsibi lity of every system and information user to read. understand,
and comply with your corporate mformation security policy and all associated information
security policies and procedures.
Post the essential provisions on the company intranet as well as publishing it in hard copy
in your em ployee handbook .
Your information systems department should manage infonnation security standards, procedures, and controls intended to minimize the risk of loss, damage. or misuse of your organization's data. They should develop the following policies:
continued on page 33

For total protection,
rely on the first name
in security.
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RESOURCE

DIRECTORY

909.949.4930
877.553.4422
E-mail linda qbq@uia.net

Assisting Organizations to Manage Growth and
Transformation Strategically with :
Organizational and Employee Attitude Surveys
Management Coaching and Development Programs
Selection _ Retention _ Succession Planning _
Leadership Development Tools
Financial and Business Information Evaluations
For More Information Contact: info @ Predictsuccess.com

(800) 53Q-3231 _ (760) 416-3447 _ (866) 404-5044
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Travel the Oregon Trail by the Elegant and Modern
Sternwheeler--and Cruise Into History

aconsulting group

Call Linda Russell
the QuickBooks"Queen
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~strategic interventions
• Stressed out by bookkeeping problems?
·Get more out of QuickBooks• with
expert QuickBooks "training
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For Service in the Inland Empire call:

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM
Serving all of Southern California

In 111M rid Anthon)
My hu\banU and I ta"-.c anniversarie~ scriou'l)
So scrio_us!y that
when we di">CO\Cred that thi' year
marko., the Lewis and Clark bicentennial anni\'t.!r-.;ary. we planned a
trip to reli\'c the ad\cnturcs of thts
Corps of Di..,covery mi ... ..,inn. Since
we \'..:ercn't as hardly as the original
group. we decided to take the
··easy'" tnp--certainly not in a canoe
but on a modern-day stermvheeler.
Believe me. tl was a lot more fun
and enJoyable than the lnp Lewi>
and Clark had to endure. Both my
husband and I discovered that reliving history can be fun and exciting.
This was a chance to experience the
trails and travels of the famous pair
and capture the uniqueness of the
region. Lewis and Clark spent a
great deal of thought and re>earch
in packing their supplies--we ju5.t
had to pack our clothes and
buy tickets. It was as simple
as that.
Our
trip
began
in
Portland, Oregon. After an
overnight
stay
at
the
DoubleTree Hotel where the
Empress of the North sternwheeler was docked. we were
first whisked away on a bus to
Ml. St. Helens National
Volcanic Monument.
We
were provided with a rare
opportunny to view the landscape and how Jt was dramatically altered by the 1980
eruption. Our tour guide, and
also our bus driver, wa\ well
informed and gave us an
inside account of the destructive
power and damage caused by this
volcanic blast.
When we returned from Mt. St.
Helens, we quickly embarked our
ship which would be our home for
the next week.
All our luggage
was awaiting us in our room--the
crew was in shape already. Since
we had taken a steamboat down the
Mississippi, we were well aware of
the comforts of a smal ler vessel.
These small ships provide a more
friendly. casual atmosphere. You
rapid ly become acquainted with the
a ll-American crew a nd you become

fast friends wllh other pas~o,cngcrs.
Unlike some large cruise shtps. all
rooms have wmdows (and m<ht
have pauos) "' you enJOY all the
... ccncry all the tunc. ve .... we lfi.l\'clcd the mrghty Columbia Rrvcr in
>l] lc--Lewi.> and Clark would have
been proud of this majestic rt\Cr
boat
Unlike the cruise we took the
previOus
year
down
the
Mi~sissippi. with its endle..,s low
lying river banks. this trip 1s
enhanced by the scenic grandeur of
the Pacific Northwest. We were
able to observe this scenery with its
national forest. rolling hills. and the
world's most extensive systems of
river locks and dams.
I knO\'v
Americans are in love with the
Mi"issippi with all of its Southern
history. but crursing along the
Columbia is ever-changing and

..

ond scaling. You may
abo change tables
each time you dine-tht.., 1.., a great opportunlly to meet many
newfound
friend ....
The Ru ... stan impenal
palacc-rnsprred
~omanO\
dming
room i~ truly elegant.
and the meals were
outstanding. We traveled on Thanksgiving
week whrch included
a wine-tasting each
evening from a local
winery and
treat~ from famous
chefs in the area. It
was more than we
expected, and just
thinking about
stam my

••

Empress of the North Stern wheeler
'pectacular.
Standing four stories high, the
Empress of the North is one of the
largest and most elegant of all U.S.
nagged small cruise ships operating in we~tern America. ll captures
the g lamourous features and
appearances of the riverboat queens
of the 1800s with the high technology and creature comforts of today.
Every passenger cabin faces the
river and most have their own
verandahs. All pa"engers dine at
one single seatrng -- perfect for
those who do not enjoy eating too
early a nd being rushed fo r the sec-

salivate. The entertainment on
board was excellent, but the true
entertainment to me were the
excursions and the mformauve
tales of the Lewis and Clark expedition from the onboard historian
Todd Weber. I might add that all
lhese excursions are included in the
price of the cruise so passenger<. do
not have to think about spending
that extra $700 per couple (you just
forget about it and go). Our cruise
began by traveling through the
Columbra River Gorge National
Scenic Area viewrng beautifu l
basal t and gran ite cli ffs and water-

falls. These cascading waterfalls
are what gave the Ca>cade
Mountain Range iLs name.
We
cruised by Beacon Rock. the second largest monolith in the world
(second only to the Rock of
Gibraltar): Mullnomah Falls, the
second
hrg hes t waterfall
in
America and the legendary Rooster
Rock.
Our vessel arrived in
Stevenson, Washington and passengers began boarding all the coaches
to the Columbia Gorge Interpretive
Center.
On Wednesday. the boat arrived
in Walla Walla where we were able
lo taste the fine wines at the Three
R ivers Winery, Canoe Ridge
Winery, Amavr Winery and the
Wine Institute. This tow n with a
funny name ( Walla Wal la, "place of

continued on page 42
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Where Will Tomorrow's Energy Come From?
cowinued ji-om page 10
billion barreb of oil and 5.500 trillion cubic feet of naturul gas h<nc already
been idenlltled. but not yet produced.
At the current mtc of com.umption. that tran~lates into ~0 year.., of oil
supply and 60 year- of natural gas supply. The L:nited State> Geological
Survey estimates that nearly equal amount> of oil and gas are yet to bed"covered. And. resen e.., from such uncon\'entional sources a.., tar sands and
'hale may add to the oil 'upply inventOl).
Over the ne\t 20 year.... global energy demand 1s e\pectcd to increa...e
40 percent. dnven largely by rapid economic growth in China. India and
other parts of the developing world.
The technolog) required to extract future oil supplies will need to be
better than today\. Future exploration will be m increa.,ingly remote and
hostile locations. requiring large investments and nc\V technologies.
There are geopolitical challenge' too. According to l EA. more and
more oil will come from fewer countrie,. pnmarily the Middle East member> of O PEC. Obtaming raw material isn "t the only problem. U.S. refineries are running at nrtually full capacity. to manufacture the cleaner products needed to meet ever-growing consumer demand. Yet. not one ne\lv
refinery has been built in our country since the 1970s.
Ream~ of regulatory and environmental restrictions plus anti-growth
att it udes and legislation. make it difficult. time-consuming and very expensive even to try. Furthermore. vital infrastructure needed to impon gasoline and other fue l products to California is targeted for elimination, mal-ing it even more difficult to prov ide transponat ion fue ls to an economy that
re lies o n the m to power its e ngi ne.
Re li able e nergy suppli es are a strateg ic need fo r every country.
Adeq ua te. clean and affordable e ne rgy is as impo rta nt to our qua lity of life
as health care. ed ucati on a nd housing. But we can "t blindly put all our eggs
in one basket. be it oil, nat ural ga~. or other allemative fue ls. As we con-

T&v PRINTING

template future energy opuons, we need to make respon'llblc poli..:y deci ~
stons based on the principle of SU'Itaining economic growth with reliable,
affon.Jable supplie~o,, while protecting the environment
Conservation contmues to be a cost-effective energ) source A' a
nation. we have a trad, record of stretching energ) supplies by us1ng cnerg} more efficiently. For example. today\ cars are twice as fuel-eflicicnt
and home appliances arc twice as energy efficient as those made 10 year"
ago. Hybrid automobiles are rapidly becoming more popular because ol
their fuel efficiency and conservation is becoming more auractive as petroleum costs have increa~ed.
However, conservation successes need to be accompanied by dbcovcries and production of new conventional energy supplies. And. rencw"ble
energy sources are also important. Fuel cells. solar. hydroelectric and wind
power all offer worthwhile options. Continued investment, research and
development are vital. Nevcnheless. according to the lEA. renew abies are
expected to provide a mere three percent of energy demand in 2015.
Natural ga' i' "nother environmentally friendly option. Globally it is
plentiful. The challenge for California is ensuring we have the means to
obtain adequate natural ga' supplies. Only 15 percent of our natural ga'
come' from California. Dome,tic supplies are dwindling. There\ plenty
of natural gas 111 other part' of the world. but well need to build the facilities that will allow it to be shipped here in super-cooled liqUid form as LNG
then heated bacl- up into conventional natural gas.
So the supply of petroleum is there to continue meeting global demand.
But. to meet the chal lenges ahead we mus t keep existing infrastructure
viab le and add new infrastructure. diversify our energy sources. conserve.
make use of wind and solar power, and bui ld facilities to help de liver mo re
natural gas to our shores. While thi' will not be easy. the right combination
of balanced public policy and private investment will get the job done .

KCAA1050AM
NBC NEWS·RADIO

Inland Empire
Balanced Talk Radio!
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SAVE THE DATE MAY 6TH, 2005

WOMEN & BUSINESS EXPO
PRESENTED BY

~~ ous~nessE~umEal

TOYOTA DEALERS

OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Dara Torres
In 1982 broke first world record in 50m freestyle at age
14. In 2000, after a Ieven-year larofffrom swimming,
became thefir.\1 American to .nrim inji111r Olympiads cupturing two Gold Medals and three Bronze Medals.

Lola Gillebaard
]';{!,ether you're a woman with a dream of
starting your ow11 business, moving up in the
corporate world, expanding an existing company
or simply determined to improve
upon your personal development
and leadership skills, this conference is
designed to meet your needs.

Anne Hjelle

In February 200-J, after being attacked by a mountain
lion, was literally rescued from its mouth seconds away
from disaster.

if you make just one investment all
year, make it in yourself and . . h
h
...
JOtn t e
ot er dynamic women who are takin
actiOn to reach their goals.
g

CORPORATE SPONSOR
Walters Auto Sales

KEYNOTE SPONSORS
Toyota Dealers of Southern California

Don lmus

Was horn and raised in RockY Mount, North Carolina. A
premature birth left her with poor motor control and other
serious health challenges. For 0\'er 20 years she has
helped people recogni:e the power of humor and ho11" to
applv it to live a healthier. happier and more productive
life.

Start your morning with /MUS in the Morning

G. Gordon Liddy "The G-Man"

CORPORATE PATRONS
Citizens Business Bank
Lorna Linda University Medical Center

MEDIA SPONSOR
Inland Valley Daily Bulletin

Official Hotel
Double Tree Hotel Ontario

Rev. Barry Lynn
"A Tireless Campaigner"

WOMEN
&

Full Service Commercial Printing

FREE Pickup & Delivery
Proudly Serving The Business Community
in Southern California Since 1988

AI Franklin
"The 0 Franken Factor"

Chuck Harder

Conve nti on Center

... the station that leaves no listener behind!
909-885-8502- info@KCAARADIO.COM
Call Daren Lane for sales
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Assocmt10n and a member of
NAFE. ASTD. ICA AND ICF
Visit
her
Web
sHe
at
,.,,.w,\.asla.com

ment to prov1dmg extraordmary
serv1cCs, helps her maintain lifelong rclationshtps with her chents.
Visit her Web site at W\\W.mlandmvestmenl'i. wbsec.com

own mcome generatmg proJect tn
eastern Afghanistan. on Jewelry
makmg, with revenues retummg
to the area. Vistt her Web sue at
msideafghanistan.org

Bonita Chamberlin

Dawn Holman

Bomta Chamberlm has been working m economic development of
Afghanistan for 28 yl!ars origmally in agriculture: and after the
Sovtct invasion in 1979, she
worked wtth the locals Ill proper
recovery and mmmg of gems. She
has mapped the country. and as a
result is a resource for the
Department of Defense after 9.11.
In March 2002. Bontta started her

Dawn Holman was one of the PR
industry s best kept secrets unt1l
she dec1dcd to publicly share her
25 years of mtcrnational PR and
marketmg t:xpcnt:nce -- to position and package experts who
want to become recogn1zcd and
leverage fame mto fortune to build
an mfonnation emp1re

Elizabeth G. Cortez
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Barbara A. Berg, L.C.S.W.
Barbara A. Berg. LC.S.W. has
been a guest on over 250 radio,
TV, and Internet talk shows. promoung her t\\.:o books. What To
Do When Lafe Is Dm ang You
Crazy! and How To Escape The
No-Win Trap.
he is a licensed
chmcal socml worker m private
practice 111 Rancho Cucamonga,
and msulls humor and compassion
at home and at \\Ork. Vis1t her
\\'eb SJte at \'-"-'rv.·.barbaracowanbcrg.com

Michele Carrillo
~11chele Carrillo is a hcalthcare
expert who has been servmg the
needs of the busmess commumty
for 20 years. As a d1rector of small
group sales for Blue Shaeld of
Cahfomia. M1chele has a keen
understandmg of the healthcare
needs of small busmcsscs. the
products and services that are
designed to accommodate their
demands and the regulatory issues
that can a!Tect the1r coverage She
ha'i been successfully utilizing her
expertise to help compamcs design
and implement cost effective
hcalthcarc coverage solutions that
available
benefit
max1m1ze
options. Visat Blue Shields Web
site at "'"'Ww.myhfepath.com

June Davidson
June Davidson is an mtemattonally acclaimed marketing guru.
Reader s D1gest tracked her down
in 2004 for an mterview about her
unusual marketing techmques.
Your busmess 1s your e:~pcrtise
and she v.11l show you unique
ways of success and mag1c m marketmg. She has authored o\·er 20
trainmg programs which have
been approved for CEU credits.
She has hosted numerous radiO
shows. She IS currently domg a
weekly radao show for women
called Entrepreneurial Edge
where she interviews successful
women as well as giving them
timely tips. She is the president of
American
Seminar
Leaders

Liz has a bachelor s degrl:!c m
business from the Umvcn~ity of
Southem Califomia and holds her
Series 7, 63, 65 securities registrattons and life msurance licenses
\\lth I 0 years expencncc in the
mdustry. She JS the teams financial plannmg specialist and senior
advisor at Wachovta SccuntJes
Financial Network in Ontario. Liz
feels strong family lies and values.
along wtth contmuous commtt-
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Rebecca Hulcm

Lori Ann Robinson

Rebecca llulcm s 28-year career
cmbo{hes the esscm:e of women s
health and" ell ness at every stage
of fc.::mmine dc,elopment. As a
Ceruficd Menopause Clmic1an.
she n{m specJa!izes m educatmg
women to understand the symptoms and behavior of the perimenopause and menopause transiuon
Rebecca ts the author of
Fcel1n llot' 1
A llumomus,
lnformat1ve aml Truthful Look at
Menopause. V1stt her Web sttt.! at
wv. '"' .thcmcnopauseexpcn.com

Lori ·\no Rohmson ts a professional image and fashion consultant who has workt:d v. tth some of
llollywood s most heauuful people for over 20 yt:ars
~to~t
recently, :-.he has bmlt a pri\atc
pr..lCllce working wtth profcssamals to help them look and fcelthc1r
best. Lori is also a lllL'mber of the
Association of Image Consultants
International. \"isH her \Veb stte at
W\\ w.larconsultants.com
Rub~

\Iiller Lyman

vast experience and experttsc has
t:arncd her the dttc posltton of
hemg formally inducted into the
II all of l·amc lor the 2000 l duaon
of The Global Home Based
Busmess Dtrectory. It t~ the offiCial publtcauon of the netv.--ork
marketmg and dtrcct sellmg
mdustncs. Ruby 1s a former corporate executive" ith a health net·
workmg fiml, owned a modeling
agency and a cham of c1ght fullseT\ tcc beauty sal om She also
lhrectcd a very large chain of
health and weight management
clubs. She ts a h1ghly rc~pectcd
mtcmattonal speaker and tratner

Ruby has enJoyed 54 succc.:-ssful
years 10 network marketing. Iter
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Renee Piane
Renee P1anc International rccog1\t/.Cd datmg consultant, motivauonal speaker and makco\-er spc·
cialtst. has bcc.::n in the love and
datmg field for 0\Cr IS years. She
has bct:n performing magical
makeovers and represented tht:
female perspcctJ\-C m her eye
opemng seminars and lo' c ad\-tcc
columns for men world\-\tde
1-"catured on O\ cr 60 mtemallonal
TV, rad1o and publicatiOns {NBC',
CNN, Today Show. Lifetime.
etc.), she has helped thousands of
people connect and crc.::atl! amazmg relationships. She ts a healer
of the heart and has commmcd her
ltfc to thts work! Vistt her Web
sue at rJplddatmg.com

Gisella"\\-. Thomas
Is ~uccess b"capinj!
\Ia) be It s 'II our Image!

\ ou?

•s tougher than ever
and }OU need e\CI) ad\antagc
Sux:e more than half of our a:..'umptlOI"l~ about-.omconc are non-~·crhal.
then your clothes. style. hatr and
makeup matter In thh ~-.•on you
"111 learn tlirtt fa.-.h\011 and unage
mistale. profe!>.l.•ooah make, "hat
you can do right no,., to both avo•d
them and help y()IJ.f';o.'lf lool.. )our
best. and hen-\ to ao.:centuatc )our
poslti\C annbu!c-. and do\lollplay
)'OUT rteg311\C'>
Cornr~t:t•t•oo

/...Qn Ann Rohmson

Bus' Busine5~ \\omens Guide
lo lnderslanding the \finds or
\len
Th:."'ori..J"Iop"'•1lshov. ho"' bUS)'
"om::n can create balanced. fun and
~"'Tbual relauon.Jups '""hile bemg
Wonder Women lk:comc a"'.!Te of
the m"•s•t'lle ""lbc!l you M.-nd out
The power mfluence of your
thoughts. \Oicc and energy \.\-hich
effecb all your rdat1on.Jtips from
the board room to the bedroom
Hov. to make time lOr a man ., tk.-n
you arc a busy "oman• Leanung
ho"' to usc ferrumne power to ~ec
Ma_g~cal ~uiL'
Leam how to
Makeo\cryour man w1thout hurt•ng
hts fcchngs 1 Gr.:t result.-, \loith all the
men in your life and create Nev.
relauon....h!ps 1

Dreams Do Come True
Thts St.-....,ion is a must to attend for
anyone "'1th a dream Rcganilc..._., of
)OUT pa..'>t or pre!.ent ctrcum:.;tanccs
m life. ~oo can bcgm to h'"e )OUT
dream.<; In thts thn.:c-pa.rt comprc·
hertsi\1:: dream sy-.tcm presentation,
}00 w1U kam how to. create and
mold your dreaJllS (because dn:.un..
have to be dreamt first), how to:
commumcatc that dream to yoursdl
dmly. and th.·n ho'"" to: \.lo\.'3\e anJ
mlcr·grate that dn.:am mto your Me
m ortkr to ~trut Ji\.1ng your dreams
today Jacque-line "'Ill share \.\-tth
her audu:ncc hcr own real hfc
ttagedt~ and how .. he ...uy ...-d focu.,
to realiu tk.'T dream." m life
lat.:qudm- Rt~rt.\1>11

Dttisions at Retirement
Dt..-cistOfL<>atrctlremcnlarenoteasy·ll)1ng to manage a life'>tyle "'tth
le-;_~ u'Cornc
Trymg to manage
employer
rel!rement
plans,
lnlhvidual Rellrcmcnt Account-.
tJRA.!o). Mock and mutual-fund
mvestmc:nb, and e.1:11e pl.mnmg for
a rcwardmg ret1remcnt can be tbum·
mg To a'>oid exhtly nustak~ at
n.'tlrcmcnt. th•~ sc<;..~•oo "'illmcludc
.,...onh.,...hJic o.;uggest•on.\ and 1nfor·
mauon tlul can as~1~1 attendees w1th

these im estment dcchions
Eli::.alxth (ortc

Dun That Drin~s in the Buck.-.:
How to lnerca~ \our Profile and
\our Profits
llow \.\-ould you like to achie\c all
the rccogmtton you want (e\en
bco.:ome shghtly farnou..<>) and tum all
thatbuzz•ntobigbucls? No need to
be nenou:.. becau-.c on~;e )OU
undcThtand ho'"" to create cclcbnty
C'!.j)Crt -.tntU.\ by mfluencmg the
strongc'>l influencer. on your
mdX! market or indu..;try - you can
tap mto the- only thmg -;c.-pamtmg
you from the financial fn.·..:dom you
dc....,..l'e. E'>cn bccomm~ slight!}
famou."i m 'our mchc, m the Tlll.'\.ha
and on-line:: \lot II make yoo rich

\\rite a \\ Inning Brochure
Lcam the 22

c~nttal

•terns to put

mto a broclmre that sell-. and bring-.
vou c-.;:tra bu..,tflC';.-. Ho"' to make
)·our marletmg m."llenal dlCctive
Docs 11 speak your clicms lan-

guage·) Ho"' to ..ave on pnntmg
cO">t.o, and get l:,>OOd quahty matenals
U-.mg JU!:it one of the t~Xhniqucs
taught by June Davidson. a chun'h
saH:d 0\!,'"f SIOO,OOO a year on promot•onal matenab
)UII<'fJal·uiwm

Clearing \our o~n Path to
at Work and in LO\ e-

Lt-uing '\othlng Stand in 'llour

The \'ext 1 rillion Dollar Dab)
Boomer IJu\ine'>~

you how~

Acconbng to m.1ny "orld-fafllOll.'i
econorm'>ts. the nc:o:t tn\hon dollar
mdu\tl)' in thc U.S. w•ll be the ,.,eiJIle'<" and ant•·agmg indu-.oy Are
)OU a !i."l\"\")' emn:prent.-ur and wtll
}OU be able to <>uccccd m these
mclustne-.? There are many re<bQn~
won\t.-n choose to become entrcpre·
L"ICUJ"', a TK.'ed !Or mcomc. dt..-.;Jre for
pcr-.(mal gro,.,th and de' ck•pmcnt;
inab1hty to ;Jchie\C equ.1l pay m the
"'orkplace; or ycam•ng lOr more
lime wtth famJI} and ~;hildren. Find
a global b~IIJCS..) opportunity for
c.:o:plos•ve worldwide growth

Bwhara Berg

Rul>v ~IIIler L\1Pklll

\\a~!

Th•s m-dcpth scs.:;1on. lo' mgly and
•n\•ghtfully mHt~ part1c1pant-. to
nxogruze where and how thc1r own
mner comel'>atLons ancl bchef..,
din.-ctly contribute to how wellthclr
li\e. arc gomg
Part1c1pan~ "'ill
take a ~If-rating \ut\t.-y, to help
dt..-c•phl.-r "'h1ch conflLcll\e belief..
they may not rcali;:\! they have
\.\ htth get in lhe1r own way l1tc
good new~ 1'>, then:: j,.. a .,ay out of
all th1s. and th1s "~hop <;how.,

Renee Pumc

Ito" to Heape the '\'()-Win Jrap
at \\orl.. and at Home

nus d)narruc .,on.. -.hop help-. par·
1\Cipalll\ clearly

detect and cfl"CCII\"C·
Iy break through the 3 component:s
of a no-wm trap or catch ::!:;! \11uallOO tha! may be cau,mg the t'rustrnuon and conflict., m a 10\e, work.
or farruly .. nuation Each paructpant
.,.,,IJ have the opponumty to make a
plan for change m one or more ~nu
ation.s. o;o they can begm to rcheve
their umer chanenng monkeys nght
away' W1th some COI"k..--retc e.:o:en:i.r
es and 1echmque:<o thai can gUide
them to making wiser choice~. attcn·
dees will resonate w•t.h who they
truly are. errpJ'IIo·ering them to manIfest the happtnes:; they deserve
8orbara Berg

Dream~

Do Come True
1111-. ~""-.Hlll '\ a mu.,t to attend tOr
.myonc w1th a dream RegardJt..._., of
your past or pn..~nt w-cumstanees
m hfc. )"OU can begm to h\e your
dream~ In this thn..-c·part comprehcn-.Lvc dream S)~em presentation,
yoo w•ll learn how to create and
mold your dreams (because dreams
have to be dreamt fiNtJ, how to·
ctJOlmumca.te that dream to youNCif
daily, and then how 1.0 weave and
tnter-gratc that dream mto your hfe
m order to "tart li'>mg your dreams
today, Jacquehne \.\-Ill ~hare wrth
her audLcnee her own real life
tr.lge(bes and how she stayed focus
torealu:eherdrearn:.mhfe.
Jacqueline Robert::iu/1

\\e 'e Got 'ou Co' ercd: \\ hat
You Should Know About
llealthca~ Co,era~e

Ho\.\- do I dl:termmc the
efliC~ent

tx.~IlXI'>I

orttOrt\ for me, my compa-

ny and or my cmployet.-...."' Thr.--re are
SC\cral question.~ that bu.-.Jfle\" o"'nCL1i should be a.\ktng about healthcare. benefit plans ancl covernge
optiOrb HeaJthcare IS til..'>t bccommg an mtegrnl part of a company..,
b\bJncs.-. plan It a111 proHclc secunty for you, your family and your
bU.\ILlCSS and be an effcctLVC way tO
attract and retam quahty personnel
Michele Camllo will ~hare her
e:o:pcmsc m thiS field to help you
recognize your healthcare needs.
evaluate market tren<b that could
affect your purchasmg dccls1ons and
maxtmLze your opuons.
Mu:lu!le Cam/lo

~-... ... on

Planning to lmco.;t? Start\\ ith a
Plan
Ln\CSt(lr ha.<o a wtdc variety
of moncy-makmg opt1on~ from
whu.;h to choose-stock-;, bonds.
mutual fund~. ( 0..., and annuJtte.
All have a mr~turc of reqmrcmcnts,
rntes and risk bels that must be
wetghtcd agamst your pcN>nal
goals and mk paramctl'1' Th1'
scmmar .,...;u help you get a clearer
picture of your tnvestmcnt opportu·
Today~

mu~.

mcludmg findmg a planmng

prof~~tooal

who can map out an

tnvestmcnt game plan Just for you

Eli:obt'lhCona

()d~\.\e)

.,...u h•ghligh1

the culture .md ht,tnl'! of .·\fghamstan·
"11h pan1cular emphasis on lO ye<t11i
of d1.1nge... both ~,-conom•eally and
SOCI.all~ It \IoLII mclude her SIOl) ol
bemg the fi.r.t \Iooman to t.'Tltcr the
lap•s l.aluh mLI"I<.'S of ·\fghamstan
and gcneratmg an mcom..:: three
}can; ,~g_o on jC\\Cii! makmg.. All
her n:\.enlk.-.... fnlfll sales <~re returned
to the \ •llagc Uomta M~ a un1que
"'a} ofpn..--scntmg SC!l.\Lil'>e topu.:s m
a h1gh-energy. h.m-lilled. ~et
thout-:l\t-pro\okmg wa)'.
8omta ("hamhtrfin

Da1171flo/n11.JII

Su~s

\1~ Heart' 28 ' ear
ln.,id(' HJ!:hanhton

nu,

Gtsel\a Thomas, a mult1prcneur,
took her busmess downtime, that
comcidcd \\ 1th the break-up of a
rclauonshtp, to start a new trend,
the Scparatll)n and Di,·orce
Ring. Withm an e1ght week penad, Gisella took this tdca to the
market and 1s av.aumg her second
product order

Rhonda L. Sher
Rhonda Sher. coach and author of
The 2 \-1mute "'Jetworker. 1s a
seasoned professional nt:tworker
~Alth extensive cxpenence in an
array of mdustnes. She ts a master
at teachmg people ho" to connect
with others and identify and create
h1ghly
lucralive
business
allianccs.Vis1t her Web site at
\\ '" \\-.2minutcnetworker.com

z

Jacqueline R. Robertson

Jacqueline
Robertson.
The
Dream Sister, is a ''"ell soughtafter inspirational mottvattonal
and business speaker. Jacqueline
is a licensed real estate broker, and
is the CEO owner of J. &
Assoctates
Real
Estate
m
Beaumont. She 1s also the owner
of two restdcntial cLJrl! facJI!liCS
lOr developmental d1sabl~ clients.
Jacqueline has 21 years of e\perience workmg as a certified occupational therapy practtlloncr and
has 'ast knowledge and cxpcnence \\Orking ''ith and hclpmg
groups and mdt\ tduals rt."'ach thetr
dreams. She is the author of two
mspirallonal aud10 progr..uns. and
is currently \\Orkmg on her firs1
book cntitkd, Ort!am It First
\'islt Web sites \\ v. \\ .dream-lttirst.com and ,,·ww.dream-sister.com
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Three Simple Ideas for 401(k) Success

Pulling the Plug on Low Performers
continued/1om pag<' I 5
you may not reali7e is how much
real damage they do to your organilation. \Vhen it comes to change
initillti,·es. they spread fear and
misinformation and make ever)
attempt to pull "middle" performer\ down to their level. High performers simply refuse to v.·ork '"'·ith
them. The) will either leave the
company or d1sengage from their
jobs. Worse. the\e dynamics impact
JOUr customers--lov. performers
ignore them. and everyone else is
too bu>y picking up the slack to
serve them properly--and >quelch
profitability and service goah.
.. It ..., ironic, but low performers
have amazing power." 'ays Studer

'"Manager!i. unwiuingly align enure
departments, entire companies.
around them. You dread working
with them so you gne everything to
your high performers. which overload> them and create> an unfiur
distribution of work. Or you keep
devoting anention to mem believing the) 'II cl!ange, perhaps putting
them on committee!', to try to
engage them. It rarely works.
\1eam• h1le. you alienate }OUr good
people and. e-entually, find your~elf in a ..,ituation where you can't
keep high performer>:·
So what should you do with
low performer'' Well. if you're
hoping the problem will "go away"
on its own, perhaps you'd also like
to buy a bridge in Brooklyn.
Lo"' performer> are also great
Ht

convincing management that

they are not the problem (Studer
compare> lov. performer> to the
proverbial "cockroaches" that survive nuclear holocaust; they resist
any and all change initiallves and
outlast leader after leader.) Here is
the technique he shares with his
clients:
Resolve to take direct, decisive
action now. When you indireclly
address the problem--say, by sending low performers to seminars or

b) rearranging the company to try
to find a "place" for them--you are
scn·ing a ... a ··rehab" institute for
wap":ard employees. Don't Your
goal i> to be profitable. Take >leps
to hring low performers around but
Jon 't waste too much of your' aluable time on them
Schedule a DESK meeting with
the lov.. performer. Confront him or
her and schedule a meeting nght
away. Make it the >arne day, 1f po>siblc Do nm make chit-chat or
auempt to \tart the mcetmg out on a
positive approach. Be very specific
in telling the person what he or she
IS dmng wrong and what you
expect to be done differently
Studer recommend> the DESK
approach
D. Describe what has been
ob>erved. "Carol, you are consistently coming in late, taking too
many sick days, and missing deadlines on the project> assigned to
you. Other employees have to take
over to make sure things get done
on t1me. Thi~ is unfair and is causing morale problems among your
coworkers.··
E. E\aluate how you feel. "I
am disappointed in your performance.
We have discus-.;ed this
problem, most recently two \\:eek!-.
ago, and you assured me you would
take steps to work more efficiently.
Your lack of accountability indicate> that you don't care about this
company. Everyone el>e works
hard and 11 upsets me that you
don't."
S. Show what needs to be done.
"Carol. I am assigning you to the
Montgomery account. Your part is
due in one week. Over the next live
days, l am going to work directly
with you and show you how to
budget your time and create a final
product that will please the client. I
expect you to be here by 8 a.m.
everyday and to stay on ta.sk. I will
meet with you in a week to discuss
your progress."
K: Know consequences of con-

tinued low performance. "You ha"c

worked here for eight years, and for
eight years I've let the>e problem>
go. But this '' a new day and the
rule' ha\e changed. We are gomg
to haYC a different work environment with different standards.
Right nov.: this is a verbal warning,
but if you miss a deadline again it
will be a written warning. And if it
happen> after that, you will be terminated.''
Set <.,hort C\aluation periods. In
the example above. our hypothellcal manager gave his low performer
a week to demonstrate an imprpvement, followed by an open-ended
''three-strikes-and-you· re-out '' termination policy. You may think thi>
is too harsh. Perhaps, for your situation. it is. That's where your judgment a~ a manager come~ mto play.
··Ask yourself. 'How quickly do I
need low performer> to fall in line
in order to hit my operational
goals?'" advises Studer. "However
much time that takes is how mucb
time you should give them. II
comes back to the issue of outcomes vs. personal development
Outcomes are what matter:-,; development is onl)' a means to thai end.
II\ certainly valid to decide that, if
a person is showing slow improvement. you simply can't wait that
long. Ju>l be sure he or >he knows
exactly what your expectations
are
• Be relentleS> in your follow
up. If you see it. say it--both good
and bad.
If you see a marked
improvement in the low performer> behav1or, acknowledge it.
A sincere effort deserves a sincere
compliment. However, the next
time your "Carol" rolb into the
parking lot at 8:45. takes a twohour lunch, or comes up short at
deadline time, be quick to submit
the promised written warning. And
if it happens again, fire her. " I
believe strongly in the adage
'Select slow. deselect fast,"' comments Studer.

In Search of the Healthy Canadian
continued from page 10
pills for different countries,
depending on the prevailing laws?
By the way. what is this fear of
Canadian prescription drugs? How

many of us here m the Inland
Empire have taken the run down
the 15 to Tijuana and
bought
Mexican prescnpllon drugs over
the counter there?

I was raised to have respect for
the medical profession but it is

beginning to look like somebody is
lying to us, and if you follow the
money, it leads to the medical man-
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• Learn the art of "just do u"
firing. lt \ never easy to fm~ someone If it were. low performers
wouldn't be an 1ssue and you
wouldn't be reading this article
When you decide to do it. says
Studer, just do il. Have your docum~ntation in hand and. as with preVIOUS tips. be decisive and strmghtforward. You can simply say, "I followed our policies, and at th1s Lime
your employment is being terminated."
When you apply the above tips
to your own low performer. you
may balk. That's understandable.
Not only is firmg someone unpleasant--particularly when that ··someone" has been with your company
for a long time--it creates a vacuum
in yourorganitation. And isn't even
a low performer better than nothing?
"Client> are always saying to
me, 'But i>n't 25 percent bener
than zero'l'" Studer reveal>. "In
other words. isn't a \"Cry low performing employee preferable than
no employee at all? And my
answer is absolutely not. By hangmg on to a low performer. not only
are you impacting all your other
employees in a negative way,
you're also holdmg a spot that,
potentially, a high performer could
fill."
"Look at 11 this way." he >ays.
"Subtraction is really addition. For
other employee> who had to deal
with this pem>n, it\ like they had a
foot presSing down on their chest.
When you fire him or her, the foot
i> pulled away. Chances are, your
other employees will be thnlled and
you'll find that you can auract a
beuer person And from there, great
thmgs will .s tart to happen. So yes,
you have to make that leap of faith-but it's a leap that almost always
takes you closer to becoming a
high-performance organization."

ufacturers themselves.
With the cost of medical care
rapidly becoming such a major
political issue, perhaps it is time to
set aside greed and fantasy and start
working towards a healing solution.

What Is a Good 40l(k) Plan?
Pension-plan participants and
managers with fiduciary responsibility for pension plan> span a surpri\ing range of sophistication and
Interest. At one end. a manager
responsible for $6 million did not
know the difference between a load
and a no-load mutual fund. At the
other, a committee used an elaborate algorithm to select several
managers and directed them to sell
part of the equny portfolio when
market value exceeded book value
by a specified percentage. A thlfd
manager had the whole 1ssue figured out. "Look. -as long as there
are no complaints. everything is
fine!"
As it turned out, the $6 million
manager had a beller -+0 I (k) result
than the commlltec-perhaps because she knew what ":.he didn't
know.
So what doc> a pension-fund
manager or part1c1pant have to
know? 01 a great deal, if he or'she
is doing it right. FiN, the manager
has to en":.ure good administrative
support. Second, the manager must
be informed quarterly of whether
the plan is beating the appropriate
averages (the S&P 500 for stocks
and the Shearson Lehman Bond
Index, for example). Third, the
manager has to encourage, and the
participant has to execute, the use
of plan alternatives to accumulate
wealth for retirement.
Good Ad ministrative Support
The manager who relied on
complaints did have a point-a
third-party admmistrator (TPA)
that produces few employee complaints is at least meeting a minimal
standard. However, a good TPA is
also proactive in suggesting ways
to improve operations. Is the TPA
implementing tax-law changes
promptly-or waiting for the IRS
to tell you about them after the
fact? Are the TPA's reportS timely
and accurate? A good TPA costs the
same as a weak one, or only a liule
more. If you're unhappy with your
TPA's performance, you should be
able to get the names of some good
ones from your financial advisor.
Monitoring the Results
When you h1re a securities firm
or a bank to manage pension dol-

Jar>, part of what you pay for IS
service. That service should include
a quarterly bnefing that mforms
you about the performance of your
accounts compared to appropriate
mdexe>. ThiS formal meeting help>
you meet your fiduciary responSIbilities.
If you didn't beat the averages

alarming tn itself However, your
financial advisor should tell you
whether the fund will probably
bounce back or whether there may
be cause for alarm~ -because the
>tar manager has JUSt departed. for
example. (If a new manager is
installed, you may not want your
employees paymg for his or her

Building Wealth
Let's assume that the firm has
been very thorough in 1dentifymg
the right TPA. ha> identified a capable. reasonably priced money manager through its financial adviSor,
and ha> >el up a plan that offers a
well-balanced choice of stock>,

continued on page 43

Some people are more comfortable with success than others.
Our guests, for instance.
We provide the tools and amemues to help make you successful, mcludmg high-speed Internet access
in our guest rooms, lobby and meeung areas; remote printing capabilities, our Business Center, our
new luxunous Sweet Dreams by Doubletree bedding program and a warm chocolate clup cookie at check-m.
Plus, Hilton HHonors members can earn both hotel pomiS and atrlme mtles for the same stay.
To find out more, con tau any of our Doubletree• properties. mcluding these in Cahfomia.An:ona. and !\evada:
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CALIFORNIA
Doublcrrtt Oub S:m O,cgo
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A1rport
Doublrtm. Hotd Los Angt!n/Roscmtad

Doublttrtt Hold ~ jost
Do.hktttt Haul S.mu .w/Onn~:< Coonn·
A1rport
Doul;-lltttre Hotd Sononu Wine Country
Ftss Parktr's Doubktm: Roort San~ &rbm

NEVADA
Doublrncc Oub U5 \(-ga:> .\trport

Doublctttt Hotrl Los An~ks-- \\C""'ood
Douhlcutt Hotd Moc:bt~
Doublctrtc Hotel Onu.no Anron
Doublrrrec Hotrl

~cummt<)

[J<,.,hktttt Ho«l S.m D><go/Dd \[,
Ooublctm- HOld Sm
Douhktrec Hotd San

Dtego-Mt,~Lon
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OOU B LETREE"
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IUJton HHonon;
~

doubletree.com

I-800-22HREE

..( .\fnnbtr of tN lilllcm. hr11n~ of H~ds

Introducing the all-new, totally redesigned
Toyota Tacoma. More room. More power.
And a lot more attention. After all, it did
win 2005 Motor Trend True of the Year.

TOYOTA DEALERS
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

WE MAKE IT EASY.
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Attractive Returns Drawing Investors to Self-Storage
conrinuedfmm poge 9
Self-Storage Gaining Attention
Lender~ arc starting to view selfswrage real estate more favorably,
as the sector has one of the lowest
default rates when compared to
multi-famtly. office and retail propertie~. In addition to individual priYate investors. REITs have aho
taken note of the potential for

CC>MMERCEWEST
BANK
Bank

On

The Difference'"

!=rom screenng CPA c.:;ncht::lates !Or you to schedulng your b.:Y1kng
.;pponttnent~, our concJ81"9e IS at yoLr servce.

West >.

E)
~11Bbs1t8

JS desyned to al.bw you Jml17fUiate access to

our user-fhendly

at"~yt,me.

yov cash management needs.

Answers to .ban and crec/lt proposals wd/ be deh~tE>Ied w1thn

We'll estabiJsh a regular p.ick-vp and/or drop-off sched.Jie for you_. and
make Otr ccxrJBr available For your 1..11sched.JJed needs

90%

0

0 78%

99

Elizabeth G. Cortez, Senior Financial Adl'isor
CA Insurance Lie "'OC1 7 '!86

Bruce A. Robbins, Senior Financial Adl'isor

accommodA.t:mg our clU!nts anrfpruvufing tliem h:¥Jh-qw.l:lty. f.crw.-stress, antfpe.rsonafiy ta:z[ored:6anft11l{) an.tlfinanCla{ services ..

CA Insurance Lie
Inland Empore Busoness Center
- -------

#

0A'f8037

1611 Pomona Road • Corona, CA 92880 • (95 I) 582-9405
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Official Hotel of the 2005 Women & Business Expo
DOUR! rTlUT

We never forget our success,
Is based on your success!
HOIH

At the Newly renovated Hotel Ontario, you can
plan on success. Comfortable, well-equipped facilities and attentive service make all the difference.
At the Doubletree Hotel Ontario, you will find

3491 E. Concours, Suite 101 • Ontario, CA 91764

exactly what you need to fulfill the potential of

909-373-2751 ELIZABETH
909-373-2750 BRUCE
800-939-2750 • 909-373-2752 Fax
elizabeth.cortez@wachoviaf"tnet.com

small meetings and large gatherings alike. For
your next meeting or event, call the Doubletree
Hotel Ontario at 909-418-4842 and be connected
directly to one of our sales and catering professionals. For more information on the Doubletree
Hotel

Ontario,

visit

our

website

at

www.doubletreehotels.com.

222 North Vineyard Ave.- Ontario, CA 91764- A member of the Hilton Family of Brands.
Make every stay more rewarding with Hilton Honors, the only rewards program to offer both
hotel points and airline miles for the same stay. To join, please visit us at www.hiltonhonors.com
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HELPING YOU REACH
YOUR FINANCIAL GOALS

"(Ommerce'IM:st <Bonf(;w.O:cn<lte a compline 6anh._mg t:)(]Jer>ence .for eachcCu:nt, cateYm(J to 6usmesses am[U..v spec:fie 6an/{]ng neerfs. wfnfe

Regional Occupancy
South
Central National

:iia. 86%
B
82%
0

No roller llnes~ and no tellers Instead, we offer meetngs n prwate
conFerence roof71$ w1fh bank offcers.

5enl{)r bank offba#: are avatlabJs by phone whan needed, ar;ywhere,

two busne'$5 days.

stronger returns m the ..,elf-storage
sector. One such example is UStorc-ll. After launching it> IPO
during the fourth quarter of 2004.
U Store-It paid $184 million for the
Metro Storage portfolio of 42 facilities. making it the sixth-largest
opcralOr of self-storage facilities in
ohe United Stales.

West
Following a declme in mvestment activity last year. self-storage
tram.action velocity in the West is
forecast to ri>e thiS year. In 2004.
many o"ners elected to hold properties due to the significant rent
gro"th they were able to ach1eve,
but with a year of strong NOI
growth under their belts and interest rates forecast to rise, many are
expected to begin offering properties for sale. Markets such as Los
Angeles. San Diego and RtverSJdc
had very lmle construcuon over the
last few years. This. combined
with strong demand for self-storage
product. and positive demographic
and economic trend':>. will make
these markets top performers.
Even metros that have experienced
high leveb of construction in recent
years. experienced high levels ol
construction in recent years. including Phoemx and Las Vegas. will
attract inYe,tors as strong job
growth and in-migration O\ crshadow temporary supply issues.
In 2005. the greatest challenges
facing investors in the West are saturation
and
competition.
Fortunately. construction is forecast
to fall by approximately 66 percent.
Developers delivered large quantities of rentable square footage in
recent years in states such as
Arizona.
Oregon,
Colorado.
Nevada. Washington and Utah,
dampening improvement in market
fundamentals. In 2004. the region
regtstered a II 0 basis point mcrease
in occupancy to 86.6 percent. driven largely by propenoes '" the
Rocky Mountain slates.
The
increase in occupancy allowed
owners to achieve healthy rent
growth. thereby further tncreasing
NO Is. The West boasts the highest
rents and posted the \!congest
growth in the nation last year. with
lOx 10 units now commanding
more than $126 per month.
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W.M. Keck Foundation Grants $20 Million to Keck
Graduate Institute of Applied Life Sciences
The t\.e<.:l Graduate Jn ... titute of
Applied Life Sciences (KG I) has
re~CI\'Cd o.l grant of S::!O million
from the \\ \1 )<..cc~ Foumlauon.
.~lore than half of the grant. uistnbutcd O\ er the nC\l ..,e,en )Car.... will
increase the in"ilitutc ·, cndO\\ ment.

and the remaining portion'' ill aug·
ment its general operating fund.
During thi;, time KGI plans to
continue building il'.. \\Orld-clas!-.
graduate education ant.l applied
re ... earch program 10 bio-.ciencc.
more than doubling the number of

'tudenh current!) enrolled. The
in\titute ha.., also committed to raising $30 million in matching fund\.
..Thi.., gcnerou.., grant will as'i't
us in continuing our commitment to

provide the best education pos..,ible
for profe,sionab \triving to become
inno\ative, ethical and effective
leader' in the bioscience and pharmaceutical
industries."'
~.oaid
Sheldon Schuster. KG! pcesident.
'\1ore than $13 million of the

foundat1on\ ""aru "ill be applied
LO\\artl KGI"s endowment. The
endO\\ mcnt support~ the curricular
and resean.:h initiati\e-. of the institute. including feJio,~,-ship assistance to stu<.lents. There arc presently 52 'tudents cnrollctl in the twoyear master of bioscience (MBS)
program. Grm1.lh in im~oming
classes will soon expand the program to 120 student-.. Applicants to
KGI typical!) haYc un<.lcrgraduate
degree-. in hiolog). biochemistry.
chemistl). engineering. mathemi.lt
ic ..... or computer programmmg.
Before the cmcrgent:c of the M BS
program. \tudents who did not wish
to obtain an \I. D. or a Ph.D. in the
sciences had no avenue to pursue a
career in the busines' of the hfe sciences. The professional M BS
degree opens this new career pmh
in a rapidly growing industry that is
emerging as a hallmark of the 21st
cenwry. After recei1 mg the MBS
degree. students pursue careers

with biotechnolog). medical dcvu.;c
and rharmaccutical companies
such as Amgcn. Am) lin Phannaceuticals. Ceres. Allcrgan, and
Health IQ. as well as nonprofit and
go,·ernmcnt agcnt:Jes. More than
96 percent of KGI\ alumni have
found employment 111 biosciencerelated bu~inessc:-. and organltation~ within ~i-x months of graduation.
A distinguishing feature of
KG!'' MBS program is the innm ative and interdisciplinary l.'Urriculum emphasi7ing team projcus and
case studies. The ,·igorous research
program m KGI has already had
~e,·eral notable sul·ccsses.
For
example. work at KGI resulted in
advances in fighung HIV by ueveloping high-throughput screening
for potential new drugs. Faculty
members have also developed a
handheld device that only take'
I Ominutes to test for low levcb of
SARS. meningitis. and 1ntluenn.1
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University of Redlands School of Business Offers Degrees
for Working Adults

pathogens
The state ·Of-the -an
classrooms and research lahorato·
nes at KG I are supported b) a general operating fund. The noncndO\\·mcm port1011 of the Vv. M
Keck. Foundation gram "-111 augment th1s fund .
W.M. Keck FoundH tion
Background
The W. M. Kcck Poundallon
'"'as founded 111 195-f as a chan table
trust by William Myron Kcck. the
founder of Supenor Oil Company.
Mr Keck envisioned a philanthrop
ic organitation that would provide
far-reaching benefit\ for humanity
in the fields of science, engineering.
natural resources. medicine and
higher education.
Keck. Graduate Institute ol
Applied Life Sciences was established in 1997 with a $50 million
founding grant from the W. M.
Kcck Foundation.
COIIfifiUed 0/lf'O!ie
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The UniverSity of Redlands
University of Redland' has main
on a 25-year tradition of encouragoffers students a unique opportuni tained a tradition of academic
ing a lifelong desire for learning by
ty to develop the1r leade"I"P and
excellence-con\lstently ranking
addressing the educational needs of
management -,kills in an accelcratamong the top universities in the
individuals who arc planning or
ed format. one-evening-per-week.
western Umtcd States by the U.S.
actively engaged in a business
through the School of Business.
Nea·s & World Report.
career.
Since
its_founding
in _
1907.the
The
School of BuSiness builds_ _ _ _
··our
programs
evolv,.._ _
__
_ _.;._
______
..;.:,__...,:....,:..;.....;..;..:.:,,;,.:,
;_,.,:..:.:,
_ _meet
_ _the
__
_ _'1

the graduate and undergraduate
level.
The bachelor of science in
business and management and the
bachelor of science in information
systems enable experienced professionals to complete their degrees in
either management or the world of
Information syMems.

Q9 miD
Mercedes-Benz

mg needs of today's busine"e' by
preparing leaders who draw on an
extenSive knowledge base to
achieve their personal goals and to
maximize their employer's sut:cess," said the univer..,ity spokesman.
The unive"ity has programs at
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New 2005 A4 3.0 Cabnolet

New 2005 ML350

3 am -6 am

New 2005 C-CLASS Sedan

Helping

- -.

9 am -Noon

Noon - I pm

Businesses Grow!

New 2005 Boxster

"'lL>.,-...c

I pm -3 pm

Inland Etnpire

1----------------------.
. .-------'!'-------------l
Some can't. Some
\WOn't.
New 2005 Cayenne

New 2005 A6 Avant

3 pm - 6 pm

6 pm - 9 pm

For Advertising Information Call909-885-6555 ext. 101

W

The master of busmess administration program encourages

aI e r 's WI. II !
~
•

Redlands and at regional locations
in Rancho Cucamonga. Rivef\lde.

Temecula.
San and
Diego.
Orange
~--------~ County.
Torrance.
Burbank.

/\dams/1\uto Center Drive • Riverside 1\uto Center

(951) 688-3332

dynamic technological and global
bu\lne" environment. The MBA
offers the option of an emphasis m
global bu\lne", information systems. finance or geographic mformation systems.
The master of arts in management program is an imaginative
program that enables students
through thoughtful Introspection
and learning. to dramatically
1mprove the1r leadership and management skills.
The ma.ster of science in information technology is one of the few
programs in the U.S. de,igned in
direct response to what the tndustry
requires of IT professionals tooay.
It prov1des students the opportunities and experience to work as part
of a technology-mediated team
with other IT professionals in India
and Mexico. The program offers
traming m securities management
and requires 'tudents to solve a
real-world infom1ation technology
challenge
before
graduation.
Reuland's MSIT program prepares
gmduates to become managers \\ ho
won't be affected by company offshonng
In the Inland Empire. the university"s programs are 'cheduled to
begin soon on the main campus m

www.waltsmb.com

For more Information. call (888)
999-9844 or visit hrrp:l/www.redlands.edu/schoolofbusiness
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Developing a Corporate E-Security Policy

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

"Unbanked" American Workers

com inued }/"om page 17

Accordmg to The Pe" Research
Center. appn..l\Jmatcl) 25 nullion
American wor~ers (nearly 17 percent of the nat1on's workforce) do
not have something that most of us

aged by the company and •mple-

consider as necessary as a car or a

• Securing information man-

back

be overdnw.:n, makmg 11 a<., <.,ecure

Michael

option. all with the mtent of proVJd-

as any dehit card on the market
Rapid Financial Sersices Web

\Vendelllamele

retail

stores with a cash

mg the convenience that has typi-

cally been limited to those with a
tradiuonal bank relationship. It is
FDIC msured and the card cannot

A.

Train o r.

t ra inor

~ 1 3- 9 75-74 9 1

sons
• Assisting data cu<.,tod ians

site is www.rapid - financial.com

management. And

m

ide ntifying and evaluat ing informa-

<http://www.rapid-financial .comi>
if you would like learn more .

ti on security risk\.
• Select ing. implementing. and

telephone---a bank account While
thJS bit of data may come as a surprise to many, it is a reality that has.
m
many
ways,
challenged
"unbanked" employees and their
employers for years. The absence
of a banking relauonship can pose
real Issues to a worker, ranging
from security of funds and carrying
h1gh amounts of cash to basic budget

menting access to authoritcd per-

admmi stering controls and procedures to manage in formation <.,ecu-

n ty ris ks.
• Di stributing security report
info rmation in a timely manner to
management, data custodians, and
appro priate sys tem adm inistrators.
• Pro moting security awareness
to all managers, superv isors and

other e nd-users through tJmely

ror their

employers, there are equally com-

in formati on and training.

pelling issues such as needless pay-

Establ is h accountability standards and then enfo rce the m consistentl y.
Securit y " everybody's buSI -

roll expenses or loS> of worker producti\Jty, as employees arc forced

to take extra steps in order to access

ness. End- u\e rs. including co ntrac-

their earnmgs.
Many
unbanked
workers
behese that "fringe:· non-bank
outlets. such as check cashing

tors and ve ndors, accessing co mpa-

ny data should be personall y
responsible for proper use of the
resulting

stores. are their only option come

payday. In reality, this is a costly
option. especially for lower income
workers. Using the likely example
of a 5 percent fee on a $500 weeklye check. an employee would pay
S 1,300 m fees annually, money that
could have been put in to a savings
account or used to pay their rent.
However. there exist other and
known
options
for
lesser
"unbanked" employees, such as the
rap1d 1 Paycard, an alternauve to a
paper check that is designed to provide employees with many of the
benefit' associated with a bank
relationship. Employees are issued
a pre-paid debit card with a VisaR
or MasterCardR logo, and their
payroll is electronically deposited
directly into the card's account
The cards functions similar to bank
debit cards, and are accepted at
over 900.000 ATM machines, as
well as the 30 million merchants
worldwide that accept Visa.
There are no credit or background checks. The rapid! Paycard
also allows employees to check
balances and transfer funds online
or via a toll-free phone number, pay
bills online, and make purchases at

availabl e informati on.

The co mpany's employees who
acces> data must be res ponsi ble
for:
Compl ying with all company
information sec urit y policies and
procedure s in the use, storage. di s-

Music from t he soft e r side
of the 60s , 70s & 80s
0 F

Angels Baseball

W olfman Jack

semination. and disposal of data.
Protecting data from un authorized acces\.

th e importance placed on the con fi-

dentiality of data and software, all
employees should be required to
\ ign a data confidentiali ty statement on an annual bas 1s. New

employees shou ld SJgn the statement prior to be ing hired
Safeguard accounts and pa..,..,.
passwords is the res ponsibility of

each user.
Data secu ri ty and indiv idual
privacy-security mea ... ures should

be strict ly observed by all system
users to protect cri llcal or sensiti ve

data Iiles (softcopy and hardcopy)
from accidental or mtentional d iSclosure to unauthorited users. In

addition. all users should respect
the pri vacy of oth er users' software

and data. The company sho uld
rese rve the right to monitor and
rev 1ew all sys tem ac ti vities per-

formed by system users and notify
users that they do not have a reasonable ex pectation of privacy in
their computer Jiles, including email.
Reportin g of security problems-all users sho uld be required

lnlaod Yatky

Dally Bulletin

lations. including unauthori zed or
attempted intru sion.

About th e Autho r
Pa triua S. Eyres is an experienced
allorn ey and can be reached at
u-u · w. Pre~·entLittg ati on .co m or at
1-800- L/T-M GMT

securit)

department .
In order to effectivel y communicate this policy and emphasize

SunCal Companies, Lehman Brothers Close
$120M Land Acquisition With State of California
continued from page 5
expanded regional park and a
mixed-use community," said Stan
Brown, vice president, Inland
Empire
Division ,
SunCal
Companies.
SunCal has now begun accepting offers on the first phases of residential land in the development.
The company will also develop
College Park Village Center, which
will include 50,000 square feet of

To advertise call (909) 987-6397

to report in stances of securit y vio-

Reportin g information security
mformation

Spring hopes eternal.
But even hope could use a hand.

word'-!- -access to account!-. and

violation s to their supervisor or the
em erpri se

Best local news
every day!

commerciaJ and retail uses serving

the adjacent homes and college.
SunCal Companies was founded in 1973. lts affiliates have developed more than 30 mixed-use master-planned communities. compris-

ing 60,000 residential units and 5
million square feet of commercial
space. For more information. plea\e
visit www.SunCal.com.
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INTERNET

Meeting Facilities

Which Search Engines Are Most Popular Today
and Why

Facilil}
\ddress
Cii)/Siale/lip

\1ooin~ Room.<,: Largest \ll't'tin~:

'lear Built

o~ll('r

Total
Tot.S<t. Ft.

Sq. ft
Capacity

Last Reoo,ated

Headquar1cn

'

105_'i00
7.000

1948
:!001

pia)" a minor role in the continuing
development and further rommerciali/ation of the Internet.
Earlier th" month Yahoo quietI) celebrated its lOth anni\er ... af)
The undeNated publicit) wa'
notable. e:..pecially when contrasted
With the ultra-bra'h proclamation'
from Internet companies prior to
the dot. com bu't of 100 I Many
purists
for
\\hom academ1c
re,earch Wib the hean and 'oul of
the early Internet are doubtle\S
grinding their teeth over m galloping commercialization th e~c last
few years. Like. it or not, however.
commerciali zation is the American
"ay.
Ten year, ago. the mo't popular
search engine was AltaVista and the
mo't popular directory wa' Yahoo.

In the uHenm. some of the other
popular search engine~
like
\lctaCra\\ ler and Excite Ui ... appeared and/or were reborn. Ju..,t like
an) other relati\ ely JlC\\ mdu'tl).
the ..,earch engine 111du\lr) ha..,
e\perienced a tremendom. amount
of consolitlation.
Yahoo now own.., AltaVi..,ta. All
the \\eb. anJ 0\erture. latcl)
renamed Yahoo Search Marketing
Solution,. MSN use' Yahoo Search
Markcung to prov1de their ··...,ponsored" re~ults and so does Yahoo.
Google ha . . their own pay-forplacement 'earch. called AdWords.
Which search engines are mo..,t
popular today. and why'
According to Nielsen.net in
February of 2005, the popularity
breakdown for the top five search
engines were a' follows:
l.Google ..
........... 44.9<:12. Yahoo...
........ 32.0'*
3.MSN .......................... 15.4%
4.AOL...
............... 17.0'7r
5.A,k Jeeves ..
.. 7.8'7r

A ... you can see. more people
u"e Google than any other search
engine ·ore that the figure~ add up
to more than I00 percent becau . . e
many people use more than one
search engine \\hen hunting for
information. Forecast\ suggc ... t that
MSN and Yahoo Jrc gaining on
Google. Lots of users e\·idently
prefer Googlc bccau'e they con,iJer its re ... ulh more rele\ ant to their
search objective~. Yet many people
claim to prefer the re,ulh at MSN
and Ask JeeYes over those provided
by Google.
Each or the major search
engines uses a pay-for-placement
model along with a free search
component. When your search
yields items headed .. Spon,ored
Results," those are companies paying to be found under the search
terms that you chose. Relevancy
can be a matter or commercialization. As companie~ agree to pay
more for top 'earch results. the consumer's typical 1.,earch may turn up

fewer and fewer companies to
choose from. as a direct con ... cquem:e of the expanding budgets
gomg to pay-for-placement.
Regardless ol which \Carch
engine you choose. your top concern JS a consumer Is to get the
most relevant results. While contmucd commcn..:ialtnlllon of search
engines is lnentable. ultimately it
is the consumer \\hO determines
future trends. Your Internet search
decisions today will ultimately
anoint the search engine leader of
tomorrow.

Daryl Clark JS a member of the
American Marketing AssociatiOn
and a recogni:.ed expert in the field
of search en[?ine opttmi:.ation and
!me met marketing. For a free eraluarion of your search optimi:.ation
potenlial, l'isit his Web site at
u· w w. i n I e r n e 1 - s e a r c h marketing.com and fill our his free
Web site el·aluation form.

1101 W \kKmky A\c
Pomoro, CA 1117()ij

250JWXJ

itors to easily Identify film screenings of interest. The exhibit' 'eclion currently feature~ images from
an from the Land of the Long
White Cloud. an exhibition of
Maori art from ew Zealand now
on display at the Agua Caliente
Cultural Museum.
Other sections of the new site
include a calendar, press room,
photo gallery allowing visitor> toemail photos to friends, and an animated layout of the floor plans for
the new museum building. Visitors
to the site can now easily check out
upcoming educational programs or
become a member of the museum
via the membership sec tion. The
public" encouraged to visit the 'ite
at
www.accmuseum.org
and
explore all that the museum has to
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The Agua Caliente Cultural
Museum. a 501(c)(3) 11011-projit
institution. inspires people to learn
about the Agua Caliente Band of
Cahuilla Indians and mher nmil·e

cultures. They keep the spirit a/ire
through exhibitions. co/lectionj,
research and educational programs. The museum is currently
located at 219 South Palm Canyon

Dril·e in Palm Sprin[.:S. The museum is open Wednesday through
Saturday from 10:00 AM to 5:00
PM and Sunday from 110011 to 5:00
PM. Admission is free. For more

information on the museum, please
or
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Agua Caliente Cultural Museum Launches New Web
Site Accmuseum.org
million outright to the campmgn
and offered a challenge pledge of
an addllwnal 15 million dollarsmatchmg dollar for dollar contribution' up to $15 million.
The Web site. which i' hosted
and 'upponed locally by Graphtek
Advertising & Design in Palm
Desen, utilizes the latest in Internet
technology which enables the
mu,eum staff to make changes and
updates to the site instantly and easily. A Content Management System
interface. developed by Graphtek,
allows mu,eum staff to change content from vinually any computer
with Internet access.
In the case of the Native
American Film Festival. the site
featured a complete film schedule
and synopses of films to enable vis-
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Ranrho Las Palma.\ \larriott Resort 8. Spa

The Agua Caliente Cultural
Mu1.,eum is proud to announce the
launch of their new and 11nproved
Web "te Completed in t11ne to help
promote
Ja,t week·s Native
Amencan Film Fe,lival & Cultural
Weekend. the new 'ite i' va,tly
more capable of providing the public with extensive information
about the museum. its educational
programs, exhibits. and 'pecial
events. The new site also features
extensive information regarding the
plan' for the future museum building. The Campaign to Preserve the
Nat1ve Spirit of the Desert was
launched last year to raise the $40
million needed to build the new
Agua Caliente Cultural Museum.
The Agua Caliente Band of
Cahuilla Indians has contributed $5
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The Four " C's" of Strategic Planning

hY James Shecm.:r
Strateg1c planning can be
defined a~
\\CII-considercc.J
dcscripuon of what leadership
\\ anb the compan) to he in the long
term and the ... eric"~ of action ... nec-

found in the annual report ... or catalog literature of many public com-

pames. They are typically some-

..,trategic planning a ... a bus1ncs:..
pn.H.::e ....... \\hile comfortable for

what formal 111 wording and structure Rare!) are they more than a
fC\\ ... entence.., long.
For illu..,tratiH· purpose .... the
foliO\\ ing arc \Ome made-up e\.Uill·
pic\ of mission statement~·

man) bu ... mc..,.., leader.... can send

·To profitably provide a broad

e ... -.ary to get there The concept of

chills down the spine.., of others.
Thi ... j.., bccau\c \lrategic planning
may ha\c an un~Warr.mted reputation. in the mind of the leader. for
hcmg overi.J complex. impractical.
a purely academic exerci\e. and,
ultimately. a \\aste of time.
In reality, effecti\'e strategic
planning can be at whate\ er level
of \implicity or sophistication ~~
desired by the leader and appropnate for the needs of the specific
organization. For example. a oncpeN>n machine shop would benefit
from an entirely different level of
stmtegic planning than a multinational Fortune 500 conglomerate,
The simplified proce>s discus ...ed in this document is targeted
at small- to-medium sized busine ...... es
(or
similarly
sized
autonomous divi..,ions of larger corporations). The 3-step process
includes a clear. simple definition
of what the company wants to be,
an analysis of what the company
now is, and a plan to close the gap
between the two.
T he Mission Statement
The mission statement is the
fiN step in establishing strategic
direction for a company. Simply
defined, the missiOn statement " a
concise declaration of "what" the
leadership wants the business to do
or be and "who" it wants it to do it
for It may also include "how" it
does business and the desired
results.
Mission statements typically do
not change from year-to-year. They
are intended to be a stable reneelion of the long range purpose of
the business and therefore are
strategic by their very nature.
Although they may be tweaked a
bit from time-to-time or, if the business reorganizes.- or restructures
itself, completely redone, they usually renect an ongoing, long-term
"reason for being" for the bu>iness.
M issio n statements may be

range of technicaiiJ adYanced. high

performance. and high!) reliable
electronic communication equipment to the commercial airline
indu\tl) .. (For an a\ ionic.., manu-

tics in our manufactunng proces..,es

or are we a highly capable plastic
me<.:hani\m de..,ign and manufacturing <.:ompany that happen ... to make
..,pnnkler... and valvc..,'1
The dilfcrcm:c is \trategically
\ignificanL There \vas no right or
wrong an\wer to the qtll!\tion hut
whichever \tratcgic path was chosen tand therefore v..-hiche\cr mi..,\ion \tatcmcnr \\as developed to
define and suppon that ... trategic
path) would. of necessity. haH~ a
sigmficant unpact on the future
direction of the busines .... The l\\"O

facturer)
"To prm1de a free. safe. and

choices would require radically d1f-

\ecure tempomry livmg en..,·Jronment for 1ndigent male adult~ 111

bution capabilities. different logis-

(city n<une)." (For a men\ homeless shelter in a major metropolitan
City.)

·•To provide one-of-a-kind. custom de..,igned assembly automation
equipment to domestic manufactur-

ers of medium-to-high volume
mechanical assemblies." (For an
automation design house.)
"To proVIde a fu II range of
banking

service~

fcrent sales, marketing. and di..,tritic .... somewhat different engineering. and certamly different informatiOn sy ... tems needs. Once the
decision was made. the company
was able to proceed with one clear
strategic direction in mind.

The Vision Statement
Corporate vision can be part of
the m1ssion

~tatement

or it can be a

stand alone. Typically, the vision
statement
more
specifically

Lailored specifi-

addresses or defines how the mis-

cally to the needs of the small busi-

sion will be accomplished. It can
include elements such as a corpo-

ness owner'' (A local commercial

bank focusing a small business.)
And, lastly,
"To provide reliable, competitively pnced brake and suspension
repair service!), through franchised

owners, in the New England
states." (A regional chain of brake
and suspension repair shops.)
Note, a "for protit'' company
may or may not include profitability goals m its mission. Typically.
profitability goals are a critical part
of annual operational

planning

more so than strategic planning and
direction. However, there is no

harm m includ1ng them as a
reminder of the need to attain or
maintam acceptable profitability
levels.
An Illustration of the importance of the mission statement in

defining strategic direction: The
chairman of a very successful manufacturer of highly engineered plastic irrigation equipment (sprinklers.
valves, etc.) asked himself the following strategic question: Are we a
highly capable irrigation equipment
designer and manufacturer that
happe ns to predominantly use plas-

rate

culture

or

empowering

employees (to attain new levels of
responsiveness and nexibility).
establishment of the overall corporate "number one priority" (such as
customer satisfaction, shareholder

return, etc.). and/or core values
such as respect for the environment: fair treatment of employees:
and support of family, community,
and country. It can also include the
company's value proposition or
point-of-differentiation-that performance element which sets it
apart from the competiuon. The
vision statement usually complements and further defines the strategic direction for the business.
Point-of-Differ entia tio n
As stated earlier, one very
important element to cons1der 111
determining the mission/vision is to

identify and develop a point-of-differentiation (sometimes called a
value proposition) that will make
the company better than the competition. Typically the point-of-differentiation is the basic reason cus-

tomers will consistently come to
the company instead of going to the

competitors. Point-of-differentialion " part of a well-thought-out
10tSq. i'L

mission and vi..,ion strategy.
A sustainable point-of-ditTcrcn-

llallon is one that is very difficult
for the competition to match 111 the
..,hort term and not easily matched
111 the longer term Price. for exam-

Shilo lliUtop Suiteo; &. Shllo llotd
21.

tamable point-of-differentiation
and then successfully implements it
as part of their business planning
and execution, they will have created a very ~trong market position

that is difficult to assail.
Using Mission and Vision to
Define Corporate Strategy
When proper. insightful thought
and con~ideration have been given
to the mission and vision \tate-

ments. including a point-of-differentiation, they will accurately
renee! the strategic direction of the
business. They will provide a clear
definition of what or where the
company wants to be for the long
haul. The mis;ion and vision can be
read by an employee, vendor, customer. stockholder. or analyst to
gam immediate msight into what

the company is about.
Ultimately, the mission and
vision can and should be used by

ll

~~\"~ s.r;:~~~oo Wa\"
Pahn s~ C\ 91262
Kd~o.\\est

2-'.

corporation as defined in the mission and vision, Any significant
decision or direction not in alignment with the mission and vision

should raiSe an immediate red nag
and should be thoroughly challenged before proceeding.
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The Story Behind the Need for Refinancing of the Pacific Life
Open Tennis Tournament and the Indian Wells Tennis Garden
bs· Pau O'Neill
The lnd1an Wells Tennis Garden
is beauuful. It's huge. In fact. only
the Arthur Ashe Stadium. home of
the U.S. Open. is larger. The tennis
garden. built in 2000. features a
mam stadium with 44 IU\.Uf) suites

and seating for oser 16.100 spectators. 12 press and broadca>t s•yboxes, player locker rooms, pro
shop. and dining rooms -- all on
189 acres with eight acres of exposition space and another 20 world
class tennis courts with additional
seating for 8,000. The stadJUm is
also used for concerts. meetings
and trade shows.
The Pacific Life Open has been
played there every year since it was
built. In its 30th year, the tournament is number five in terms of
attendance, behind the four Grand
Slam esents. Attendance in 2004. at
267,834. set a record; this year, the
figure is 280,653, a new record.
The open attracts the best tennis
players in the world: Andre Agassi.
Kim Clijsters, Lmdsay Davenport,
Roger Federer. Tim Henman.
Svetlana
Lleyton
Hewitt.
Kuznetsova. Amelie Mauresmo,

Andy Roddick. Marat Safin, and
!'vlaria Sharaposa.
Raymond Moore and Charlie
Pasarell. who o" n PM Sports.
which owns half of the Pacific Life
Open. said on March 12 that they

were scck.mg

THE DEBT

financial help from

the city of lnd1an Wells, Riserside
Count) and the \tate in order to
refinance their debt on the tennis

garden.
The other half of the tournament
is owned by IMG. recently purchased by Ted Fortsmann. a long
time friend of Moore.
ECONOM IC IMPACT
OF THE TOUR NAMENT
This two-week evenr gives television and print e~posure to the
enrire desert economy wonh mil-

lions of dollars, in addition to direct
spending during the tournament by
the fans, players. sponsors and their
families.
Linda Chaney, the manager of
travel and reservations with the ten-

nis garden, said, "Peak hotel
rooms l booked in 2004 were
8,699. For this year, final figures
are not in, but it was between II

and 12 thousand. This was just the
players. coache;, their families,
YIPs, sponsors. and spectator travel
packages. This is just a small piece
of the business and does not include
what individuals booked through
other agencie~ or on their own.''
The tournament has an estimated

$100 million economic impact on
the Coachella Valley economy,
according to a George Washington
University study m 2000.

E\cn with the growth Ill attendance. revenue and spon~or~hip.

Moore and Pasmell say the overheads of the tournament are limittng its growth. In order to confront

and handle these overheads. they
need to refinance their loan and
they want to get it done soon.
Given the overhead~ and debt sen:-

sorship to its original amount

or

$600 thousand. even though the
mayor, Percy Byrd, opposed any
financial exposure to the city,

which

had cut 1ts sponsorship of

the tournament in half two years

ago.
Although offer> have come in

million. The balance remaining on

from various locations. including

the mortgage is around $40 million
at 8 percent interest. In five years
they have paid off almost half the
loan.
At the time the stadium opened
in 2000, a deal the Association of
Tennis Professionals was making

Las Vegas. Rio de Janeiro.
Scottsdale and Tampa. Moore and
Pasarell say the tournament is not
yet for sale. The Coachella Valley
location is close to San Diego and
Los Angeles. where many fans
reside, and both Pasarell and Moore
live in the valley.
. Wanting to keep the open at its
current localion, they hope for a
different solution, like a bond issue
by a government agency at a lower
interest rate of six percent. Or,
Moore said, he could sell the stadi-

with an international marketing

sors. Then terrorists crashed air-

planes 11110 two skyscrapers in New
York City, and Moore said this perfect storm of sponsor bankruptcy

um

to a government agency and
take a lease back with a guarantee

of keepmg the tournament there for
25 years.

Copyright (c) 2005 br Pau O'Neill

and terrorist attack was a catastro-

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. One

phe for the tournament financially.
On the bright side, Pacific Life

time publicmion rights grwued to
Inland Empire Business Journal

Growth in the Coachella Valley
'"What

W<.l\

once an extremely

seasonal market dominated by the
potent winter spending of part-time
residents

1s

110\\.'

a vibrant year-

round economy bolstered by a rapidly expanding permanent population," writes Bob Marra, the publisher of the innuential bus111ess
publication.
Wheelers De.\ert
Lefler, 111 Issue 57 of Califorma
Centers. a specialty publication for
the developers and retailers of
shopping center\.
Located in Riverside County,
one of the fastest-growing counties
in the United States and California,
the Coachella Valley, with an area

encompassing 640 square miles. 1s
expanding even faster. Since 1980.
the permanent population grew 200
percent, compared to 50 percent for
California overall in the same time
period: and since the 2000 census.
the population has grown 15.3 percent. In addition to permanent resIdents. there are an estimated
127,000 part-timers who live here
from three to six months out of the
year
In case you think these folks are
part of the former senior demographic that used to define the
desert, 33 percent are in the 18-44
age range. The permanent popula-

tion IS expected to be 470.000 by
2010 and 575.000 by 2020 according to Marra.
Seeing the writing on the wall

and determined to cater to these
new

cu~tomers,

emerging retail

superstar of the Coachella Valley is
La Quinta with SoCal's first WaiMart Super Center. is now opening
a new Kohls Department Store, part
of a cham now owned by BATUS
Retail Group a subsid1ary of British
American Tobacco Group. La
Quinta is also domg major street
improvement!-. w accommodate all

th1s growth. including a bridge at
Jefferson and the Whitewater R1ver

REAL
ESTATE
Thrner Riverwalk Mixed-Use Business Community Proves
Strong Demand for Owner/User Market in Riverside

signed on as a sponsor for the tournament in 2002. picking up the
option through 2006. And Indian
Wells, in a council session on Feb.
18, voted 4-1 to restore their spon-

ice Pasarell says they need to handle, they expect to net $3 million.
The stadiUm was built for $77

company called ISL collapsed. The
$1.2 billion deal was for sponsorship of the Super 9s, renamed the
Tennis Masters Series. They were
to give the city of Indian Wells $11
million a year.
ISL went bankrupt following the
2001 tournament, leaving no spon-
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wash (which means the street will
not close during heavy rams) and
six-laning
H1ghway
Ill.
Expanding population requires not
only retail shopp111g. The Institute
of Critical Care Medicine, an international medical institute, opened

this March in Rancho Mirage not
far from Eisenhower hospual. The
institute is expanding its critical
care research and training of emer-

gency room doctors from overseas.
Looking to build a medical and SCIence park on its 11-acre campus,
the development will Include medIcal related offices and is headed by

cominued 011 page 42

Turner Development Corp. has

completed the sales of I0 industrial
buildings valued at $15.7 million
within Pha~c I of its 71-acrc pre-

Number of
Transactions
Represent Firms
Relocating From
Orange and San
Diego Counties
to the
Fast-Growing
Western
Riverside Area

mier
!}

mixed-u~e bm.1nc~~

communi-

located in R1verside. The one-

million-square-foot development.
known a~ Turner Riverwalk. will
be one of the largest masterplanned busmess parks in the

Inland Emp1re upon build out. The
project will feature a mixed-u..,e
en\ironment incorporating profes!-donal office and industrial space
for lease and for ~ale. as well as
regional retail center in an amenityrich. employee-friendly setting. In

Phase II, I 0 of the 12 buildings are

planned community. creating a true
live/work opportunity which 1s so
1mportant to employee retention

of the Inland Empire in the Western

and attraction," sa1d Larry Null of
Lee & Associates.

R1verside market.

We've targeted office and hght
indu~trial

busineS\ owners for
Turner Rivcrwalk.
'This is an
opportunity to meet the needs of
companies that need qualit) business expansion options as wl!!l as
those who have been priced out ol
the Orange and San D1ego mar-

kets." said Michael Kendall. sice
president of Turner Development.
'"The combination of freeway
access. premier design and amenities as well as competitive pricing.

currently leased or in escrow.

make Turner Riverwalk an ideal

Designed by Irvine-based. Ware
Malcomb, and built by Fullmer
Construction, the for-sale industrial

location for businesses looking to
locate within the growing Riverside
market. This business park is surrounded by a luxury master-

buildings prov1de a lucrative own-

REAL
A m erican Capital Enterprises
Inc., has recently completed a
three year lease renewal for
3.778 square feet, m the Lynd ie
Oflice Center located at 42145
Lyndie Lane, Temecula ... Roy
Caputo, M.D., Wade Faeber,
D.O. and Matthew Neel dba:
Evolu t io n E lite Sports an d
Fitn ess C lu b has recently
signed a I 0 year lease for 15,000
square feet in the Ma r garita
S quare R etail Center that will
soon be located at 39400
Murrieta Hot Springs Road,
Murrieta ... R ossi Conc r ete has
recently signed a three year lease
for 5,200 square feet in the
M VP Building located at 41831
McA lby
Court,
Suite A,
Temecula. P a tricia N ich olls of
C DM Group, Inc., represented
the lessor and K e r e n Calder of
Coldwell Ba nke r represented
the lessee ... Victory Capita l
Holdings C orporation announced that it has signed a
definitive agreement to acq uire
Union M edia News C orpora tion thro ug h a non-di lutive
share excha nge agreement.

er\hip opportunity to business owners who recogni;e the advantages
of !(x:ating at the southern gateway

ESTATE

Union
Media
News
Corporation was formed to proVide a twenty-first century. realtime electronic and cable news
service for the labor unions and
their members ... O idtown Mortgage, Inc., recently completed a
five year lease for 859 squarefeet, in the Ch u rchill P laza
Office Build in g located at
28924 Old Town Front Street,
Temecula. P at ricia N ich olls of
C D M G r o up, Inc., represented
both the lessor and lessee in this
transaction ... We ll z o n g
Inte rna t ion a l L td., a real estate
holding arm of a publicly-held
TUlwanese company that manufactures DVDs and COs, has
sold a 76,860-square-feet industrial building in Ontario to All
S tron g Indus t r ies USA for $5.4
mi ll ion for the Iauer's expansion
within that community. S han
L ee, executive vice president in
the City of Industry office of
GVA DAUM represented W ell·
zong
Inte rnational
Ltd.,
Michae l A naya and Tony Phu
of C olliers Seeley represented
the buyer... Newcas tle Partners,

The Turner Riven~y·aJk bus mess
communit)' pro\'ldes convement
access to SR-91 and 1-15 It h;Ls
become one of the Inland Emp1re·,
premier bu\iness commumties featuring a system of meandering
trails in a serene \eltlng of lakes.
streams, outdoor gathering areas

and ga1ebos wnh basketball and
volleyball courts.
Turner De,·e/opmew Corporation
is a full Jenice real estate compa1ly, speciali:.ing it1 the acquisition.
de,·elopmem and management of
mdustrial and commercial real
estate in Southern California.

NOTES

a commercial real estate investment and development company, has begun construction on
two projects totaling 450.000
square feet of state-of-the-art
industrial buildings in the Inland
Empire
community
of
Fontana ... S p erry Va n Ness, on
of the nation's largest commercial real estate investment brokerage firms, has completed the
sale of 9.33 acres of land to
Orange-based VP G r o up LLC
for $1,425,000. The property is
located at 4243! Tenaja Road in
the fast-growing community of
Murrieta. The buyer is planning
to develop apartments. M ic hael
K assinge r with S p e rry Va n
Ness in Palm Desert represented
the seller, a private investor from
Fallbrook. Jaso n Fo rd of
Pacific Inla nd G roup represented the buyer. VP Group
LLC ... ProLogis, a leading global provider of distribution facilities and services has agreed to
lease 882,230 square feet of distribution space of Solo C up
C ompany at ProLogis Park 1210 in Ri alto. Solo Cup is a $2.3

billion global manufacturer and
distributor of disposable tableware and packaging. This is the
company's first lease with
ProLogis .. . Ri verside Count)
Board of S upervisors approved
$150,000 in H om e Investme n t
Pa r t n ersh ip Act Progr a m
funds to be used by the
Coach e lla Valley H o u sin g
Coalition towards the development of I 0 homes in the scattered in-fill sites of the city of
Desert Hot Springs.
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MANAGER.,S

"The 7 Hidden Reasons
Employees Leave: How to
Recognize the Subtle Signs
And Act Before It's Too
Late," by Leigh Branham
The common I) held perception
among mo~t manager~ and executive\ i~ that employees leave the1r
companies for better positions or
more money elsewhere. Managers
,eJdom have the time or mclination
tO worry much about why people
leave. They pa" 11 off as Lhe gra"
always bemg g reener at a competitor or that the best and brightest
always move out to move up.
Leigh Branham in conjunction
wil.h the widely respected Saratoga
Institute (now a division of
PriceWaterhouse Coopers), ha;
used the book 10 send corporate
management a very loud and clear
signal. The primary reason why
most employees voluntarily leave
their current positions is their
supen1sors' inability to manage
people.

Branham relies on his own
experience and the results of an
extensive study by the Saratoga
Institute. Th~> study. supported by
others conducted elsewhere. indicates that most managers (fully 89
percent) believe that employees
leave or stay mostly for the money
they are ma~ing or would like to
make. Branham points out:
" .. My own research, along with
Saratoga Institute's surveys of
almost 20.000 workers from 18
industries. and the research of
dozens of other studies, reveal that
actually 80 to 90 percent of
employees leave for reasons related
NOT to money. but to the job, the
manager. the culture. or the work
environment. These internal reasons (also known as 'push· factors,

as opposed to ·pull' factors, such as
bener paying outside opportunity)
are issues within the power of the
organization and the manager to
control and change.''
Strangely. many human re sources professionals have been
aware for some time that money is
not a prime motivator in geuing
good people to stay or anracting
nev. people from compeung companies. Branham cites earlier studies by Saratoga Institute indicating
that compensation 1ssues only
account to about 12 percent of the
reasons why employees leave one
employer for another.
What did the Saratoga Institute
survey find were the seven maJOr
reasons people left their company"'
Branham states: "Based on my
desire to present root cause reasons
that are simultaneously best-known
and most-htdden. that are supported
by the research findings. that are
precisely identifiable and separable
from one another. that managers or
senior leaders can prevent or
address. ami that are fe\.\ enough 111
number to be manageable, these are
the ones I have chosen to dissect:
I. The job or workplace not hving
up to expectations.
2. The mismatch between job and
person.
3. Too little coaching and feedback.
4. Too few growth and advancement opportunities.
5. Feeling devalued and unrecognized.
6. Stress from overwork and worklife imbalance.
7. Loss of trust and confidence in
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Here an..• the curren t top 10 hc't \clhng hoob for hu..,mcv... The lis! i\ compiled based
un infonnatillll rccci\-Ct.l from retail hoobtore~ throughout the L. S.A

I.

•·women Finish Rich: 9 Steps to Achie,in~ F"inuncial Securil) nnd
Funding \our Dreams.'' by Da,id Bach (Broad\\ay. 'S 14.95) (I) In thc- real
\\Orld dream~ and financ1al ...ecunty co~t m(mcy

2.

"The Ozl)rinciple: Getting Results Through lndh idunl and Organizational
Accountabilil) ... by Roge-r Connor.-. (Por1folio [Prentice Hall] . $24.95) H>
Takn1g rl'""t>On.,lhility for \UCCC\~ and failure build' leadcr.hip.

3.

"Blink: The Poner of Thinking Without Thinking;' hy Malcolm Gladwell
(Little. Brown&.. Co. $25.95) (8) Why in'>tant Judgment.. aren't a' fa,t a.•. you
beliC\C.

4.

"The 8th Habit: From Effecthen~ to Greatness," by Stchen R. Co' C) (Free
Pre"'· .$26.00) (3) Con:y c'amine' the eHllving model~ of leadcr...hip.

5.

"Everybody \\-ins: The Stor) and Lessons behind R£/MAX." by Phil
Harkm~

<HH.i Keith Hollihan {John Wiley & Son ... $24.95) (2) Ho'W the ··every
body wins" concept powered explo'>i'c growth.

6.

"The Automatic Millionaire: A Ponerful One-Step Phm to Live and Finbh
Rich," hy Da,id Bach (Broadway Book-; .. $19.95) (5) fmancial ad,i ... or offer.-.
a ~y ... tcm that make, othcl"t , ... calthy

7.

"Think Like Your Customer: A Winning Straleg_'" to Ma."\imize Sales b)
Lnders~anding and lnnuencing How and wh)" Your Customers Buy," by
Bill Stmnctt (McGrnw Hill. $16.95) (10) The art und science of putting your
-;elf in your cuo.;tomcr.-' '>hoes.

8 . . "Good to Great,'' hy Jim Collin\_(Harpcr('ollino.; .. $27.50) {.6) Climhing the

'>ICp'> from being good to being great
9.

''Oisne)" War," by Jamco.; B. Stcwan (S1mon & Schm.tcr. $29.95)•
gat1ve rCj"Xlrting of the "mou.,c that roared."

10

" Pay It 0ol'n Toda): From Debt to Wealth on $10 aDa)·." h} Jean Challk)
(Por1folio. )lt.l.95) (9) TV money guru on·er. adnt·c on .. a ... mg money.

(I)
••

Imc .. ti·

lndit:atco.; a book'~ pre\ iou' (l<Ntion on the \io.;t
lnd1catco.; a hooks fiN appearance on the ti .. t

senior leaders."
The book's next 'even chapters
are 'pent analyting each of these
reasons. establishing an early warning system to help determine the
prevalence of these problems wnhin a company. and suggesting methods to correct the costly underlying
issues. The success stories that the
author uses are the case histories of
real companies that are cited by
name. The estimated dollars saved,
especially in large compames, are
often in the tens of millions of dollars. He notes that FleetBoston
saved about $50 million.
Despite the fact Lhat the book
can be seen as a promotional tool

both
Branham
and
for
PriceWaterhouse Coopers Human
Resource Services. it docs offer a
wake-up call to executives. a supportive tool for HR managers. and a
comprehenstve methodology to
accomplish change in an area of
growing concern to C-lev·ei supervisors. Although it's ltkely that both
hard and soft dollars were intermingled in determming the cost savings available, there's no doubt that
the savings in time and actual
expenses were very real. "The
Seven Hidden Reasons ... " is an
excellent guidebook to reducing
high employee tumover.
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Growth in the Coachella Valley
continued from page 38
Dr Max Hart) Wet!, who " a innovator in critical care medicine.
Speaking of Eisenhower Medical

Center. it

wa~

recent!) named one

of the top 100 hospnals by
Solucient. a major purveyor of
health care busine" data. The city
council of Cathedral Cit} in March
voted to give the Rede,elopment
Agency the power of emment
domain to take 63 acres north of
Ramon Road. The taking is not
imminent ho\\ever: it i~ preemptive
in case a big development comes
along with the control of the land
alread} in place. 55+ housing project, Paradise Spnngs in Desert Hot
Springs. has five different models
to choose from. The first housing
project to open since the city
emerged from bankruptcy in the fall
of 2004, the development is high
end for this off-the-beaten path part
of the valley with more than 400
home> expected to range m price
from $300-400 K. New property
owners will be subject to a "'safety
tax .. that will be used to hire the
new police and firefighters that will
be needed for a growing population.
If you are looking to live in or
open a business in a city that is fiscally sound, then Indian Wells is a

candidate with an operating surplus
of more than $2.9 million. Using a
third of its operating revenue of
$12.7 million on police and fire
protection, it also set aside $2.8
million for aesthetics. culture philanthropy and landscape maintenance . Qualtty-of-hfe for Indian
Well\ residents includes free passes to the Pacific Life Open tennis
tournament, free workoub at the
Hyatt Grand Champions resort. and
golf discounts. Mixed use with residential above retail stores, a new
concept in the Coachella Valley is
the plan of Malibu developer
Richard Weintraub, who will renovate the fom1er Sears store at the
lndto Fashion Mall and demolish
the rest of the mall to rebuild from
the ground up. The completion date
for the project is not now known
because Weintraub is negotiating
for more land for the project, which
he says will be similar to the stunning The River in Rancho Mirage,
with a hoteL theaterand multi-level
parkmg. The new anchor store
which will not be a Macy's or
Kohls may be named in April.
Palm Springs is the big talk in
the business news right now. with
its confusing election outcome
regarding Measures Band C. If you
wanted to vote FOR development.

you had to vote no on B and yes on
C
An anti-development vote
requ~red yes and no votes. respectively. Voters gave NOs a majority
for both measures. leaving city officiab and developers scratcl11ng
their heads
It seem\ the voters
dectded it is OK to develop in the
mountain slopes (Measure B), just
not a particular development which
had already been approsed by the
city council (Measure C.) The
voter-vetoed development Palm
Hills, touted as a "'green" development was to have been a high-end
country club commumty. No word
yet from "Palm Hills"' development
company as to what their plans are
now. John Raymond, the city's
director of development, says the
company probably has a backup
plan adding, "They already have a
lot of money invested."'
Ground has been broken on two
new major commercial developments in the Ramon/Gene Autry
Trail area. The Springs will be
anchored by Home Depot. Across
the street, a new Wai-Mart Super
Center will open in another development along with an Office Depot
and PetsMart. That will make two
Wai-Mart Super Centers, the only
ones open in SoCal and both in the
Coachella Valley. The other one is

had plans appro,ed. Burnett
Companies out of Ne wport Beac h
is developing th e Art Colony Ce nter
at Racquet Club Road between
Palm Canyon and Indian Canyon
The site is currently home to a long
time mostl y empty shoppmg ce nter
and equally empty desert. exce pt
for a couple of old houses. In the
works are 75 condos. 125 town houses. and 15 live work units
(retail space downstmrs with buSIness owners
living quarters
upstairs.) The old house known as
the "Garbo House" (as m Greta )
wtll be preserved and incorporated
into the development.
Another long empty retail
space. the Desert Fashion Pla1a
located in the heart of the downtown strip, was purchased by John
Wessman three years ago. Wessman
has hired an architect whose challenge is to try to duplicate the look
and feel of Rancho Mirage>' "The
River" at the site. This could take a
while, considering the structure is
built on top of a 20-year old underground parking garage and the city
wants a road straight through the
property connecting with the Palm
Springs Desert Museum behind it.

many waters") is becoming a destination spot because of the wine
mdustry. the upscale ne"' restaurants and historic inns. After the
tasting tours. we lunched at the
Marcus Whitman Hotel. a recently
restored 1928 landmark.
Like
many places 10 these parts. it is
named for the ill-fated medical
mis.ionary Whitman, who came
there with his wife and met a tragic
end, killed by Cayuse Indians.
Walla Walla ts a town of character-and a town where many of the
passengers wanted to return to at a
later date.
On Thursday, Thanksgiving,
we arrived in Clarkston, WA. The
excursion that day was boardi ng a
jet boat to Hells Canyon National

Recreation Area. No ordinary jet
boat--n was totally enclosed, had
padded seats and even a restroom.
We were able to see herds of big
hom sheep grazing near the river,
at a point further into the canyon,
it's almost 8,000 feet deep, and is
called the "'deepest nver canyon 10
the world"--one and a half times
deeper than the Grdnd Canyon. lt
was indeed a breathtaking sight.
Our dinner that night was a
Thanksgiving buffet--with all the
trimm10gs.
Friday was a day to enjoy on
the ship--there were many activities to choose from but we decided
to enjoy a movie, catch up on some
reading and watch the scenery pass
by. The day was capped off with a
King Estate wine dinner, a great
show, followed by

dancing in the Paddlewheel
Lounge.
On Saturday we arrived in
Astoria, Oregon and our excursion
that day was planned for a trip to
Ft. Clatsop (where Lewis & Clark
were camped during the winter of
1805-1806) and the Astoria
Column (an historic monument
honoring the history of the Western
frontier) which was built on
Coxcomb Hill with its stunning
view of the surrounding area.
Unfortunately. Astoria, Oregon was
the end of the trai I for Lewis &
Clark and the Empress of the North.
Sunday was our last day and it
was celebrated with the Captain's
Farewell Dinner--farewell to the
fun and the memories of a great
experience of reliving the adventures of Lewis & C lark. We had to

continued from page 25

disembark on Monday mornmg
and say our good-byes to our new
found friends and tO the memories
and adventures of Lewis & Clark.
Hopefully, our future adventures
will include traveling on another
sternwheeler--possibly to Alaskall
If so. I will certainly tell you all
about it 1
Cruises are riding a wave of
popularity (more than 11 million
Americans are expected to book a
cruise in 2005--making cruising the
fastest-growing segment of the
travel industry). For additional information on the Empress of tlze
North or their other sternwheeler
cruises, contact the American West
Steamboat Company in Seattle,
WA at (206) 292-9606 or visit their
Web site at www.americanweststeamboat.com

Ontario. For more information.

say tha t he lllVC\lctl only in bo nds.
Lnfnrtunately. he was probably
doing the wrong thing for hi'i \ituation. Even "n!r) con sen ati\.c''
doesn't mean "no \tods" One
nc::cds to ha\·e \Ome protection
agam\t inflation which bond..,
don't pnwidc
A conscicntiou\, well· mformcd
financial ad\ isor will help your
finn se lect the TPA and one:: or
more money manager~. a\\CSS perfo rmance wit h you each quarter.
and meet w ith your employee\
periodically 10 help them unde r\tand hov. to usc the plan. That
kind of fina nc ial adv 1\or can make
your hfe ea ... ier.

bonds. and money-market fund\
The challenge still facing the
firm j, persuading the emph))CC\ to
usc
the
prm:c\s
t:orrectly.
hnployee ... often try tn tunc the
market. jumping in and out ol
lll\.Csllnenh and
the)
often
choose im·e..,tmcnh that don't ... uit
their situation. The <.Ul\\\Cr to this
problem is educatio n. A good
financial ad\ j,or \\·ill meet regularly '"'i th your employees to help
them understand that it make'
sense to i1west agg ressin~ly mtheir
early years. turning moderately
conse rvatin! in the ir middle yea r..,
and more conservative a ... they
approac h re tirement.
A 15-year-old plan participa nt
who co nsid ered hi mse lf a "very
con\ervative'" investor went o n to
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Airlines Serving the Inland Empire
Rcmli. ed BJ Pau:engers Carried • Ontario l utematumal ttirpl}r/ aud Palm Spring\ Reguma/AtrptJrl
Airline
Addre"!.
Cit) /Stute/Zip

Passenger" Carried ZOO-' : GrO\\th from 2003:
Ontario
Ont:1rio
Palm Spring~oo
r•a!m Spl'ing!-.

Southwc\t Airlines Co.
2900 E. Airport Dr. . S tc . 1259
Ontario. C' A 9 1761

l.lJ IJ .6.":\5

I ."V~t

N/ A

N / /\

lmited Airline.s •

761.859

1200 A lgonq um Rd
r.l k Grove. IL 6(X)()7

110.680

J.

Ala.ska Airlines
6013 W Century BlvJ Stc. 9 H5
I ,o, A ng t: )c .,, C A 9004 5

4 57.X40
J59 ..56\

4.

Amcricnn \irlin('s
Onta rio lntcrnat! Onal /\ irport
Ont an o. CA 9 176 1

22 1 IOH
120.941

t.

2.

Travel the Oregon Trail by the Elegant and Modern
Sternwheeler--and Cruise Into History
ccmtinued from page 19

Three Simple Ideas for 401(k) Success

m La Quinta a!-. mentioned earlier
An excit1ng development has

\mcric~•
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Tille
Phone/ Fa\.
E-\-lail 1\ddrcs.•.

Title
P'hone/ Fa ....
E-~·tail \.ddress

(800 ) 4 35-l)792
Dalla.., , TX

Chcr)l Black
Stati on Manager
(909) 9 37· 1695/9 17-7 101

N/ A

Paul Ocampo
Ge neral M anager

Peg Jam~
Ge neral M a nage r

Loc~•l

E .... ec. (Ontario )

To1> Local E"\.ec. Walm Springo;: )

(SOOl 24 1 -6522/(9091 917-86 28
(X {)() )

:!5:!-7522

Scauk. WA
(.260.2.24)

<HC)(lJ 411-7100

( I :22.566)

Fort W ort h , T X

LaRue Sumc
Di.,tnc t Sal e' M;.lll;Jgcr
{X()( I) 2 52· 7 522/0 !OJ l.H- 0 202
Dcidrc Khclu'>

(X00) 2:! 11 2 12

Atlanta. GA

\\est \irlinc<.;

40.\76-l

(ROO >.215-9.292

11 7. 598**

Phoc mx , AZ

12-tn r~

l"nited Expn•ss
.23.25 10th SL
Fanninghm. NM R7401

120.466
21 X.614

Nortlmc<,t \irlincs
5101 N orth\~.- e, t Dr.• B\Jg. A
St . Paul . MN 5:) Ill

17559 8

0 .09'

+l .7 t K

.18.5 \ C.,

Contincntul Airlines •
2900 L -\irport Dr.• #14M
Ontario. CA 91 7 61

16X.871
t7,8t8

American Eagle

N/ A
11 2511

17 .87';

( KO()) 241 · 6522
t·armmgton. MN

Dar)' I RodriguN

Gcnc ml Ma nager

917-R..W.ON_H-M50
d c u.lrc. l...! 'd u ~({t AA.com

{76<11 778-

JcfT Etherington
Rcg 1onal Direc tor o f Sale'
n 101 2 16-2200/-' 17- 2Hoo

Murk Kurbun
St;,ttwn Manager

10.

\1\

James Corpuz
S tatio n Ma nage r
<HOO J 215-9292

Carol)n

.'-i<>l t\f't'/l,:(!b/t II 'i/) - 1\-m•Jd \ '101 {)nc /m, 11<1

fh' /IlL

It,

I

'"" '111<

,,.. ll

>II

J,

·\.\ .com

P~tiris

Stati o n Manager

Paul Ocmupo

Gcncml M.tnilgcr
241 6522J(C)(l9) 9 .1 -H62.M

Peg James
General \.tanager

(!{00)

nmm 225-2525
St Paul.

M~

Rolnnd Berg
Cu .. tn mer Se n 1r.:c
(909 )

3.5Mt
I 7 .' 2 .56rk

(X00) 525 -02SO
llou .. ton. rx

Roland Berg
C'u.,tomcr Scr. 1 c ~ ~ 1g r
(909 ) 9 .''7 - ~N 19/9J7- 892H
ron .llcrg<s m\a .com

~t gr.

9 ."'7- S91 9/9 .1 7- 89 2~

Guy \rlct
Gcncr.Jl Man,1ger
(800)

P.O . Bo x 619616
I)I~W Airpon. Tc).a., 75 261

,,,,_,.

1b1 1 n781 ~ J9

da ry l. nxlri g u ~: ; (a

nm .lx-rgCe n .... a .com
9.

LaRue Sumc
0!\lrJCt $;lk<., Man~tgcr
(80<1 ) 252 7 52 2/0 10) D 7- 0.::!02

Ge ne- ral \1 ;.magcr
((.){}9)

Ontari o Int e rnatiOnal A lrp<)rt
Ontari o. CA 9 1761

7.

Top

<ROO I .24 1 -6522
Ell.. Gnl\C, IL

Dcltu Air Linc..,
6150 W . Ccntur) Bh·d .
Los Angde". CA 1)()()..1.5

5.

Rc,cnations
H c1'dquartcrs

!KtXl l 4 :\.1-7100

~

Glen Wal'oon
St.111on ~lanagcr
I.JJ7 -8XI9

"\/.\

Greg Rid.cts
General ManagL'r

Fort \Vonh. Tc'a'

1!111 11\<U/ahlr ~f)lolll<ll

J
'"
PO R< r Y711 R

525 - 02~0/(909)

n ·tpmrd
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Top Travel Agencies
Html.('{/ /1\ \a/,\
Com pan~
'am~.\ddrts:s

204J..* Sale.
I.E.Onl)

I.E.
Staff

Cit)!St.att/'Lip

-

\a,lpnt International Southwt5t •
~940 lnluod Emrut- 81\·d Stc PO
Omario, CA Q\ ?~

2.

111

Sp«iulti

Apollo & Sahre

16 mill1on

Sunward .\d,totu~Carbon Wagonlit Tra'd
14420 l:::hv.onh St., _,!OJ

8.5mlllion

30

Top Local f:\«:.
Title
Phone/Fa:\
E-~lail \ddress

Corporate, Group~
Mcctmg hx:entiH·'·
Lcm1re, Spon~

Ill%

Anderson Tta\eVGadabout Tours. Inc.
700 ~~ TahqmtL Can) on
Palm Spnng~. CA Q21:61

COMMUNICATING

1/u• /ldtmtll mpm· (!flfJ.J J

BU5intSS \lix:
Corporate
l.e:lsure

Sabre

Crui<;e~ .

Sen1orTn:n·el

Traci Thompson
Manager
1909}UIJ· 3166/941-0714
u-aci thomp...onfli'~w . na~I81Uitxom
Lois Anderson
Pre~idcnt

(760) ~ 25 -200J IJ25- 51 27

IOfo@ gadabouUOU!"..Cllln

3.

\1C~rroo

Vlllk). CA 925~3

Ma:dma Tnltl • Amerian E.."prtt<i
4.

4
48
(lndcpeOf.bnl A!lo:-nl"> I

8mJIJJOn

3737Ma.mS~t.lf101

RIH:r.•de. CA 9!.ml

S.

l..aun'51'nnd Stnict, Inc. •
298 E. C.tM A\e

8mi1hon

WND

Apollo

-

Surtly \'ou TraHI, lnc. •

7.

Apollo

8.

9.

6.5miJIJOn

Sabre

AD-Wa)'S TranUAmnican Express TnH=t •
3735. M.uainA-ve.
lipland, CA 917k6

6.5milhon

Sab"'

LaMastrrsofFintTn.'d Inc.•
::l»7li>Ync::zQ.
Temecula. CA 925Ql
Carhoo WaaonJit TrauVlnhersity Tra,el
24899 Ti~lor St
Lorna Landa. CA 92354

5.5 million

Carlson Wagonlit Tra\el •

4 million

24905 Sunnymead Blvd. Ste. B
Moreno Valley. CA 92553

10

5.5 m11hon

--

45'1
45'<
l{)llfGroupl

Ow<><rS

Gruup.Corporatc:Tr.nd

!951J 697.&;951097·&lQR

Corporate.
1T11.:enuve ,
Group~

Redlands. CA 92J73

6..

U~;ellent

Cu..comer Seil-ice,

30555

10

Atchi~..\,-e_Sft..G

-

Owno, CA 91761

'tfTSTn,el•
II.

12.

lJ.

3.4 million

..a20 W Basc:hne Rd Ste D
Cbrcmont. CA 91711
Carbon \\agonlit Tnl\~nnef Xpress•
368 S. Indian Hall Blvd
Clatt:mont. CA 91711

3.5 million

Spcciallnte~tGroup">.

Vice

(909)

CorpornteTrmcl. Incl. Cruises .
Tours, Group~ . FJc;tJble
JndepcmkntTrn-.cl

]aut:lfe'illl.lfBMrDVel.eom
ShirleJ Jensen
Owner/President
(95JJ485-33S7n 4J-OJ I7

Crui~ VKauon.">,
Cu,tomiud Tour
Pad.agt-~

\-:.LP.Tnt-d•

3nullion

15~

~Ol:!NRJvm.JdeAve

WorldSpan

Apollo Foc<~l Point
S•bre

Apollo

Carlson \\agonJil Tra,el ·Air Sea Tra,eJ•

15.

16.

17.

Wl\D

1655 Moun1a1n A\ e., 1'1 15
Upland. CA 91784

Sabre,Microsofti.E ..
Outlook. Office

55'1
45'<

Apollo FocJ.I Pmnt

2%

Apollo

98'<

GoWtn Globe 'Tt.l'd Buruu
20:! Inland Cenler Mall
San lkmanl.ino. CA Q2408

2 millwn

lnttrworld Tra'tl &: Tours•
6745 Carnelian
Alia Loma. CA 9!701

2.9 million

..... rr..d~lllt.•
2335 W. FoodliU Bl'd Stt: 20
Upland. CA 91786

~.3

IW

45%

10%

Jack \\-arshaw

Ow"''
(9091 Y81-R72.$1949-~750
Ruth \1rCann
Pres idem

Hav.au. Mcxio.:o. Tahiu.
Europe, A'1a. Group CruJst\1-.
Family Reumons. Clas.~ Alumni,
Southv.cst Corporate,
Tour.,
lmemauonal

Cruir.e~.

(951 ) 699-81991699·0743
Cher)l Harrbon
President
(909) 796--8J.Wf799-6757
utra\ci(E; carl'iOntra\el.com
Teresa L Bennett
Owner
(909) 930.61881930.6195

Arrica, Asia.
Tra,.cl

Yeshoda Kader
Branch Manager
(9091 621-0947/621·6502
Prefe~ Sandals. BeadleS Agency, Marsha Coiling
Hone) moon,, Cru1sc~ Hawaii ..
Mexico. Caribbean
(909)625-4171/624 5000
sales@cv.-uravel;tprc,s.com
Small Bu._(!~. Group,
Barbara Ott
o-,....,
CruJ'It, Corporate,
hx:enti\C
(909} 874-1750/874-0926
HOtXymoon.~. Rcu01<m, Upsale
Theresa Lock
Cru1o;.c,, Rl\erboaL\ & Tours
President
World-.v1de. Custom Toun
(909) 981-17551920.3693
lheresal_airscat\"l~yahoo.com

Apollo

Sabre

55'l

milhoo

793-7.~s ln9~-9417

Mi~s1onary

IOa.lto.CA92376
14.

Pre~1dent/G.M

JliCI.:~all·\\-ay..tr:t~d . oom

Apollo

2ll'l

25~

Pegc ~orton

Prec;, ident
(951 ) 784--942& 784-6918
mUJma.tru,.·e\{jjau _net
Lynda Schaur

lncentlleTrnvel

Bu~1l!C,\ ln,ent1~·e~

10.

Brian Kerr/Gal) Da'"is

lnco:-ntJ\eTralt:I,Crut!,e:>,
Mo:-:ti,o. Caribbean. Ha\\-3.1i,

tr:nelit~Un\\-J.rdo.:om

Galilee

Apollo Focal Pomt

TS2000XL
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Hawilli, Europe. Mexir.:o,
Dio,r,:ounh."d lnlemational Air Fare.
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My Boss Is a "Screamer"
b_v Peter deLtsser
Anyone who"ie boss is a "icreamer knows whai it feels like 10 have
his/her self-esieem auacked on a
daily basis. It is emoiionally draining and spiritually demotivating
because tantrums (the Ihing; children do when they can't get !heir
way) attack the four elements necessary to build our self-esteem: (I)
accompli;hing the daily goals and
objectives we set; (2) being cared
for and valued by people important
to us: (3) operaung out of our own
religious. moral and ethical belief
systems: (4) controlling the events
and circumstance~ of our lives.
A boss' message like, "Can't
anyone in your depar!ment do anything right?" scm with strong emotion, attacks our self-esteem in all
Four elements. Suddenly I) our personal goals for the day are changed,
2) our confidence in being appreciated by management is threatened.
3) our expectations of being treated
with respecl are shal!ered and 4)
our control over circumstances of
our job is changed. In one shout,
the boss disrupts our day, and probably our staff's day, as we scurry
around harassing them to overcome
the perceived error.
Screaming Is Ineffective
Communication
No!Io worry! AI the moment he
or she yells, we can reduce the
pressure on us. We remind ourselves that strongly expressed emotions are ineffective communications. To help our boss commumcate more effectively we take two
steps. First. we sharpen our aware-
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Balancing Up

the Communication
Why is yelling meffective?
Because yelling unbalances the
level of communication between
us. Anytime people misuse their
knowledge("'! know more than you
do"), power ("I'm the boss"), or
strong emotions ("You've caused
my problem"), our self-esteem
comes under attack. The result i"i
we block. interrupt or misunder"iland the communication . It's not
easy to hear clearly and sti II be creative when under attack. Balancing
up the conversation requires that
the boss drop her tone of voice to
normal range so we can rmionall)
solve the problem. We need 10
respond 10 the real message first,
not !he perceived one. The perceived message, ··can't anyone 111
your department do anything
right?" sent with emotion, really
stales. ''I'm angry and upset with
your performance." Unforlunately
we cannot control the way she
delivers her message, but we can
look at her message from a different perspective.
We can balance up the conversation with our response. For example, which response below has a
quicker chance of telling him we
recognize he is upset: ''Whatever
we did really has you upset" or
"Our depar!ment doesn"! do things
wrong." The first response proves
to him we heard his message,
acknowledges he is upset and mdicates our willingness to listen. l!
has a calming effect on him
because ii signals he IS out of con-

Your Website is Your Brand!

Bilal BanJ!ff
(909) 889-992418119-1258
ggtho;b@aol com

nes\ on the "reality" of the conversauon. not the fantasy. The next
step IS to use communication skill"i
to balance up the conversation.
Awareness of Reality
Bemg aware of what happens
when someone yells will reduce our
self-imposed pressures when under
attack. Our first recognition i"i that
when our boss raise!-. hi' voice to a
threatening tone, he may be fearful
of his losing control of the situation. His raised voice may have
nothing 10 do with us, but ii is his
attempt to regain control of a SituatiOn he perceives to be threatening
to h1s goals, objectives or career.
Our imtial reaction 10 being yelled
at may be to protect ourselve"i. We
fight 10 control our panic and fears.
Best way to avoid our fears is shifl
from fantasizing his reasons for
yelling to discovering the realities
of his communication~.
The second awareness, though
no! easy, is to mentally recognize
the moment thai she yells--she has
a problem. nO! us. ··can't anyone m
your department do anyihing
right?" sounds and feels like an
attack, but IS acJually her wa} of
indicating her fright, disappointment or upset over something that
happened to her. We may never
know why she's upset, bui one
guess might be the error embarrassed her with her own boss or
client. Whatever the reason. she has
a problem she needs to gel resolved
and she's going about it by communicating in an inappropriate. ineffective way-she yells.

continued from page /3
Provide essential information
for your customer-this sounds
simple enough, but take some lime
to visit various Websites and you'll
find accessing basic information
isn't always easy. Regardless of
!he type of business. every site
should include: a clear explanation
of your product or service, highlights that make it unique, success
stories/case studies, endorsements.

and contac!lorder information.
• When designing a Websiic, pretend your giving a Website visitor a
tour of your office or plant to
impress them-what do you think
they'd want 10 see or know'l In

nesses," adds Gorman. "'A company Website should be consistent
with all marketing maierials, and
focus on imroducing, supporting
and building loyalty for your
brand.'"

what order does it best make sense
to present this information? How
can you keep them interested and
make it fun?
'"The power of the Web as a
psychologically powerful mfluencer is often overlooked by busi-

Allan Gorman is a market leadership ad\•isor ~vlw has worked in
creati~·e capacities at some of the
world's largest adrertising agencies before starting his ow11 company in 1987. He is the recipient of
over 400 industry awards including

trol (which he doesn't want to be)
and allows him 10 correct his !One
of voice. The second response,
"Our department doesn't do !hmgs
wrong" misses the mark and almost
forces him 10 respond with a second
emotional response like, ''Yes you
do. You screwed up again, etc."
which attacks our self-esteem. We
have a choice to make when we
work for a screamer-to complete
conversations with our self-esteem
intact and gain accurate information or feel unappreciated and confused as 10 the real problems 10 be
solved.
Balancing up any conversation
requires the other person drop their
tone to a rational range where we
can exchange facts, substiwte reality for fantasy
Build Self-esteem
in Balanced Conversations
Talking as equals in every conversation solves problems promptly, creates trusting relationships and
a! the same time. builds selfesteem, for both parties. When we
can internalize that a "screaming"
boss Is only throwmg a temper
tantrum, we can risk helping him
reduce hJS tone by voicmg his
upset. Once he/she has reduced
their fears and balanced up the conversation. we can talk as equals
which will allow us to: I) accomplish our goals 2) be valued and
cared for by people important to us.
3) communicate based on our individual moral, ethical. spiritual standards and 4) control the circumstances of our day.

a cm·eted Gold Lion from the
Cannes Film Festival. His company, Brarulspa, speciali~es i11 c.:rafting effective marketing and branding strategies for small- to medium- si~ed companies, so that even
firms H"ith ltmited budgets ctm
ell/alii status as the leading
brand.
Brief< for "Building Better
Brunds" is ami/able in bookstores
and through online booksellers.
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Discover Exactly What Your Sales Prospect Wants in the
Negotiation Process
h" )!.;,-,,. P1.;,,cf... Oolan
:'\c:t,~Otl.ltion IJl 'ah::-- l·an he d
trill) proc:c ... :-. \\.hen 'ak·,pcnph:

J<.m't lno" the true nct.·lJ..., of thc.:ir
pm ... pct:h. But the mo't 'uc.:rc,,ful

'ale' .tnd hu . . inc'' profc,,innah
lntl\\ hO\\ to a'k que,t1on.., that
detcmnnc "hat thc1r pny.. pccti\c
dicnt-. n~all) "ant. The} u...c que,.
tinn' to OP"!Il up communication'
anJ encourage pro,pc!ct.., to ..,hare
informatiOn.
Howc,er. u'mg quc,tion' to
um.·o, er information and to Oreal
down barrier' at the nc~ouatmg
tallle requires more than JUSt askmg
questtons a- you thmk of them. II
you a'k the right questiOn, you can
get Lhe informatiOn you need to
close the deal. But a'k the "rong
quc\tion, and )OU ri'l offending
your prospect and Jo"ng the 'ale.
E"enttally, you must kno" ho" to
ask effective questions that produce
the right response.
Formulating cffcctl\'C que\tions requues forethought and skill.
So use the folio" ing seven gllldclint:~ for etfcc.:ti\e quc,tioning technique' the next t1me you ~it c.Jo""n at
the bargaining table w1th a potenual
chent:
I. Plan Your Questions Ahead of
Time
Before tarung the negouations. ligure out exactly "hat key
i\,uc' you'll he negollatmg
Re,earchtng thl.!' prospect you're
nc£otiating "ith. hi' or her orgamtallon. and background rclati\C to
the 'ituation enahh:s )OU to formulate the right question' to get more
1nformat1on.

Find out "hat type of person
the pro,pcd j,, "'hcthcr he or 'he''
an experienced negotiator, ctnd
what's at stake for the other party in
the deal. The more you know. the
more effccti\ c your 4uc ... tum' v. ill
he. So plan m advance the kinds of
que lions hkcly to produce the
most information, .md the kinds of
questions "1th the m<"l potential
for mO\ing you and your prospect
to.,.ard a solution.
2. Ask Permission to Ask
Questions
Questions can . . ometimes put

p~:oplr Oil

the

lh!klhi\C

J"o

il\Oitl

th1' ... uuatum, t.:htKhC '' (lrtb anJ

phra'l.'' that make ) our pnv.. pcc.:h
lecl like the.·~ arc Ot:ing intcn IC\\Cd,

rathcr than mtt.'rrogatcd The Ja,t
thing )OU \\ant )Our pro ... pect-.. to
feel i-.. that the) 'rt> under interroga tion. So u'c care 111 )-OUr "-On.l
t:hoa.:c' and aiiO\\ them to open up
and let the mformatwn no\\
Stan by 'ay mg. "So that I can
under ... tand where you're commg
from and hO\\ \\C m1ght \\Ork more
do,ely together. 1l would help me il
I a'ked a fe"" que,llon' h that
olo..a) \\Jth you·r
Once you have their pcrmi\'IOn, be ... ure to a"k your que\tiOn\
gently. Instead of saying. "Why do
you in,i\t on tho\e tcrrn,·r· try ... ay·
ing. •·so I can better under... tand
your pc.hition, can you plea'e
explain to me \\ hy those term' arc
\O 1mponant to you·)"
3. Be~in with Broad, Simple
Questions and Progres~ to
Questions "ith .'\1ore Depth
Broad que ... tion\ prevent your
prospects from feehng pmned
do\\ n, so stan "ith open-ended
inquiries. For example. a'k them
al"l<lut the1r mam goal for the ncgouatlon. ThJS method "ill allo" the
prn..,pccl\ to an..,wer in general
term ... and to keep their negotiation
'trategy a 'ccrct. Then a' you and
the other pan} hccome more c.:omft 1rtabk. move on to narro\\ cr.
more dircc.:t quc..,tlon..,.
Dircl"t que . . uon.., !!1\C you 'f>C
citk mfunnation. \Uch a ... fact\ and
figure .... ·'How mu~.:h do you cxpc~.:t
to pa) for thi.., \Cr\ iceT' j.., an example of a dircl:l que..,tion.
Then a' you uncover the fat:L\,
you can gradually progress to JXISI·
tinning and 'trategic que..,tion..,,
such as. ''What "ill Jl take for you
to agree to our offc(r Stratcgu:
que\l!On\ help e\oery·one flX:U\ on
"-<>rking out an ;.te~.:eptable agree-

ment.
4 . .'\lake Your Questions Simple
A ..,k quc~tion.., that arc ea..,y to
an,wcr. In other wonh. don't a.~;.k
question" that may make your
prospect uncomfonable. So a\oid
personal quc\tion.... unle\' the

.llh"-~r

" ah,olutcl) 'ita! to )OUr
ncgotl<llion,. For e ample. a per
,on·, salar~ j, pcr,onal infonna·
tion. hut a real c'tate agent ha.., a
\a lid rl'a\IHl for a'king pro..,pcrb to
rc' cal ho\\ mm:h the\ make
AJ..,o. 1f . . omcone a,J..., you a
qw: ... uon that you don· t lo..no"" ho\\
to an . . wcr. admit 1t. Learn hm\ to
'a). "I don't lo..no\\-.' But ah""a)~
offer to find out the an'""er. and
promi\C to get back. With them
5. Once You've \sked a Question,
Take Time to Lbten
Although hstenmg 'cem' like
an Oh\ iOU\ pan of the que ... tion and
an ... wcr 'Y'tem. the pmcticc i~ often
overlooked. Man) time .... \\hen
sale,penple get caught up in the
negotiation prcx:cs~. they focus on
what they "ant to ask pro,pects
next. rather than Ji..,tcn attcnti\el)
to their response\.
If you want to get mformat1on
from your pro..,pcct\. you mu ... t li"ten to what they sa)'. Don't plan
your ..,c~.:ond que . . tion until thcy·,e
an..,wered the fir,t. Be quiet. concentrate on their rc"pon\C\, and
con,ider how their \t;.Jtemcnh
affect the negotiation..,
6. Use Que~tions to Give
Information
To a\oid ..,ounding pu..,hy or
0\Crbearing. communit.:atc important mformation b) turning your
..,tatemcnh mto quc..,tion.... hlr
e\amplc, "'Did )OU lo..no\\ our company out \old our clo . . e\t compcti·
tors b) 125 per<·ent last year''"
...ound.., friendlier than ju..,t ..,tatmg
number' and fat:l\.
Al..,o. \tatemcnt.., in the form of
que ... uon' encourage )OUr pro,pcch
to re\pcmd "-llh more information.
For example. your prospt!t:t may
re..,rxmd ... Yc .... \\C \\.ere 1mprc"ed
\\ llh your c.:ompany 's record of con~
..,,..,tcntly outperforming lls l.'ompetuors. The last company "e dealt
\\-ith \Cemcd to \lruggle to keep up.
which caused many prohlems."
The; rc,p<>nsc tells you that they are
a\\~trc of your reputatum. ami your
'tahiht) i' imponant to them.
7. l'se Questions to Clarify
Experienced
negotiator\
alv.-ays a ... k enough quc ... tion.., to

cn,urc that all partil'' UJH..h.:rMand
all th~ Uctoub ul thl' ~tgrc~mcnt,
t~x:au'c m<tn) time' t\\o partie . .
"-111 agree. hut not on th...:- ..,amc
t...:-rm .... h1r example. if \lHllconc
agree' to pil) on the f1r't. what do
they mean'! The} rna) mean that
they "ill pay nn the hN of the
month. but whit"h month'' Or the)
may mean the) wlil pay on the llrst
dehvery. or the lirst chance they
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This may 'ound nit · picky, out
you \hould alway' c.·over C\ef)
detail of the agreement term' to
a~oid confu\1011. Keep a'k.mg que'tion.., until you and ~our pro\pect
mean the same thmg.., by the term'
you u ...e.
The IJenefil\
of Effecti>e Questions
lnfnrmat1on is the key to better
ncgouauon.... and effective que'~
lJ(>n-asking technique' alltm you to
collect more mformation from) our
pn"pective clients. The nght ques·
tion\ can open up communication
Ii nes and enc.:ourage coJl\ ef'.ation ...
that increase the level of tru..,t your
prospect h<JS in you and the product
or \CT"\oice )OU \CII
"When you U\e the\C \even
gUJdehnc.., for ctlectJ\e que..,tion
ing, you and your pro,pcct can
move beyond your indi\ idual ('K.l\ition..,, ((X:U\ on \\-J)' to pool your
\trcngths, and form mutually benefit' Ia! <.lgrccmcnh. And mutually
bcnefit"lal agreement\ mean more
dicnb. more 'ale\, and more
mune) for )OU and your ~.:ump<.lll)
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John Patrick Dolan I\ a highly
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Visitors and Convention Bureaus
My New Favorite Chinese Restaurant

Ontario

Victor Valley

Big Bear

\ Jc.ton-llle Chamber (If C'on1mercc
14174 Green Tree Bl\d
\"u.:torville . (' \ '1219~

~~R u~~~~~:l~~:r~r ~~ \~:~~~f

b~ lo~·

I \Oil\
P.F Chang·-. Chma Bi,trll has tm.lll) t.:om~..~ to the Inland l·mp1rc.
Thi~ ... uc~.:c, ... lul L"omtlm.ltion ~)r effort' ~t\\l'cn Pcll'T Fk·ming Jnd h1'
partner. Mr. ('hang, had 'klppt.'J O\CT u ... 111 gomg from Orange Coull!)' tn the
C'nachc..·lla \ aile)~ hut, .h nc.:arl) a dou•n ncv. re,tauranh h.a, c ... prung up
O\cmight ncar thL· Vi~..:toria Ciard~..·n,, \\C finall~ got a Chan!!\
I "ill tell ~ou nght nut thatl.un lmpn:,,cJ. and JU'tm llmL' too. \\hat
hall hccn m) fmoritc Chiih.''c rc,taurant had ~en ~01ng dov.nhill ,o fa,t
) ou l'nuld practic,tll) chart ih dcf.: line. I kept ~l'-k1ng Ill) ... elf,"' h) d1J I rome
back .
No\\ , at la,t, I ha\l~ found a rcpla~:cmcnt. l'nfonunatt:'l). apparent!) ... o
ha' C\CI)Onc cl....e. Although hr.mJ llC\\, Chang·, of Ram:ho Cuc.unonga 1'
full ~H~T) night. I-.\ en at 5 P\1 )OU have to \\ail for a . . ~at. The decor j,
. . tunnin~. I 'to<xl next to a hx:al rc . . t.tur.mteur \\ ho coultln 't . . top . . taring at
the room. He "a' 'tunnetl
Sen~~.:e j, impen:.tOI!.! a' "ell. The . . t.tff, \\hO ha\e C\Cr) right to fed
ru . . hcJ and harried, arc m complete anJ cort!Jal control.
A' for the food. I cou!Jn 't £el enough_ Tht.• l.Tab \\ ontOih \\ere bigger
than an) I h.l\e encountered recent!) .mJ the) \\ere hot ll' \\ell. ('alaman
come' in 'trip'. not 1ht.• u . . ual ring ..... The \\anton 'oup j, plcnt1ful antl Jcli\..'IOU,. Other delight.... like the Peking Jumpling ..... arc a 'urpri . . mg treat.
One thing that confu,cd ffil.~ here \\a . . the dttTcrt.•nce nct\\CC'Il Chang·,
ho\\ me in and their lo me in. Cho\\ mcm. a' I unJer..,tt)(xf it. ha' l1h~o J)'
been like a stir f[) O\ cr dl) noodle-,. Lo rnl.!m ha' t:ooked nooJJe, 111 a
sauce. Here thev arc alm<ht the 'arne. The cho\\ mcin noodle . . arc 'tir tried
along \\ith the beef or shrimp or chicken. "rhc on I) t!ilfcretKC \\Ould . . ccm
to be that the lo mein has more \egewblc' in them", making 11 cris("'r.
uny dishes are beller at Chang's. !loth the ("'anut chicken and the

B•g fkar I ·ah', (' \ 92ll'i
4Cll 7 •I ux.t9091 K66-)4l.Z
I '-C<: l>•r~~tur JemurcT \kCull.m
lnh'CAl bl)!hcarl.·h.•mhcr.c0m

(Qt)(J ~hh

PhO) 245-o5C)(, • l·a•

1
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Chair \lark (ooiJherg

Palm Springs
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Ct.mtaf.'t. \11chclc Spears
\v... h:unhcrC.i? vvchamher.com

·II''

L\.ecuti\C Director lkhb1e \kgna

C'ontat·t: l 11 Pcrko\ Kh
ipt:"lkO\ICh@palm spnngs.org

Idyllwild

c \ .\
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continued on page 50
THE HISTORIC

GALLEANO WINERY

ll
NeW York Grill'"

CUCAMONGA VALLEY SINCE 1927

cu~totn

design
a label
just f(Jr you

950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario
Mon / Thur 11:30 a.m.· 9:30p.m.
Fri 11:30 a.m. • 10:30 p.m. • Sat 4:30p.m. • ro:3o p.m.
Sun 4:00 p.m. • 9:30 p.m. • Reservations Recommended

It' New York without the attitude! This award-winning

•
•
•

restaurant is where famous fare is finely defined. Our menu
features prime steaks, Australian lobster tail, garlic roasted

•
•
•

chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood
specialties. Join us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where
acclarmed artists have made us the Inland Empire's most
mtlmate jazz experience! We take care of every detail with
innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts,
outstandmg wine selection and entertainment to comple·
ment your dining experience • and di.scover our magnifi·

cent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event.

\Neb Development
\Neb Dee1gn
Detebeetng
E-Cornmerce
\Neb Hosting
Graph1c Design
Corporate ldantoty
Animated Logos
Market1ng Collateral

Weddtngs • .Anni' ers.tri<..·s
• Birthdays • Special F'ents

Natlcedll lncr•••• Bueln•••
with Cuetarn Deelgn

• (;raduations • l-loliday (jifts

GALLEANO WINERY

42JI Wintvillt Road, Mira Loma, CA 91752 ~;
Phont (951) 685-5J76 (951) .J60-91HO

l

www.gallranowim:ry.com
Tour the: HtstorK Wmcry Wc-tkcnds bttwccn .2.00 pm tu 4.00 pm Or hy .;appommcnt
Lasted tn the anunal Rclitmcr ot H!'tunc Placts

Mention this ad fer e free c:oneUtation

909.338.3187
\1\1 \1\1 \1\1 -
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The
tlfth
annual
Califorma Date Chef
Competition at the La
Quinta Resort & Club
is set for Sunday. Ftfteen professional chef finalish will compete
for Be" of Show. People's Choice
and first place 111 appetiter, entree
and de~ ...ert categories. Top winner
takes ~ 1.500 pri1e money. First
place categoncs "in S 1.000 each
and People's Choice av.ard is $750.
The puhlic is im ited to the Gala
Champagne Awards Reception
from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. to ta"e all the
flnali ... ts · entries and vote for
People's Choice. ThiS )ear a free
Market Place with Coachella Valley
produce. culinary accoutrements
and other food-related items and
information will be open from I
p.m. to 5 p.m. for the public For
more information please contact
Pamela Bieri at (760) 56H-4-122.

12

Small Bus111e" Administration presents.
E-Commerce
for

Small Businc....,s. Tues ..

9 a.m. to 12 p.m This class is free
but pre-registration j.., requ1red.
Chino Business Resource Center.
13160 Seventh Street. Chino. For
more information please call (951)
781-23-15
Small Busine" .\dmmistrallon presents.
Bu..,me's Plan RcviC\\.
Tues .. 6 p.m. to 9 p.m
f-ee for thiS class IS S 15. pre-regiStration 1s recommended I.E.C.E.
Business Resource Center. 202 Ea~t
Airport Drive, Suite 155. San
Bernardino. For more information
please call Paul Bahamon at (909)
R90-12-l:!.
Small Business Admini\tration pre~ent~.
Marketing Your Small

12

12

Bu~mev;. Thur~ .. 9 a.m to 12 p.m.
Fee for this class is $20. pre-registration is reqUired. High Desert
Busmess Resource Center. 15555
Main Street. Suite G--1. Hesperia.
For more information please call
(760)951-1592
The second annual
Orange Blossom Ball
will be on Saturday.
The door 1~ opened at
9 a.m Ballroom dance competition
~tart~ at I 0 a.m. A showca~c at the
end of the competition will com·
plete the day's celebrations.
Spectator ucket pnce " $10 adult.
$5 for k1d's between 6· 12. and free
admission for kid' under 6.
Lnhcrsity of California Ri\crside.
in the student recreation center. For
more mformauon please call 1951)
827-4645
Small Busmess Ad
ministration presents.

16

"Accident lnvc\tigation for Super·
visors" (What is required and what
to do with the information gained.)
Tues., 9 a.m. to II a.m. Fee for this
class is ~I 0. pre-registration is recommended.
San
Bernardino
County
West
End
Business
Resource Center. 9650 Ninth
Street, Rancho Cucamonga. For
more mformation please call at

19

(909) 9-IR-6650.

Small Business Ad·
ministration presents.
AdvertiSing
I0 I
Tues .. 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Fee tor this
class is $15. pre-registration is rcc·
ommendcd. I E.C.fBusiness
Resource Center. 202 East Airport
Drive. Suite 155. San Bernardino.
For more information pkasc call
Paul Bahamon at (909) 890-1242.
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The Cellar Spirits and Grill Starts New Trend in Upland
With the backdrop of the San Gabriel Mountains behind it, the new
Cellar Spirits and Gnll interior offers fine d1nmg and late night entertamment in a historic building updated into a deluxe setting with modernistic
design.
The ~umplUous main room includes a number of glassed tn side rooms
for a more mumate feeling. ft·F<!€tH-h·tlle-b<:st of Hollywood's Golden Era
mixed with touches of elegam La> Vega's. The original high. tin ceiling ol
the spacious free-standing build.i11"g leads out to clearstory windows that let
in the brilliant San Gabriel moun1:>1i:tl (ight in the daylight Burgundy and
mustard colors carry out the thbne of elegance and ease found throughout
the restaurant, including the comfort,ible specially-designed lounge sofas
and chairs. At night the cosmi~ lig~tingj)9ps the entire place into action that
lasts well into the morn111g hours-just in time for fresh breakfast pastries
com1ng out of the kitchen.

The Cellar Spirits and Grill features the Mediterranean traditional and
contemporary cuisine of Executive Chef Hugo Salazar. Chef Salazar trained
at the Culinary Academy in Pasadena. He has worked with Nobu Matsuhisa
at the Flonda Nobu. where he helped developed the conch salad with Nobu
and Anthon) Bourdain 1 Once he moved back to Los Angeles, Hugo was in
charge of the kitchen at Koi.

W.M. Keck Foundation Grants $20 Million to Keck Graduate
Institute of Applied Life Sciences
continued from page 30
KGI Background
Keck

Graduate

fn>titute

of

Applied Life Sciences is an independent, coeducational graduate
school offering a unique professional master of bioscience (MBS)

continued from page 48

JUst as delicious.
I wound up having the chow
mein as it actually is more like the
lo me111 that I am used to. Either
way seems to please the crowd, and
it is crowded.
Desserts are unique, with such

degree that is accredited through
the Western Association of Schools
and Colleges. KGI is the seventh
and newest member of the

Claremont Univel'iity Consortium.
located in Claremont.

19

My New Favorite Chinese Restaurant
cashew chicken has fre;h, crisp
nuts. not the soft gummy kind that
so many restaurants pur out.
For my personal tastes, I prefer
the beef fried rice. Here it is as
plentiful as the wanton soup and

Salat.ar was born mto a Cuban family with a heritage of fine food
Hugo's father. Antomo. made their town of Mant.illo famous with his pork
sandwiches, cured with cloves. cumin and sugar and searing the ham with
an iron to mfm.e the brown "iugar into the meat. After he moved to the
United States. Salazar started h1s own line of specially blended seasonings
now sold in markets. Hugo also worked with his brother, Antonio. Jr.. at
the famous Cuban bakery 111 Glendale. Porto's. creating dishes such as plantain soup with homemade banana chips as well as such standards as raspberry and ricoua croissants.
The well thought-out extraordinary array of spirits, available only at The
Cellar, is matched by Chef Salazar's Mediterranean cuisine. Diners may
choose from a seasonal menu or one created by the chef for individual parties or guests. Specialties 111clude beef and tuna carpaccio. Fennel and
Shrimp Ravioli, Zuppa de Pesce and "naughty" chocolate dessert risotto.
The Cellar Spirits and Grill is located at 195 N. Central Avenue,l,;pland.
California (91786). The phone number is (909) 946-360-1.
Please contact Randall Fried at the restaurant or Gerry Furth, Media 8
(310) 202-6412 for information and details.

treats as the banana spring roll.
Even the coffee was great.
As I indicated, I have been lookmg for a new Chinese restaurant
that I could enjoy. Legend has it
that Mr. Reming was undergoing
the same search when he decided

to stan his own.
Apparently we are both satisfied.
P F Clumf(s is at 7/llO Monticello
A\•enue. in the Victoria Gardens in

Rancho Cucamonga. Call 909-4634095 to trv to get a reservation.

......
Exquisite
Italian Fusion Cuisine

Karaoke, Comedy &
Service Ind. Night

2 VIP rooms all bottle service DII'IIIIJ:
Live Jazz Night
Big Dance floor
The best lighting this side
.......... fltiiiV
of Vegas

Full Bar Featuring
exclusive martinis
& specialty drinks
Exotic Shadow Dancers

&Sallr*J;
Club Night

51111111:

(9191-- 3&14
1.1CIIInll•
. . . . . 91118

fOOtHill
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The

ON

local choice for

and other
Our beautiful, technologically

advanced facility offers all the space, services and amenities
you want at a

RD . Whether

you're planning a video conference meeting for 10, a corporate
gathering for 100, or a large trade show for 1,000, the Ontario
Convention Center provides the
Just give us a call and our friendly staff will answer any
questions you may have. For more information or an online
RFP, visit www.onta.riocvb.com or call us at 1-888-262-7121.

